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Part A. Executive Summary
A.i Developer, Developer Entity and Developer Team
Developer
2Life Communities, formerly Jewish Community Housing for the Elderly, is a well-established nonprofit provider of senior supportive housing in the Greater-Boston area. Since its founding in 1965,
2Life has developed seven distinct properties and nearly 1,300 apartments, all of which we own,
manage and provide services to: Ulin House, Leventhal House, Kurlat House, and Weinberg House
make up our Brighton Campus. We have two properties in Newton, Golda Meir House and Coleman
House, and Shillman House is in Framingham.
2Life has a robust real estate development pipeline of eight projects:







Brown Family House at 370 Harvard Street, Brookline – $30 million total development cost,
62 units, construction start June 2019
Golda Meir House Expansion, Newton – $32 million total development cost, 68 units,
awarded Comprehensive Permit and local funding in December 2018, construction start
expected Fall 2020
J.J. Carroll Redevelopment of Boston Housing Authority site- $X million total development
cost, 120 units, awarded through competitive RFP, permitting expected Fall 2019 and
construction start expected Fall 2020
Additional pipeline projects in Newton, Brookline, Framingham, Wellesley and Peabody

Developer Entity
2Life Development, Inc. (f/k/a Jewish Community Housing for the Elderly III, Inc., name change
official in September 2019), a wholly-owned and controlled affiliate of 2Life Communities, will be the
developer entity for Kent/Station Street. 2Life’s staff will coordinate all aspects of the project from
resident and stakeholder engagement during permitting through design, financing, construction and
lease-up.
Developer Team
2Life Communities has a Real Estate Department of six full-time professionals dedicated to
managing new construction and comprehensive renovation projects. The Real Estate Department
works closely with 2Life staff in Finance, Property Management, Compliance, Resident Services, and
Programs throughout the programming, design, financing and lease-up process to lay the
foundation for successful operations. As a whole, 2Life has approximately 170 staff across its four
locations. 2Life is in an exceptionally strong position to move the project forward quickly, given its
strong balance sheet and ability to self-fund pre-development activities.
2Life’s real estate development practice is built to innovate. Every one of our projects seeks to
demonstrate new and creative ways to supporting aging in community:
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Affordability: The high cost of housing in Massachusetts is the single biggest cause of
economic insecurity among older adults. We assemble financing to create housing that is
affordable to anyone who has been priced out of the supportive senior housing market. In
addition to our deeply subsidized projects, this includes groundbreaking work on aging in
community options for seniors who are over-income for housing with government subsidies
but do not make enough to afford market rate options.
Village Centers: Research has proven that community is the best antidote to the loneliness
and social isolation experienced by so many older adults. We make it easy to be part of the
community, both by building on main streets and near public transportation, and by creating
vibrant program spaces on our campuses that are accessible to residents and neighbors
alike. Resident Services offices are always located near mailboxes and other hubs of activity
to make it easy for staff to know every resident and for residents to get the help they need.
Accessibility: We work to ensure that each resident can stay in their apartment even if their
circumstances change. Our apartments include universal design features and are designed
to adapt to each individual’s changing physical and intellectual circumstances.
Sustainability and Emerging Technology: In addition to developing highly efficient buildings,
we are experts in “grey-green technology" that is good for the planet, saves money on
operations, and is informed by how seniors use technology.
Life Cycle Investing: As a long-term owner and operator, we have a long-term stake in what
we build. Our projects are smart, comprehensive, and informed by best practice, prioritizing
high-performing materials and systems that last. In addition to being more environmentally
and financially sustainable over the life of the building, this helps us create more livable
homes for residents.

2Life Project Team
With the successful track record of the Brown Family House, 2Life proposes to bring together the
same cohesive design and construction project team for Kent/Station Street. This team has a depth
of experience in affordable housing financing, design and construction. This team will once again be
led by Zoe Weinrobe, 2Life’s Director of Real Estate Innovation, who will be the primary Project
Manager and point of contact for the Kent/Station Street development project managing all aspects
of the development process.
Key personnel for the 2Life developer team and operations team include the individuals below,
whose resumes are in Part B and further described at the end of the Executive Summary.
2Life Developer Team





Amy Schectman- President and CEO
Lizbeth Heyer- Chief of Real Estate Development
Karen Edlund- Chief Financial Officer
Elise Selinger- Real Estate Innovation Manager
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2Life Operations Team




John Lutz- Chief Operating Officer
Jill Ouellette- Director of Compliance
Joe O’Toole- Director of Facilities

The core team contracted by 2Life for this development will be the following:





Architect: Mark Eclipse, Principal, Prellwitz Chilinski Associates
Landscape/Civil Engineer: Theo Kindermans, Principal, Stantec Inc.
Construction Manager: Ed Sople, Chief Operating Officer, Dellbrook|JKS
Legal Counsel: Teresa Santalucia, Attorney, Klein Hornig

The chart below shows the engagement of these firms in other recent 2Life developments. These
firms, principals and their relevant experience are described in more detail in Part B.
Brown Family House
370 Harvard St
Brookline MA
62 apts- Urban Infill
(Under Construction)

Golda Meir Expansion
160 Stanton Avenue
Newton, MA
68 apt
(Pre-development)

2Life- Zoe Weinrobe

X

X

PCA

X

X

Stantec

X

X

Dellbrook

X

Klein Hornig

Weinberg House
132 Chestnut Hill Ave
Brighton MA
61 apts- Urban Infill
(Completed Spring
2019)

X
X

X

X
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A.ii Description of Development Program
Development Program
2Life is enthusiastic about the opportunity to partner with the Town of Brookline to develop 54 highquality one-bedroom new apartments, averaging 670 square feet, affordable to seniors at a range of
incomes with the redevelopment of the Town-owned Kent/Station Street parking lot. This site is a
terrific, transit-rich location in Brookline Village, an ideal walkable “village center” for the seniors who
will live in our building with the Brookline Village MBTA stop and multiple bus routes including the
60, 65 and 66. 2Life proposes a redevelopment plan for the Station/Kent Street Lot that addresses
the Town of Brookline’s goals stated in the RFP, prioritizes housing for low income seniors and is in
keeping with our vision of aging in community: expanding opportunities for older adults in Brookline
to age affordably and access our vibrant community programming and supportive services. We will
invite our neighbors in to our lobby and multi-purpose room for enticing programs and activities,
adding to the vibrancy of the Brookline Village community.
2Life is well positioned to redevelop the Kent/Station Street site. Given the depth of our experience
with tight urban sites and podium construction building, proximity of our other Brookline and
Brighton communities, local experience and our award-winning supportive housing model, 2Life has
a unique ability to propose a vibrant project in the heart of Brookline Village.
Total square feet proposed:
This proposed building requires significant height to achieve the number of apartments required for
economies of scale for operations.

Residential
Public
Parking
Total

51,500 SF
20,500 SF

On Kent Street
5 stories
1 story

On Station Street
5 stories
2 stories

71,000 SF

6 stories

7 stories

The building construction type:
The proposed apartment building will be constructed utilizing a type 1A protected structural steel
and concrete superstructure for the Ground and 2nd floor podium element of the building.
Construction type 3B Structural wood framing will make up the remaining 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th
floors. The building envelope will consist of a combination of composite materials such as masonry
veneer, curtain wall systems, insulated metal paneling, cementitious siding, thermal-insulated glass
windows and door assemblies and TPO Roofing System with metal flashings. 2Life is also exploring
the possibility of using modular construction for the residential portion of the building as an
alternative approach. There is more detail about this potential approach in Part C- Conceptual
Design.
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We assume that the building utilities are to be natural gas, domestic water and fire protection
services, electrical and telecommunication services and sanitary and storm water discharge services.
Given that Town Meeting may adopt requirements for non-fossil fuel energy sources, it is also
possible to include an all-electric heating and cooling system (VRF), which is becoming increasingly
common in multi-family construction projects.

Maximizing and diversifying affordable housing options for Brookline residents:
We propose a development that maximizes the number of affordable housing options that can be
supported by tax credits and propose an ambitious request for state and federal resources for
Section 8 and Massachusetts Rental Voucher Program (MRVP) vouchers to serve extremely low and
very low income seniors. Based on previous direction from the Brookline Housing Advisory Board,
the project includes eight unrestricted apartments priced at below market rents to create affordable
options for seniors at a range of incomes.
Income Groups/Area Median Income
Section 8/PBV Units (to be Up to 50%
requested from DHCD)
AMI
MRVP Units (to be
Up to 50%
requested from DHCD)
AMI
LIHTC Units
Up to 60%
AMI
Unrestricted Units
Unrestricted
Live-In Staff Member
Unrestricted
Total

1 Bedroom
8

Net Square Feet
5,360

12

8,040

25

16,750

8
1
54

5,360
670
36,180

Proposed parking program:
In this transit-rich location, with an MBTA Green line stop, multiple bus routes and 2Life’s van
making scheduled trips, the proposal includes no parking dedicated to the building’s residents.
Parking Uses
Replace existing Kent/Station Street public parking
Replace existing car share spaces
2Life Staff Parking
2Life Support Services & Visitor Parking
Total Car Parking

Total Spaces
37
2
3
6
48 spaces

Covered Bike Parking

24 spaces
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Services Plan and Interior and Exterior Common Space:
2Life’s comprehensive array of resident supportive services provides low and moderate income
seniors innovative programs create a strong sense of community. There is an emerging body of
research on the prevalence and impact of chronic loneliness on seniors’ health. Of particular note is
Dr. Carla M. Perissinotto’s research providing evidence of the link between loneliness, physical
illness, and functional and cognitive decline. Loneliness is a common source of distress, suffering,
and impaired quality of life in older persons. Community is the best antidote to loneliness; residents
at the future Kent/Station Street site will be part of a vibrant, engaging community in Brookline
Village. The impact is significant on long-term community engagement: from 2011-2016, the median
age at move-out from 2Life housing was 87 years old, while in a similar timeframe HUD-Section 202
properties had a nationwide median move-out age of 77 and a Massachusetts move-out age of 81.
This is made possible by 2Life’s commitment to offering privately funded programs and community
engagement opportunities that go beyond the scope offered by traditional affordable housing.
The lynchpin of 2Life’s service program is a resident service coordinator, assisting residents to get
the support they need- including securing and protecting benefits enrollment (SNAP and
MassHealth) and offering referrals to critical service and programs, as well as generating meaningful
activities at the site and with community participants. Our project operating budget includes a fulltime resident service coordinator.
For all other programs and services, 2Life raises private philanthropic funds to offer an extensive
range of programs at all of our sites that provide residents opportunities for engagement and to
help seniors stay active and healthy. These funds support senior-friendly fitness classes with
specially-trained staff, a handicapped-accessible van that provides transportation to shopping,
cultural events and volunteer activities, and a myriad of educational and cultural programs that will
take place in our common space multi-purpose room. Maintenance staff also take an active role in
resident wellness and a live-in staff member apartment will help residents in challenging moments
off-hours, significantly reducing the number of emergency calls to 911.
The spaces for on-site services and programs at the proposed building will include:








Multi-purpose room with kitchenette and public restroom for 2Life’s award winning
programs and services
One apartment dedicated to a live-in staff member who is available to respond to resident
emergencies after hours and on weekends.
Common area decks/balconies on residential floors 3-7
Publicly accessible, safe and well-lit pedestrian path connecting Kent and Station Street
Public Park with green open space along the west side of the building
A lobby with mailboxes, a package room and seating for vehicular pick-up/drop-off
Resident services coordinator office.

The future building at the Kent/Station Street site is just one mile from 2Life’s Brown Family House
on 370 Harvard Street or a 5-10 minute drive. A 2Life scheduled van service will operate between the
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two properties with additional connections to the amenities and programs at 2Life’s Brighton
Campus, approximately 2 miles from the site. The Executive Director for the Brown Family House
will oversee both communities. The Brown Family House has a vibrant ground floor with inviting
resident common areas, a multi-purpose room, a conference room, community-oriented retail,
outdoor public green space and a private courtyard. In addition, the Brown Family House has two
apartments dedicated to live-in staff members for emergency response after hours and weekend
coverage. To maintain complete coverage, these staff members will provide these emergency
response services for Kent Street residents when the Kent Street live-in staff member has time off.
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A.iii Statement of Development Vision
Target Population and Market Conditions
The creation of 54 one-bedroom apartments enables long-time Brookline residents, who may
otherwise need to move out due to unsuitable housing, lack of affordability or loneliness, to age in
community. In particular, there is a documented need for affordable senior housing in Brookline. In
2010, more than 40% of Brookline’s elderly residents earned less than 300% of the poverty rate, an
indicator of significant financial vulnerability and 32.7% of the 60-70 year old population report a
disability (Brookline FY2016-2020 Needs Assessment; Brookline Community Foundation).
Furthermore, there was a significant increase in poverty for people over 75 from 8.3% in 2000 to
17.1% in 2010. There are more than 1,000 people on waiting lists for affordable senior housing in
Brookline between 2Life’s Brighton campus, the Brookline Housing Authority and Hebrew Senior
Life’s Centre Communities. The wait is typically more than 3 years long.
We anticipate these demographic trends to continue as more Baby Boomers retire each year living
on fixed incomes. Meanwhile, housing costs continue to rise in Brookline. According to Bonz &
Company’s most recent Market Study in 2018, the market rate rent for a 1-bedroom in the nearby
Coolidge Corner area was $2,750.

Project Ownership and Management Structure
2Life and our project counsel will work with the Town of Brookline and Town counsel to determine
the best ownership structure to address the Town’s goals as described in the RFP.
Our preferred ownership structure would be for 2Life, as the developer, to enter into a construction
contract to construct the parking component for the Town pursuant to a construction license and
development agreement on the land that will be retained by the Town. The Town would fund the
parking component and, upon completion, the Town would continue to own and operate the
parking component.
The parking component for the purposes of this RFP is defined in the following way:
Level 1- Station Street
Level 2- Kent Street
Total

Vehicular Parking
8 spaces
31 spaces (incld 2 car share)
39 spaces

Parking Area SF
6,700
11,300
18,000

Bicycle Parking
8 spaces
16 spaces
24 spaces

Simultaneously with the construction of the parking component, a separate single-purpose entity
affiliated with 2Life would construct the senior residential portion of the project on the air rights
parcel that will be conveyed by the Town to the 2Life/Residential Owner.
The residential component for the purposes of this RFP is defined in the following way:
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Level 1- Station Street
Level 2- Kent Street
Level 3-7 Upper Floors
Total

Residential SF
2,800
700
28,500
X

Apartments
0
0
54
54

Vehicular Spaces
9 spaces
0
0
9 spaces

Parking Area SF
2,500
0
0
2,500

Our preference is a fee conveyance but we are willing to consider a long-term lease. Depending on
the agreed upon path, 2Life will also work with the Town to extinguish or modify the two existing
easements on the site (easement to maintain a retaining wall and easement and right to use Andam
Place). The residential component will be built pursuant to a separate construction contract and,
upon completion, it will be owned and operated by a single purpose entity affiliated with 2Life.
It is important that 2Life act as the developer of both the parking component and the residential
component to ensure site coordination as well as to manage the construction schedule to financial
performance targets required by the project investor and lenders.
As with all of our properties, 2Life communities is an owner, manager and service provider. We find
these roles reinforce each other and provide a seamless experience for residents and neighbors.
2Life Communities Services, Inc. (f/k/a Jewish Community Housing for the Elderly Services, Inc.), the
proposed project’s Management Agent, was created in 1993 and from the outset has recognized
that a strong focus on the creation of partnerships with residents and the community is central to
excellence in property management. Through our partnership approach, 2Life Communities
Services Inc. works together with “the Owner,” another 2Life Communities affiliate, to formulate
policy and procedures that are then enforced at 2Life properties. Among the areas of responsibility
for 2Life Communities Services Inc. are: staff supervision, marketing, leasing and tenant selection,
rent collection, 504 and Reasonable Accommodation compliance, resident service programs,
resident-management relations, lease enforcement, and routine and preventive maintenance.
2Life’s proposed staffing and management of the Kent/Station Street residential community
includes:





Executive Director (shared with Brown Family House)
Resident Services Coordinator
Maintenance Mechanic (shared with Brown Family House)
Custodian

The custodian and maintenance mechanic would maintain the residential lobby, residential building,
elevators, trash removal and landscaping of the green open space, including the pedestrian path
and public park.
Based on the proposed ownership structure described above, the Town of Brookline would be
responsible for maintaining the parking structure, payment kiosks and related parking garage
equipment.
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Design Approach and Design Responsive to Neighborhood Conditions
Design approach, including massing, orientation, public/green spaces, circulation, parking and
special features, location and physical features of the site, destination, fits into neighborhood
context
The proposed design minimizes the building footprint while maintaining richness of character,
neighborhood and abutter sensitivity, pedestrian access, and the density needed to offer
sustainable, supportive senior housing. The mass of the building is kept slender and each corner is
chamfered to maintain open space and to maximize the distance between the building and our
neighbors, allowing for more light and views. By creating two separate levels of parking, we
minimize vehicular circulation space to accommodate more parking as well as 24 covered bicycle
parking spaces. The parking level on Kent Street has 29 spaces and 2 car share spaces and will
operate similarly to the existing use with a possible decrease in vehicular traffic due to fewer spaces.
The parking level on Station Street has 17 spaces and will have the designated 9 parking spaces for
2Life staff and support staff. The residential lobby and main entrance to the building is along Station
Street and there will be a designated loading area for pick-up and drop-off for 2Life residents.
Minimizing the building footprint also creates space for an accessible pedestrian access and a public
park along the west property line with a tree-planted berm that serves as a buffer to the adjacent
home. The berm is rounded to create intimate seating areas along the public path. The accessible
pedestrian path can be accessed by either a stair and pathway between Station and Kent Street or a
public elevator between the parking levels. A widened sidewalk on Station Street allows us to plant a
row of street trees. On Kent Street, the parking deck is screed by plantings along Kent Street and the
east side of the building.
The two historic retaining walls will be partially maintained. The existing retailing wall along the East
property line will be maintained and repaired as necessary. A portion of the existing stone retaining
wall along Station Street will be reused beside the public stair.
The façade on Station Street is composed of 2 stories of brick with a landscaped deck above. A highceilinged, well-lit warm and inviting lobby activates Station Street. This façade honors the pedestrian
retail experience and the historical brick character of Station Street. A trellis at the third floor helps
to connect the scale to the adjacent buildings while emphasizing the outdoor use of the deck. There
are decks for residents at each floor facing Station Street to activate the upper façade of the
building. On the Kent Street façade, the building is 6 stories of brick in relation to the adjacent brick
building to the East. The upper portions of the building along the East and West property lines will
be made of a lighter feeling material in the same color palette as the brick: fiber cement panels on
the West clapboard siding on the East. There is also a publicly-accessible community room and deck
on the third floor facing Station Street.
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Responsive to RFP Threshold and Secondary Requirements with consideration for Neighborhood Concerns
Threshold Requirements and Set of Priorities
2Life’s proposal for the Kent/Station Street site meets all of the threshold requirements and many of
the Town’s Secondary Criteria in the RFP:
Threshold Requirements
Retaining existing parking spaces at Townestablished fees
Pedestrian path between Kent and Station
Street
Age-restricted rental in perpetuity
Falls in a range of 40-65 units
Senior-oriented services
Parking spaces for service & support providers
distinct from replacement parking
#1 Set of Priorities
The building envelope is compatible with the
neighborhood
The building design is compatible with the
neighborhood
Building enhances streetscape

Site circulation minimizes traffic

Building footprint minimizes light/shadow
impact

2Life Kent/Station Street Proposal
√ Retains 37 Town meter spaces and 2 car
share spaces, Increase of nine net new parking
spaces
√ Enhances pedestrian path with ADA
accessibility via public elevator
√ 2Life committed to senior affordable rental in
perpetuity
√ Proposes 54 one-bedroom apartments
√ On-site resident services coordinator, On-site
live-in staff, Off-site amenities and services
√ Nine spaces for 2Life staff and support staff

2Life Kent/Station Street Proposal
√ The proposed façade materials on Kent St
and Station Street are compatible with adjacent
buildings
√ The proposed façade design, massing and
window openings are compatible with adjacent
buildings.
√ The green screen and green open space
enhance Kent Street; the well-lit lobby
enhances Station Street
√ The separate parking lot entrances minimizes
total traffic in the neighborhood. The Kent
Street parking level with 31 parking spaces will
create less traffic than exists today. The Station
Street parking level will host the 2Life
residential pick-up and drop off area as well as
visitor and support services parking and some
public parking. This commercial street can
accommodate these new uses.
X In order to achieve adequate economies of
scale for operating and services as well as
complete for state and federal resources, the
building is 6 stories on Kent St and 7 stories on
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Maximizes percentage of affordable units

Maximizes number of affordable units <80%
AMI
Maximizes number of affordable units <60%
AMI

#2 Set of Priorities
Building space for senior services
Building space for senior activities
Building space for general support spaces
Unit design/layout quality and functionality

Energy efficiency and sustainability

#3 Set of Priorities
Public use of meeting space

Ground floor retail on Station Street

On-site parking for residents, car sharing

Outdoor space for residents and green outdoor

Station St and may impact light/shadow on
adjacent buildings. The building has been
thoughtfully designed to provide light and air to
the buildings on either side
√ 85% of apartments are affordable to senior
households <60% AMI; 8 apartments are
unrestricted but set at below market rents
N/A No moderate units
√ Proposed program maximizes available tax
credit basis with 45 apartments serving <60%
AMI senior households
2Life Kent/Station Street Proposal
√ Office for resident services coordinator
adjacent to Station Street lobby
√ Multipurpose room, storage closet,
kitchenette and public restroom on 3rd floor
√ Lobby with package room, laundry room on
each residential floor
√ Over DHCD minimum for unit square footage,
incorporates full turning radii in kitchen and
bathroom, designed to adapt to each
individual’s changing physical and intellectual
circumstances
√ Will pursue Enterprise Green Communities
certification and employ 2Life’s approach to
“grey-green” technology that saves money on
operations, is good for the planet and is
informed by how seniors use technology
2Life Kent/Station Street Proposal
√ The public will have access to the multipurpose room (MPR) with advance request;
Apartments are separated from MPR by
security
X Insufficient space to provide retail and
adequate parking for 2Life staff, live-in staff and
support services partners
X Financially infeasible to add additional
parking for residents; retain existing car sharing
spaces
√ Accessible pedestrian path and public park;
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space for residents and neighborhood
Public outdoor space, beyond pedestrian
access

Deck for public use on 3rd floor, resident-only
common area decks on 4-7 residential floors;
√ Public green open space beyond pedestrian
path on Kent Street.

Neighborhood Concerns
2Life real estate staff Zoe Weinrobe and Elise Selinger attended the Public Information Meeting held
on October 29, 2018 and heard the community’s concerns about project impacts. In partnership
with our project team members, we have looked closely at the site and designed a program that will
minimize project impacts while recognizing that some challenges, as outlined below, will remain.










Traffic Volume: The proposed development for older adults will have public parking, 2Life
staff and visitor parking, and no resident parking. The project also incorporates a loading
zone area on Kent Street to accommodate pick-ups and drop-offs. Due to the arrangement
of separate parking levels, we anticipate a decrease in traffic volume on Kent Street and a
slight increase in traffic volume on Station Street.
Limited Parking Supply During Construction: During construction, there will be a loss of public
parking. In order to not increase existing demand, the construction team has identified
alternative parking for their staff and workers in nearby businesses.
Potential Loss of Parking during Operations: Due to the Town and neighborhood desire to
maximize available parking on site, the project proposes two independent parking levels
which minimizes space for car circulation. This requires entrances and exits on both Kent
Street and Station Street. We anticipate that approximately four on-street parking spaces will
be lost and all of them can be accommodated in the parking garage.
Construction Impacts: Dellbrook has significant construction experience in tight urban infill
sites. They have outlined a holistic approach to mitigating construction impacts in the
Construction Management Plan which is further described in the next section.
Neighborhood character: The proposed development will enhance the desirability of the
neighborhood as a destination and increase awareness and access to local small businesses.
The Pedestrian Access will be enhanced by a public park and ADA access. The retaining wall
will be replaced by a vibrant and welcoming residential lobby. The massing of the building,
six stories on Kent Street and seven stories on Station Street will be designed at each level to
manage to human scale. As much as possible, the building will be set-back from adjacent
buildings to increase light and air.

Community Engagement Approach
2Life actively partners with each community in which its properties are located to design and
operate buildings that are responsive to local needs. Two of our current development projects –
Weinberg House in Brighton and the Brown Family House at 370 Harvard Street in Brookline –
illustrate the type of engaged and responsive community process that neighbors and other
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stakeholders can expect from our team. 2Life worked diligently with numerous stakeholder groups
to advance the vision for the Brighton and Brookline projects and identify opportunities to expand
the projects’ positive impacts. For example, in Brighton, we held several open community meetings
and worked extensively with the Brighton Allston Improvement Association and participated in a
detailed review with members of an Article 80 Impact Advisory Group that was appointed by the
Boston Planning and Development Agency. Both groups voted unanimously to support our project
and spoke in favor at our ZBA hearing.
In Brookline, prior to submitting our comprehensive permit application for the Brown Family House
project, 2Life held a 15-month community process that included 13 public meetings and
presentations. This depth of engagement led to a neighborhood-responsive building design with
modifications to enhance the project such as building setbacks, increase in green open space with
seating, relocation of main entrance and pick-up/drop-off loading area and more. The Brookline
stakeholders included direct abutters, neighbors, the Select Board, Brookline CAN/Council on Aging,
Brookline Senior Center, the Coolidge Corner Merchants Association and others. Throughout both
processes, 2Life adapted our project to address neighborhood concerns, resulting in developments
with strong community support.
2Life will work with the Town of Brookline to undertake a similarly comprehensive
community engagement process to ensure any future development on the Kent/Station
Street site is responsive to the needs of neighborhood residents, local businesses and the
surrounding community. 2Life’s community engagement approach will be led by Amy Schectman,
2Life’s President and CEO. As the first person to hold the position of Director of Economic
Development for the Town of Brookline, a former Town Meeting member and a current
neighborhood resident with a home nearby, she brings a deep commitment to public engagement
and responsiveness, deep knowledge of Town Meeting procedures and has a successful track record
in gaining neighborhood support and subsequently permitting projects in the Town of Brookline. We
believe that the Town, including the members of the Kent/Station Street committee, will need to be
key partners in the community engagement approach, working as a team with 2Life during this
phase of the project leading up to Town Meeting and a vote on the disposition of the site. It is 2Life’s
intention to pursue this project as a “friendly 40B” with support from the Town so that project
zoning and permitting can be flexible as needed to meet the needs of the neighborhood. If a friendly
40B approach is not supported by the Town, 2Life will look to the Town to partner with us to pursue
a rezoning of the site and advance that decision to the same Spring 2020 Town Meeting. Either
approach will require extensive neighborhood outreach and engagement. 2Life will commit the
resources and time for a proper process in partnership with the Town.
Construction Mitigation Approach (Pedestrian access and accessibility, Access for adjacent residences and
business, Vibrations and noise, Construction and trade worker parking, Vehicular traffic, Increased truck
traffic and deliveries)
2Life’s construction manager is Dellbrook|JKS, the same contractor for our two most recent projects
the Brown Family House and Weinberg House. Dellbrook has demonstrated their ability to both
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ensure the safety of the public and local residents of the neighborhood while exceeding
expectations to manage the construction project to a successful completion. Dellbrook is committed
to working in close communication with the Town and neighbors to minimize and mitigate the
construction impacts, and has demonstrated repeatedly success in these matters. Dellbrook has
assessed the site in person and prepared a Construction Management Plan and logistics plan to
explain their proposed approach. These documents are included in Part C of the Technical Proposal.
The below is a summary of these documents.
Pre-construction planning and ongoing neighborhood communications
As with all of 2Life’s projects, 2Life is committed to meeting with the direct abutters and neighbors to
be responsive their concerns and share a draft construction management plan prior to commencing
construction. Dellbrook coordinates with a third party to perform a pre-construction survey (interior
and exterior) or all adjacent properties. Dellbrook will also commence rodent and pest control
devices prior to commencing construction and throughout the construction process.
Dellbrook and 2Life will work closely to provide regular construction updates to the neighbors. 2Life
has set-up a communications system so that neighbors can receive these updates on a (to be
created) project website or call a dedicated phone number for questions or concerns.
Pedestrian access and safety
The site will be protected using a temporary construction chain link fence and jersey barriers with
scrim around the entire work area. Dellbrook is conscious of the need to maintain access for the fire
department to reach all of the buildings at all times. Access for emergency egress for pedestrians
will be maintained at all times by use of signage and barriers showing the safe route out of
neighboring buildings while construction is ongoing.
Vibrations and Noise
Seismometers may be placed by a third party in locations around the site to record activity for the
removal of the parking lot and installation of the structural foundation.
Construction deliveries/trade worker parking
Dellbrook has identified proposed truck routes as part of the logistics plan and will coordinate these
routes with the suppliers and Town of Brookline to maintain safe access for deliveries to the Station
Street staging area and storage and dumpster removal from Kent Street throughout the
construction process. Dellbrook is committed to maintaining as much parking in the area as
possible. There will be on-site parking for Dellbrook staff. Off-site, car-pooling and public
transportation will be encouraged. As part of their due diligence for the Kent/Station Street site, they
have called around to area businesses and hotels to identify multiple off-street parking
opportunities outside of the immediate area. Construction work will primarily take place during
weekdays from 7am-5pm and will require authorization from the Town to work beyond these hours.
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A.iv Narrative Description of Development Entity and Team
Development Entity
2Life Development, Inc. (f/k/a Jewish Community Housing for the Elderly III, Inc., name change
official September 2019), a wholly-owned and controlled affiliate of 2Life Communities, will be the
developer for the Kent/Station Street site.
Development Team Members- Comparable Experience






Amy Schectman- President and CEO
Lizbeth Heyer- Chief of Real Estate Development
Karen Edlund- Chief Financial Officer
Rose White- Housing Finance Specialist
Elise Selinger- Real Estate Innovation Manager

Amy Schectman, President/CEO, brings 35+ years of experience in housing, real estate development,
and management including positions at the Town of Brookline, MA Department of Housing and
Community Development (DHCD), Boston Housing Authority, and Hebrew SeniorLife, and prior to
taking leadership of 2Life. As described above, Amy has a successful track record permitting
affordable housing and economic development projects in the Town of Brookline.
Lizbeth Heyer, Chief of Real Estate Development, has worked in Boston’s affordable housing
development community for nearly 30 years. Lizbeth worked for 14 years as a project manager and
Associate Director of Real Estate at the Jamaica Plain Neighborhood Development Corporation
during a period of rapid development and growth in the agency and the neighborhood. She joined
2Life five years ago after heading the Commonwealth’s Division of Public Housing and Rental
Assistance at DHCD. As the leader of 2Life’s real estate activities, she will provide oversight for this
project. Lizbeth is the primary liaison to DHCD for all funding and operating support applications.
Karen Edlund, Chief Financial Officer, has more than 20 years of experience in key leadership
positions in financial services, real estate and tax-advantaged investing, including at MMA Financial
and Boston Financial. As CFO, she will oversee the operating pro forma and the smooth integration
of the financial management of the new property. Given her expertise in real estate finance, she will
also advise on the deal structure and work with lenders and investors to engender confidence in the
long-term financial management of 2Life.
Zoe Weinrobe, 2Life’s Director of Real Estate Innovation, will be the primary Project Manager and
point of contact for the Kent/Station Street development managing all aspects of the development
process, a role she held for the Brown Family House development in Brookline. Zoe has more than
15 years of experience in the field of affordable housing finance and development. In addition to
overseeing Brown Family House, Zoe recently completed a $72 million 4% LIHTC preservation/rehab
project, and is currently overseeing two new construction project in Brighton and Newton. Prior to
joining 2Life, Zoe was most recently Vice President at Recap Real Estate Advisors working with
numerous public housing authorities across the country on conversions through HUD's Rental
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Assistance Demonstration ("RAD") program including both renovations and new construction
projects. Zoe has also worked at Urban Edge CDC, the Cambridge Housing Authority, and the City of
Cambridge. Zoe has a Master's in City Planning from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
graduated with honors from Cornell University.
Elise Selinger, Real Estate Innovation Manager, has over nine years of experience in the field of
affordable housing development. Since 2016, Elise has supported Zoe in the day to day project
management of the Brown Family House, including permitting, design, financing and construction.
Elise is currently overseeing the program development for 2Life’s new moderate wealth senior
housing product for a prospective site in Newton. Elise has also worked at the Urban Homesteading
Assistance Board in New York City providing technical assistance to affordable, limited equity
housing cooperatives in restructurings and major capital improvement (Article 8A) loan applications.
Elise has a Master's in City Planning from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and graduated
from Bowdoin College.
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Part B. Kent/Station Street Project Team Overview
B.i Overview of Development Team
2Life’s proposed team for this project brings together the same cohesive design and construction
project team for Kent/Station Street as we assembled for Brown Family House on Harvard Street.
This team has depth of experience in affordable housing financing, design and construction and a
track record of effective collaboration with the Town of Brookline. This team will once again be led
by Zoe Weinrobe, 2Life’s Director of Real Estate Innovation, who will be the primary Project Manager
and point of contact for the Kent/Station Street development project managing all aspects of the
development process.
The core team for this development will be the following:






Developer: Zoe Weinrobe, Director of Real Estate Innovation, 2Life Communities
Architect: Mark Eclipse, Principal, Prellwitz Chilinski Associates
Landscape/Civil Engineer: Theo Kindermans, Principal, Stantec Inc.
Construction Manager: Ed Sople, Chief Operating Officer, Dellbrook|JKS
Legal Counsel: Teresa Santalucia, Attorney, Klein Hornig LLP

The chart below shows the engagement of these firms in other recent 2Life developments. A profile
on each firm is provided in this section. The following page shows an organizational chart of the
2Life and project team key personnel.

2Life- Zoe Weinrobe

Brown Family House
370 Harvard St
Brookline MA
62 apts- Urban Infill
(Under Construction)
X

Weinberg House
132 Chestnut Hill Ave
Brighton MA
61 apts- Urban Infill
(Completed Spring 2019)

PCA

X

Stantec

X

X

Dellbrook

X

X

Klein Hornig

Golda Meir Expansion
160 Stanton Avenue
Newton, MA
68 apt
(Pre-development)
X
X

X

X
X
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Kent/Station Street Project Team Organizational Chart
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2Life
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B.i 2Life Communities (Developer, Owner, Property Manager, Service Provider)
The Project Manager and primary contact for this project is Zoe Weinrobe.
Zoe Weinrobe
Director of Real Estate Innovation
30 Wallingford Road, Brighton MA 02135
zweinrobe@2lifecommunities.org
617-912-8406
The key development personnel involved in the proposed Kent/Station Street project are listed
below and their resumes are attached:
 Amy Schectman, President/CEO
 Lizbeth Heyer, Chief of Real Estate Development
 Karen Edlund, Chief Financial Officer
 Elise Selinger, Real Estate Innovation Manager
Description of the Legal Ownership of the Organization and Proposed Project
2Life Communities, formerly Jewish Community Housing for the Elderly, is a well-established nonprofit provider of senior supportive housing in the Greater-Boston area. Since its founding in 1965,
2Life has developed seven distinct properties and nearly 1,300 units, all of which we own, manage
and provide services to: Ulin House, Leventhal House, Kurlat House, and Weinberg House make up
our Brighton Campus. We have two properties in Newton, Golda Meir House and Coleman House,
and one property in Framingham, Shillman House.
2Life Development, Inc. (f/k/a Jewish Community Housing for the Elderly III, Inc.), a wholly-owned
and controlled affiliate of 2Life Communities, will be the developer entity for Kent/Station Street.
2Life’s staff will coordinate all aspects of the project from resident and stakeholder engagement
during permitting through design, financing, and construction.
2Life Communities Services, Inc. (f/k/a Jewish Community Housing Services, Inc.) is the entity that
provides management and services to all of the properties under the 2Life umbrella. Although it is a
separate legal entity than the entity that will own the Kent/Station Street Site, 2Life would share a
common staffing and organizational structure with 2Life Communities Services, Inc.
All 2Life properties ”contract” with 2Life Communities Services, Inc. for the enriching and healthpromoting services offered at 2Life properties. A small portion of the services are carried in the
operating budget of each 2Life property in the resident services category. Supplemental funding
comes from the over $1.5 million that 2Life raises in private philanthropy each year. This section
details 2Life’s experience and approach to operations, property management and supportive
services in more detail.
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Complete Listing of Projects Undertaken by 2Life Communities (including one page summaries)
Throughout its more than 50-year history, 2Life Communities – through its affiliates that develop,
own and manage its housing – has served as developer, owner, housing marketing agent, manager,
and service provider for all of its properties. During that time, 2Life has developed 1,258
apartments in four locations. 2Life Communities will continue this multi-functional tradition for the
Kent/Station Street site. The scope, extent and quality of our experience with low income housing
taxes credits (LIHTC), construction on tight urban sites and other complex financing is an excellent fit
for the Kent/Station Street.
2Life has completed two significant development projects in the last eight years (Shillman House in
Framingham and Weinberg House in Brighton) and has one development project, Brown Family
House at 370 Harvard Street in Brookline, MA, that started construction in June 2019. In addition,
2Life has recently refinanced and renovated three of its properties, and is currently in the preconstruction phase for several additional projects. Completed projects are described below, and the
attached firm resume includes more detailed project descriptions for our four most recently
completed projects.

Weinberg House (2019) — see “Relevant Projects” section for more details
Our latest development, Weinberg House, opened in April 2019, adding 61 apartments to 2Life’s
Brighton campus. At the official ribbon-cutting, both Governor Baker and Mayor Walsh said that this
sets the standard for affordable senior housing! Evidencing our commitment to aging in
community, 100% of the apartments are adaptable, so that if someone’s frailty level increases over
time, they can remain in their home. Always mindful of sustainability, the building is LEED Silvercertifiable with numerous green features. In addition, Weinberg House is the first building in the
City of Boston’s Initiative to End Chronic Homelessness to have apartments designated for
chronically homeless seniors and residents of the seven designated apartments receive enhanced
services through Hearth, Inc. The building also has five apartments for adults aging with lifelong
developmental disabilities, in partnership with Advocates and the MA Department of Developmental
Services.
The project was funded with a generous donation from the Harry and Jeanette Weinberg
Foundation, 9% and State LIHTC equity, deferred payment loans and grants from the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the City of Boston, and a risk-share first mortgage from
Massachusetts Housing Partnership. The project also has eight Section 8 and fourteen
Massachusetts Rental Voucher Program (MRVP) project-based vouchers.
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Golda Meir House Renovation (2018)
Golda Meir House, originally built over two phases in 1979 and 1995, consists of 199 apartments –
193 one-bedroom units and 6 two-bedroom units. 2Life undertook a $49 million preservation
transaction and completed an occupied rehab at the end of 2018. Utilizing 4% LIHTC equity and taxexempt risk-share permanent financing from MassHousing, we accomplished many programmatic
goals:





a total ground floor redesign and reconfiguration to serve as a “Village Center” with many
inviting community spaces
an overhaul of the building systems for a 30-year life cycle investment: all new windows,
roofs, a high-efficiency central boiler and air conditioning system, and added insulation to
the exterior walls; each unit has its own thermostat for the first time
Complete adaptability adjustments to 100% of the units: kitchens, with new cabinetry and
energy star appliances, were reconfigured for increased accessibility and to provide natural
light; bathroom renovations included converting step-in tubs to low-barrier showers with
seats and grab bars; increased lighting to accommodate vision challenges associated with
aging.

The nature of occupied rehab is challenging—we accomplished this seamlessly by involving the
tenants in design and planning. In addition to 100% internal relocations, it also required
asbestos abatement and temporary relocation of the kitchen to continue offering the lunch
program while the kitchen and dining room are renovated.

Genesis House/Kurlat House Renovation (2018)
2Life recently completed a $53 million preservation transaction of Genesis House funded through
4% LIHTC equity and tax-exempt risk-share permanent financing from MassHousing. In 2016,
Genesis House was renamed the Gita and Saul Kurlat House. It was built in 1978 and has 209 units,
containing 189 one-bedrooms and 20 two-bedrooms. The project is very similar to Golda Meir
House in scope in that it is an occupied rehab of all of the apartments from “the studs in” with
kitchen, bathroom and lighting universal design features. According to MassHousing this was the
first comprehensive modernization in the state to incorporate adaptability features into 100% of the
apartments. The project also included new building systems for a 30 year life cycle investment.
Portions of the program spaces were renovated including the Adult Day Health Center and the
basement of the building.

Ulin House (2015)
In 2015, 2Life completed a $31 million preservation transaction of Ulin House, funded through a new
FHA-insured first mortgage. Built in 1971, Ulin is a 242-unit building containing 170 studios and 72
one-bedroom units. The project was an occupied rehab, and required coordinating tenant moves,
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asbestos abatement, and construction in a building housing some of 2Life's most frail tenants. In
addition, a new front entrance was created including a glass back wall and ceiling. This
“greenhouse” has become a popular place for tenants to gather for conversation, and provides a
sheltered spot for tenants waiting for a ride to the store or doctor.

Shillman House (2011)
Shillman House was 2Life’s first new construction project in 15 years and one of the last 202 projects
built in Massachusetts. A $42 million project, the 150-unit Shillman House is a certified Enterprise
Green Community. As such, it includes increased insulation, a geothermal heating system, solar PV,
water saving faucets, toilets and showers, low VOC paints and carpets, and drought-resistant
landscaping. Shillman was 2Life's first mixed-income community, combining PRAC, LIHTC, and
market rate units. Fourteen sources of financing were used in Shillman including MassHousing
permanent financing, HUD 202, tax credit equity, HOME, several state sources, and $5M of privately
raised philanthropic equity. This mixed-income senior development has won the distinction of a
“Community of Quality” by the New England Affordable Housing Management Association.

Brown Family House (under construction) — see “Relevant Projects” section for more details
The Harold and Ronald Brown Family House advances 2Life’s mission to support aging in community
with 62 new affordable units for seniors with a range of incomes in the heart of Brookline’s Coolidge
Corner. The Brown Family House will achieve the highest standards of universal design possible in
the apartments and throughout the building and site, so that residents can live with us regardless of
physical ability. The project has been designed to meet Enterprise Green Communities standards
and includes a green roof, permeable pavers, high-efficiency heating and cooling stems, solar
thermal hot water system, LED lighting, Energy Star appliances and low-flow plumbing fixtures. 2Life
Communities and Congregation Kehillath Israel (KI) are also working to foster a multi-generational
village center that simultaneously addresses the issues of social isolation and housing affordability.
Funded with $3 million from the Town of Brookline and over $18 million in state, federal, and LIHTC
funding, construction began in June 2019 and occupancy is expected end of summer 2020.
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2Life Rental Housing Properties
Property
Name

Address

Unit Mix

Unit Subsidies

Ulin House

30 Wallingford Rd.
Brighton, MA

238 Section 8
1 manager unit

1971/2015

Leventhal
House

40 Wallingford Rd.
Brighton, MA

75
4/25/19

28 Wallingford Rd.
Brighton, MA

253 Section 8
1 manager unit
253 LIHTC
208 Section 8
1 manager unit
189 LIHTC
8 Section 8
14 MRVP
61 LIHTC
100 Section 8
74 PRAC
23 Unsubsidized
2 manager units
146 LIHTC
99 Section 8
45 PRAC
2 manager units

1973/2007

Genesis/
Kurlat
House
Weinberg
House

161 – Studios
78 – 1 BR
239 Total
58 – Studios
196 – 1 BR
254 Total
189 – 1 BR
20 – 2 BR
209 Total
5 – Studios
56 – 1 BR
61 Total
196 – 1 BR
6 – 2 BR
199 Total

1978/2018

82
9/16/14

2019

N/A

Phase 1:
1979/2018

I - 97
9/30/15

Phase 2:
1995/2018
Phase 1:
1984

II - 92b
10/30/15
I - 98b
6/8/17

Phase 2:
1998
2011

II - 88b
3/27/18
98
8/29/16

Golda Meir
House

Coleman
House

Shillman
House

132 Chestnut Hill
Ave
Brighton, MA
160 Stanton Ave.
Newton, MA

677 Winchester St.
Newton, MA

87 Edmands Rd.
Framingham, MA

145 – 1 BR
1 – 2BR
146 Total

96 – 1 BR
54 – 2 BR
150 Total

50 PRAC
90 LIHTC
58 Unsubsidized
2 manager units

Year Built/
Renovated

REAC
Score/
Date
81
3/24/16
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2Life’s Portfolio Ownership, Management and Supportive Service Experience
The key operations, property management and supportive services personnel involved in the
proposed Kent/Station Street project development and planning for operations are listed below and
their resumes are attached:






John Lutz, Chief Operating Officer
Joe O’Toole, Director of Facilities
Jill Ouellette, Director of Compliance
Executive Director- The Brown Family House Executive Director will oversee both Brookline sites
Resident Services Coordinator- To be hired during construction and marketing period, prior to
lease-up

Supportive Service Experience
2Life Communities’ vision is that all older adults have the opportunity to age in community – to live a
full life of connection and purpose in a dynamic, supportive environment. Supportive services are
showcased in key areas of 2Life’s mission statement: continually evolving support services to meet
the needs of our diverse residents as they age; and building connections and community within our
walls and in our surrounding neighborhoods. 2Life’s approach to supportive services is fully
integrated with its property management and operations functions, as evidenced by the role that
each site’s executive director plays in overseeing resident services, maintenance, and other
programs staff that function as an integrated team to meet residents’ needs as they age.

Experience Coordinating Supportive Services
The backbone of 2Life’s service program is our team of 17 Resident Services Coordinators (RSCs),
who help coordinate supportive services and assist residents, and their family members, with
benefits navigation, sourcing private services if a resident is not financially eligible for state
subsidies, arranging community transportation and other resources as needed. Our resident
service staff includes members with special training in memory loss, hoarding, and supporting
residents with mental illness. Many of our resident services coordinators are Licensed Independent
Clinical Social Worker or Licensed Certified Social Workers with a depth of experience in working
with older adults. We have produced several guidebooks that are used by affordable housing
managers across the country.

Experience Providing Property Management
2Life’s property management company, 2Life Communities Services Inc. (formerly known as Jewish
Community Housing for the Elderly Services, Inc.), is responsible for the ongoing financial
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management, operations, compliance, maintenance, and resident services of the organization’s
1,258 units in four campuses in Boston, Newton, and Framingham, Massachusetts. 2Life currently
has five operating properties with Federal Low Income Housing Tax Credits: Leventhal House with
253 LIHTC units; Shillman House with 90 LIHTC units; Kurlat House with 189 LIHTC units, Golda Meir
House with 146 LIHTC units, and Weinberg House with 61 LIHTC units.
Over the years, 2Life has developed an approach to property management that is extremely
responsive to its residents’ needs. 2Life property managers are skilled administrators of elderly
housing and help them with their everyday activities, from move-in to move-out, with great
sensitivity to issues of aging. Our resident service staff collaborates with a broad range of
community agencies to ensure access to supportive services when needed. The maintenance staff is
highly effective and very professional, keeping all of 2Life’s sites in excellent condition and its
grounds immaculate. Accounting staff understand that delinquencies and financial confusion may
signal mental decline or cultural difficulties of non-English speaking residents. Compliance and
recertification staff not only understand the LIHTC, HUD and DHCD regulations, they know that they
may be the first to come into contact with a resident who is becoming increasingly isolated, unable
or unwilling to ask for help. All staff is aware that they are the eyes and ears of a comprehensive
resident support system and must communicate constantly with one another about information
sometimes outside the realm of their technical responsibilities.
Overall, 2Life is a mature organization with a very stable portfolio, and we have exemplary audits
and consistently positive cash flow. Our inspection scores from HUD are in the premier category,
and five of 2Life’s buildings have received the National Affordable Housing Management
Association's Communities of Quality Award.

Experience in Subsidy Administration
All of 2Life’s properties have staff on site who are highly experienced with various government
subsidies as well as central accounting and compliance staff that assist in administering these
programs across all our locations. 2Life property management and compliance staff manage many
different state and federal project-based subsidy contracts, including Section 8, PRAC, and the
Massachusetts Rental Voucher Program (MRVP); and a number of our properties have multiple
forms of project-based subsidy as well as residents with tenant-based vouchers.
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Relevant Affordable and Mixed Income Rental Projects with Challenging Sites
2Life’s experience developing our two most recent new construction properties, Weinberg House
and the Brown Family House are highly relevant to the Kent/Station Street site. Both properties are
in located in dense, urban areas, are approximately 60 apartments and are designed as Village
Centers with both public and private uses.
The chart below illustrates the similarities across key financing, program and construction metrics
between the two projects and Kent/Station Street. In addition, renderings, site plans and
construction logistics plans are included for reference.
Project

Weinberg House

Brown Family House

Address

132 Chestnut Hill Ave.
Brighton, MA

370 Harvard Street
Brookline, MA

Predevelopment:
2014-2017,
Construction:
2017- 2019

Predevelopment:
2015-2018,
Construction:
2019-2020

New construction- Spring 2019

Under construction- Summer 2020

2Life Staff:
Lizbeth Heyer- Permitting
Rose White-Project Manager
Joe O’Toole- Facilities
Jill Ouellette- Compliance
Karen Edlund- CFO

2Life Staff:
Amy Schectman-Permitting
Zoe Weinrobe- Project Manager
Elise Selinger- Asst. PM
Joe O’Toole- Facilities
Jill Ouellette- Compliance
Karen Edlund- CFO

Project Team:
Architect: Abacus
Engineer: Stantec
GM: Dellbrook
Legal: Klein Hornig

Project Team:
Architect: PCA
Engineer: Stantec
CM: Dellbrook
Legal: Nixon Peabody

Boston Department of
Neighborhood Development
(Seller)
Sheila Dillon
Sheila.Dillon@boston.gov
617-635-4353
26 Court Street
Boston MA

Congregation Kehillath Israel
(Owner/Ground Lessor)

Development Period

Year Completed
Relevant
Development Team
Members

Client/Former
Owner/Reference

Marc Plonskier
PlonskierM@gatehousemgt.com
508-337-2501
120 Forbes Blvd, Suite 180
Mansfield, MA
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Project

Weinberg House

Brown Family House

General Description (please reference project One-Page Profiles)
Senior rental apartments with
ground floor retail connected to
2Life Brighton Campus

Senior rental apartments with ground
floor retail, structured parking,
connected to Congregation Kehillath
Israel

6 stories, 61 units
5 studios
56 1-bedroom

6 stories, 62 units
52 1-bedroom
10 2-bedrooms

22 ≤30% AMI
39 ≤60% AMI
Live-in staff provided by existing
Brighton properties

8 ≤30% AMI
15 ≤50% AMI
26 ≤60% AMI
8 ≤110% AMI
3 unrestricted, below market rents
2 live-in staff

39,262 SF
(36,437 SF residential
2,825 SF commercial)

65,890 SF
(64,800 SF residential
1,085 SF commercial)

$22.8 million

$30 million

$374,000

$474,000

Tax credit and
tax-exempt bond
allocations

$950,000
Federal LIHTC (9%)
$1,000,000 State LIHTC

$1,000,000
Federal LIHTC (9%)
$1,100,000 State LIHTC

Subordinate Debt

$3,025,000 in a combination of
DHCD HOME, AHTF, FCF/HIF, HSF

$3,450,000 in a combination of DHCD
HOME, HPSTF, AHTF, HIF

Tax Credit Investor

Wells Fargo

RBC Capital Markets

Tax Credit Pricing

$1.07 (9%), $0.77 (State)

$1.03 (9%), $0.80 (State)

FHA Risk Share

FHA Risk Share

Massachusetts Housing Partnership

MassHousing

$2.25 million – City/Local
$1.0 million- Philanthropy

$3 million- Town/Local
$2.6 million- Philanthropy
$200,000- Energy Rebates

# of Units

Income Mix

Total Square Footage
(residential and
commercial)
Financing
Total Development
Cost
Per-unit Cost

Permanent Mortgage
Permanent Lender
Other Sources:

Technical Proposal for Kent/Station Street Town-Owned Parking Lot Redevelopment Project
Request for Proposals Bid Number P-20-05
2Life Communities
Part B. Developer Team Profile
Project

Weinberg House

Brown Family House

2Life and design team worked
extensively with the Brighton
Allston Improvement Association
and Article 80 Impact Advisory
Group; Unanimous support at ZBA
(See Executive Summary)

2Life and design team held a 15month inclusive community process
with 13 public meetings to develop
design responsive to neighborhood
concerns; Multiple support letters
submitted to Town Staff prior to
comprehensive permit application
(See Executive Summary)

Brighton Allston Improvement
Association, Article 80 Impact
Advisory Group

Direct Abutters, Williams Street
neighbors, KI and campus partners,
Precinct 8 & 9 Town Meeting
members, Brookline CAN, Senior
Center, Council on Aging, Coolidge
Corner Merchants Association;

Community Engagement
Description

Key Stakeholders

Construction Mitigation- see Site Plans and Construction logistics plans
Existing site
challenges

Construction
mitigation for
neighbors

Abuts a Boston Housing Authority
site with significant grade change

Abuts century-old synagogue and
program proposes new front link

Required a bridge to allow
firetrucks to pass underneath while
providing an interior connection to
2Life Brighton campus via
Leventhal Building.

Abuts a condo association with a
shared driveway and complicated
grade change across the site that
required shoring the driveway and
temporary construction easement

Worked closely with BHA site staff

Worked closely with direct abutters

Temporary ADA accessible
walkways for BHA abutters in rear
of site as second means of egress

Temporary crosswalk on Williams St
and multiple wayfinding signs on
Harvard St for pedestrian safety

Vibration monitoring

Pre-construction interior and exterior
surveys and vibration monitoring

Hosted an “end of construction
party” for BHA residents
Daily walkthrough to clear any
construction debris

Installation of noise mitigation for
building equipment
Temporary lighting and daily
walkthrough to clear any debris

KI CAMPUS DESIGN
Planning and Landscape Architecture P.C.

Brookline, Massachusetts

October 10, 2017

SUMMARY
Project Type
New Construction
Year Completed
2019
Number of Apartments
61 (56 one-bedrooms, 5 studios)
Total Development Cost
$22.8 million
Affordability
100% affordable to households up to
60% Area Median Income

The Harry and Jeanette
Weinberg House
132 Chestnut Hill Ave, Brighton, MA
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg House opened in April 2019,
adding 61 apartments to 2Life’s Brighton campus. Weinberg House
is the first building in the City of Boston’s Initiative to End Chronic
Homelessness to have apartments designated for chronically
homeless seniors. Residents of the seven designated apartments
receive enhanced services through Hearth, Inc. The building also
has five apartments for adults aging with lifelong developmental
disabilities, in partnership with Advocates and the MA Department
of Developmental Services.
The building is LEED Silver certifiable and has numerous universal
and green design features, including a solar-ready roof and 100%
adaptable apartments. Electricity costs are offset by a campuswide virtual net metering contract.
The project was funded with a generous donation from the Harry
and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation, 9 percent federal and state Low
Income Housing Tax Credit equity, deferred payment loans and
grants from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the City of
Boston, and a first mortgage from Mass Housing Partnership. The
project also has eight Section 8 and fourteen MRVP project-based
vouchers.

Sustainability Highlights
Meets Enterprise Green Communities,
Energy Star, and LEED standards
Aging in Community Highlights
2,800 sf of community-oriented retail;
pedestrian bridge connecting to the
Brighton campus
TEAM
Architect
Abacus Architects + Planners
General Contractor
Dellbrook | JKS
Supportive Service Partners
Hearth, Inc.
Advocates, Inc.
FUNDING
Massachusetts Department of
Housing & Community Development
City of Boston
Community Economic Development
Assistance Corporation
Massachusetts Affordable Housing
Trust Fund
Massachusetts Housing Partnership
Wells Fargo
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg
Foundation

SUMMARY
Project Type
Occupied Renovation
Year Completed
2018
Number of Apartments
199 (193 one-bedrooms, 6 twobedrooms)
Total Development Cost
$50 million

Golda Meir House
Renovation
160 Stanton Ave, Newton, MA
Funded through tax credit equity, a new permanent mortgage,
utility rebates, and seller financing, 2Life conducted a $72 million
preservation and modernization transaction, which included
comprehensive 30-year life cycle investments and reconfiguration
of the ground floor into a vibrant and welcoming “Village Center.”
The occupied rehab required coordinating tenant moves, asbestos
abatement, and temporary relocation of the commercial kitchen to
continue offering the lunch program while the kitchen and dining
room were renovated.
The apartments are new from the “studs in” and re-designed to
adapt to residents’ changing physical and cognitive circumstances
as they age. Planning the project involved a high level of tenant
engagement, including resident feedback on finishes and fixtures
in a model unit.
Among the adaptable features, kitchens have removable cabinetry,
and bathtubs were converted to low-barrier showers. Lighting was
increased, and units have thermostats that allow tenants to
regulate the temperature within a set range. The project will be
certified under the Enterprise Green Communities program.

Affordability
20 units up to 30% AMI, 55 units up to
50% AMI, 71 units up to 60% AMI, 28
units up to 80% AMI, 25 unrestricted
units
Sustainability Highlights
High efficiency central HVAC system
providing both heating and cooling;
envelope upgrades with exterior wall
insulation, new roof and windows;
Energy Star appliances; LED lighting;
low-flow fixtures
Aging in Community Highlights
New Village Center common spaces;
universal design and adaptable
features
TEAM
Architect
Bechtel Frank Erickson Architects
General Contractor
Colantonio, Inc.
FUNDING
Massachusetts Department of
Housing & Community Development
MassHousing
City of Newton
Wells Fargo
Low Income Multi-Family Energy
Retrofit Program

SUMMARY
Project Type
Occupied Renovation
Year Completed
2018
Number of Apartments
209 (189 one-bedrooms, 20 twobedrooms)
Total Development Cost
$37 million
Affordability
100% affordable to households under
30% AMI

Gitta & Saul Kurlat House
and Courtyard Renovation
28 Wallingford Road, Brighton, MA
2Life Communities recently completed an $81 million preservation
and modernization transaction of Kurlat House (formerly Genesis
House) utilizing LIHTC equity and a new permanent mortgage.
Built in 1978, the occupied rehab included modernization of all
209 apartments from “the studs in,” with kitchen, bathroom, and
lighting universal design features. The project also installed new
thirty-year life cycle building systems.
The Kurlat courtyard was completely rebuilt and is now fully
accessible, has improved stormwater management and includes
senior-friendly exercise equipment, raised community garden
boxes, comfortable seating, game tables, a lush central lawn, and
beautiful plantings. The courtyard connects the Brighton Campus
to the neighborhood via the new Weinberg House entrance.
Early in the design process, the team conducted a universal
design charrette to ensure that the plans supported 2Life’s aging
in community principles. The charrette solicited input from staff
and residents, our user experts. Later in the process, residents
engaged with a model unit to provide feedback on finishes
and fixtures.

Sustainability Highlights
Meets Enterprise Green Communities
criteria, including highly-efficient
heating and cooling, WaterSense
fixtures, LED lighting
Aging in Community Highlights
New universal design and adaptable
features, connection to all programs
and services on the Brighton campus
TEAM
Architect
Dietz & Company Architects, Inc.
General Contractor
Dellbrook | JKS
FUNDING
Massachusetts Department of
Housing & Community Development
MassHousing
Wells Fargo

SUMMARY
Project Type
Occupied Rehab and Addition
Year Completed
2015
Number of Apartments
239 (78 one-bedrooms, 161 studios)
Total Development Cost
$31 million

Ulin House Renovation
30 Wallingford Road, Brighton, MA
Ulin House was 2Life Communities’ first property, opened in 1971.
After 40 years of operation, 2Life saw numerous opportunities to
improve resident comfort and reduce resource consumption in the
239-unit building and worked with DHK Architects to design the
comprehensive modernization. In addition to apartment
renovations, the project included interior renovations to groundfloor staff offices and the addition of a sun-filled lobby that serves
as a gateway to the entire Brighton campus.
Apartment renovations included new kitchens and bathrooms, the
creation of six new fully accessible units, and MEP upgrades to
bring the systems up to code and incorporate sustainable features.
Unit redesign enlarged kitchens to improve maneuverability and
safety, and bathtubs were replaced with showers.
Prior to renovation, heat was controlled by one thermostat for the
entire building, resulting in some residents needing to open
windows to maintain a comfortable temperature. To prevent waste
and improve thermal comfort, individual thermostats were
installed and air conditioning was added to the bedroom of onebedroom units. New windows and increased insulation of the
exterior walls also improved energy performance and comfort.
Water consumption also dropped significantly, from approximately
111 gallons per bedroom per day down to 63 after the renovation.

Affordability
100% affordable to households up to
80% Area Median Income; all
households pay 30% of their income
Sustainability Highlights
Meets Enterprise Green Communities
criteria, Energy Star appliances,
individual thermostats, added exterior
insulation
Aging in Community Highlights
Connection to all the programs and
services of our Brighton campus
TEAM
Architect
DHK Architects
General Contractor
Dellbrook | JKS
FUNDING
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development
Red Mortgage Capital
Rockport Mortgage

SUMMARY
Project Type
New Construction
Year Completed
2011
Number of Apartments
150 (94 one-bedrooms, 56 twobedrooms, of which 27 have 1.5 baths)
Total Development Cost
$42 million

Morton and Etta Shillman House
on the Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Campus
87 Edmands Road, Framingham, MA

Affordability
50 apartments for up to 50% AMI, 40
for up to 60% AMI, and 60 apartments
with no income restriction
Sustainability Highlights
Meets Enterprise Green Communities
criteria, geothermal heating and
cooling, photovoltaic panels, highly
water-efficient fixtures

Shillman House was 2Life Communities' first new residential
project in 15 years. A $42 million project, the 150-unit Shillman
House is a certified Enterprise Green Community and includes
increased insulation; sealing to prevent thermal bridging; a
geothermal heating system; solar PV; water-saving faucets, toilets
and showers; low VOC paints and carpets; and drought-resistant
landscaping. Close to half of the almost nine acre property is
maintained as open space.

Aging in Community Highlights
Ground floor community room, café,
computer center, gym, dinner
program, salon, and art room

Shillman was also 2Life Communities’ first mixed-income
community, combining Section 8, LIHTC, and market rate units.
Fourteen sources of financing were used in Shillman, including a
MHFA permanent loan, HUD 202, LIHTC, TCAP, PDA, AHTF, HSF,
HIF, CBH, HOME, and $5 million of privately raised philanthropic
equity. This 150-unit mixed-income senior development has
already won the distinction of a “Community of Quality” by the
New England Affordable Housing Management Association.

General Contractor
Dellbrook | JKS

TEAM
Architect
DiMella Shaffer

FUNDING
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development
Massachusetts Department of
Housing & Community Development
MassHousing
Robert Shillman, in honor of
Etta and Morton Shillman
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg
Foundation
Charles H. Farnsworth Trust

SUMMARY
Project Type
New Construction
Construction Start
2019
Number of Apartments
62 (52 one-bedrooms, 10 twobedrooms)
Total Development Cost
$29.6 million
Affordability
49 apartments for households up to
60% Area Median Income, 8 for up
to 110% AMI, and 5 unrestricted

The Harold and Ronald Brown
Family House
Brookline, MA
The Brown Family House advances 2Life Communities’ mission to
support aging in community with 62 units of 100 percent
affordable, service-enriched housing for seniors in the heart of
Brookline’s Coolidge Corner. The Brown Family House will achieve
the highest standards of universal design, so that residents can
make it their home regardless of physical ability.
2Life and Congregation Kehillath Israel (KI) are working to foster a
multi-generational village center that simultaneously addresses
the issues of social isolation and housing affordability. The building
will invite neighbors into the ground floor with communityoriented retail and programming and multiple public open spaces,
adding to the vibrancy of our residents’ lives and the Coolidge
Corner community. 2Life’s award-winning programs and services,
including educational classes, intergenerational programs, seniorspecific fitness classes, cultural events, and more will be available
in this new community. The building will connect to the KI
Synagogue via a front link, providing the residents access to KI’s
function hall, library, and meeting rooms. In addition to all that
Coolidge Corner offers, residents will also have access to the
programs and services at the Brookline Senior Center a few blocks
away.

Sustainability Highlights
Meets Enterprise Green
Communities criteria, solar hot
water system, VRF heating and
cooling
Aging in Community Highlights
1,000 sf of community-oriented
retail, ground floor Village Center
TEAM
Architect
Prellwitz Chilinski Associates
General Contractor
Dellbrook | JKS
FUNDING
Massachusetts Department of
Housing & Community Development
Town of Brookline
Massachusetts Affordable Housing
Trust Fund
RBC Capital Markets
Citizens Bank
MassHousing
Mass Save
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center
Philanthropy

Amy Schectman
President & CEO
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2Life Communities | Boston, MA
August 2010 – Present
President and CEO
• Lead and oversee all aspects of managing innovative, high-quality senior supportive housing
organization with 1200 units in 8 buildings
• Launched agency-wide culture change process to modernize management systems and infuse spirit of
empowerment into all operations, based on concept of mutual respect, mutual accountability.
• Restructured reporting relationships to lodge decision-making in staff closest to the residents—
increasing authority and accountability in site staff.
• Initiated and conducted strategic planning process to define 2Life’s direction for the future, including
bringing in outside speakers from other cities and countries to educate board and staff on innovations
elsewhere.
• Re-financed Ulin House to allow our oldest property to be modernized.
• Opened Shillman House, JCHE’s first mixed-income community.
• Presented 2Life’s “aging in community” model at several national conferences and The White House.
MA Department of Housing and Community Development | Boston, MA
2007 – 2010
Associate Director for Public Housing and Rental Assistance
• Managed 90-person, $300 million division overseeing 242 local housing authorities with 50,000 units
and 9 regional agencies providing 25,000 rental vouchers and homelessness prevention.
• Transformed division from bureaucratic regulator to forward-thinking, pro-active partner:
 Restructured the way Division works to promote entrepreneurial behavior and innovation,
efficiencies in service delivery, collaborations across prior division silos and skills development to
enhance performance.
 Restored partnership between the state and local housing agencies-- renewing honest
communication, unleashing local creativity and generating enthusiastic support for
gubernatorial priorities.
 Engaged a blue ribbon panel of private, nonprofit and public sector experts to determine the
true cost of operating and preserving the public housing portfolio.
 Revolutionized capital planning with comprehensive web-based system to target funding and
measure the effectiveness of capital projects.
• Leveraged state and federal resources to maximize housing for extremely low-income households:
 Utilized state capital funds to preserve 23,013 public housing units and restore more than 1,000
vacant units to occupancy.
 Maximized federal funds to place low-income households in private housing by achieving 100%
utilization of 19,000+ Section 8 vouchers.
 Extended Family Self-Sufficiency (FSS) and Moving-to-Work (MTW) programs to help families
improve their economic positions, and obtained 200 new vouchers for veterans and family
unifications.
 Reformed state rental voucher program to achieve 100% utilization (1st time in 5 years), restore
rents to contract levels (making good on prior broken promises to landlords) and establish
administrative infrastructure.
 Launched creative initiatives to save money, attract private investment and make housing
greener:






Created sustainability program to install renewable and high efficiency energy systems and
launched first phase of major water conservation effort expected to save the state $1
million/year by 2011.
Crafted new mixed-finance housing redevelopment program to attract private equity into public
housing. Attracted $38M in private equity.
Drew in private philanthropic dollars to launch pilots of housing-based economic
support/employment programs in public housing.

Hebrew SeniorLife | Boston, MA
2004 –2007
Vice President, Real Estate Development
• Shaped and permitted a one million square foot multi-generational senior campus.
• Successfully managed four highly contested permitting processes: MEPA and DON at state level;
Conservation Commission and Planning Board at local level;
• Led process to develop goals for each campus component and campus as whole;
• Directed design process by involving direct care givers and administrators from various organizational
service lines, including defining a new framework for long-term care on the campus;
• Managed relationship-building with group of 700 potential clients for the campus, including ongoing
written communications, events and personal contact;
• Negotiated partnership agreement with K-8 school co-locating on site;
• Coordinated value management efforts for post-schematics round of design;
• Contributed critical elements to raising $24 million of charitable equity for campus.
Town of Brookline | Brookline, MA
1995 –2004
Economic Development Officer
• Established town’s first economic development function; twin missions to expand tax base and protect
local commercial areas
• Generated over $1 million/year in net new tax revenue by facilitating conversion of 5 formerly taxexempt properties to private use:
 Town hospital to assisted living facility with affordable set-asides;
 State police headquarters to office/retail mix;
 Town parking lot to new 180-room hotel with public parking and public open space;
 Town garage to mixed-use residential (with affordable set-asides), commercial and retail;
 Church to 59-unit mixed-income, primarily affordable housing.
• Managed significant and contentious public participation processes around major development
proposals, including successfully shepherding 3 zoning changes through Town Meeting
• Negotiated Town’s first friendly 40B affordable housing development to create 50 units of mixedincome affordable, and 9 market rate units, and adaptive reuse of a church building plus preservation
of landscaped courtyard
• Conducted extensive public forums on key development issues
• Launched new public celebrations, including successful first Light Festival, an annual tradition now for
15 years
• Built partnership with local business community to preserve character of small commercial centers
• Helped recruit appropriate new businesses to fill key vacancies
• Staffed Economic Development Advisory Board and Housing Opportunities Task Force and built
strong relationships with other Town boards and commissions
Sabbatical, Amsterdam, the Netherlands 2002 – 2003
• Attended semi-weekly seminar on comparative urban planning strategies at University of Amsterdam.
• Independently explored social housing, commercial development and urban planning of Dutch cities.

Boston Housing Authority | Boston, MA
1992 –1995
Director of Program and Administration
• Responsible for administration of $100 million modernization program for 71 public housing
developments, planning and capital budgeting, grant writing, communications with funding and
regulatory agencies, and coordination of inter-departmental programs and planning efforts.
Supervised staff of 14.
• Secured $50 million Urban Revitalization Demonstration Grant for Mission Main Public Housing
Development by developing and managing intra-agency program team. Ranked #1 in national
competition of 31 housing authorities. Renovations have since been completed successfully.
• Secured $30 million HOPE VI+ grant for Orchard Park Housing Development. Proposal incorporated
community-based organizations, private developers, social and community service providers to create
a neighborhood revitalization strategy that redefined the relationship between public housing and its
neighbors. Redevelopment plan has now been successfully completed.
• Established capital budgeting systems for federal and state capital programs that helped restore
confidence in BHA.
• Developed comprehensive vacancy reduction program and secured federal grant of $7 million for
implementation.
• Built coalitions with social service providers to increase educational and economic opportunities for
BHA residents.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Department of Urban Studies and Planning
1987 - 1992
Lecturer and Special Assistant to Department Head
• Initiated and managed Professional Development Institute to provide continuing education to
alumni/ae and offer students opportunities to develop professional skills
• Developed and coordinated a large-scale internship program (still active today)
• Conducted departmental long-range planning process to help link professional aspirations of students
with course and other departmental offerings.
Division of Capital Planning and Operations, Commonwealth of Massachusetts
1983-1987
Director, Office of Capital Planning/Budgeting
• First director of office which was responsible for preparation of Governor’s annual capital budget,
development and implementation of capital spending initiatives, and guidance to state agencies in
formulating long-range facilities development plans. Supervised professional staff of 16.
• Developed new budget process to tie capital spending proposals to clearly articulated policy objectives
and long-range planning goals.
• Initiated pilot project to test applicability of new contracting procedures to finance and install energy
conservation improvements in public buildings. Program is still in effect and had saved the
Commonwealth over $8 million by 1995.
• Coordinated Administration efforts (at staff level) to address prison overcrowding, lack of adequate
services for chronically mentally ill persons, and inadequate coordination of state higher education
programs—culminating in comprehensive program initiatives and legislation filed by the Governor.
• Developed inter-agency program to address the problem of asbestos in state-owned buildings.
• Developed new statewide systems to correct effects of deferred maintenance.
• Received 1985 Commonwealth Citation for Outstanding Performance
Cambridge Housing Authority | Cambridge, MA
1982 –1983
Modernization and Energy Planning Consultant
Responsible for full range of planning tasks related to modernization and energy conservation in CHAowned developments.

CURRENT PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Governor Charlie Baker's Council to Address Aging in Massachusetts
Mayor Walsh’s Housing Task Force
Massachusetts Healthy Aging Collaborative
Citizens Housing and Planning Association, Board of Directors
The Community Builders, Board of Directors
Massachusetts Housing Investment Corporation, Board of Directors
Association of Jewish Aging Services, Board of Directors
Metrowest Jewish Day School, Board of Directors

EDUCATION
Massachusetts Institute of Technology | Cambridge, MA
Master in City Planning, 1982
Johns Hopkins University
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, 1978
Graduated with University Honors, Departmental Honors, and Thesis Award
Dean’s List, all semesters

Lizbeth Heyer
Chief of Real Estate Development

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2Life Communities | Boston, MA
March 2014 – Present
Chief of Real Estate Development
• Create and manage an innovative and highly skilled real estate team
• Lead refinance and modernization to stabilize existing properties and leverage equity for expansion
• Secure and oversee new development opportunities that support 2Life’s “Aging in Community” model
• Leverage creative development partnerships to expand and enhance JCHE’s mission to allow seniors to
age in vibrant communities in their own homes for as long as possible.
MA Department of Housing and Community Development
Aug. 2010 – March 2014
Associate Director, Division of Public Housing and Rental Assistance
• Managed 83-person division overseeing 242 local housing authorities with 55,000 units; 9 regional
agencies administering 27,000 state and federal rental vouchers; and $90M homeless prevention
program
• Co-chaired Governor’s Commission on Public Housing Sustainability and Reform resulting in consensus
recommendations to provide more efficient and cost-effective housing authority administration, greater
transparency and accountability, and better tenant services
• Led and implemented significant administrative reforms, innovative funding initiatives, and legislation
to consolidate 242 Local Housing Authorities into six regional bodies.
• Led division’s work on the Governor’s homeless reform by creating the HomeBASE program and
expanding the Residential Assistance for Families in Transition program
• Launched a web-based capital planning and asset management system to target funding and measure
the effectiveness of capital and operating projects for the state’s public housing portfolio.
• Expanded Family Self-Sufficiency and Moving-to-Work programs
MA Department of Housing and Community Development
Nov. 2007 – Aug. 2010
Director of Program Development, Division of Public Housing and Rental Assistance
• Launched gubernatorial initiatives to restore and preserve 55,000 unit public housing portfolio.
• Managed team to develop new initiatives and integrate them into the business practices of the division
including a mixed-finance program, green energy and water conservation investments, and a capital
planning system. Team raised over $50M in federal and private resources for greening of state-aided
public housing and leveraged over $25M in private equity for state-aided public housing modernization.
• Integrated capital and operating programs into a comprehensive asset management system.
• Spearheaded design of a formula funding system to realign DHCD’s modernization program to preserve
distressed public housing portfolio.
• Led DHCD staff and housing authorities through a comprehensive planning process that built a strong
consensus in support of formula funding.
• Led transformation of DHCD’s inspection program into a high quality technical assistance operation to
improve housing authority maintenance practices.
Jamaica Plain Neighborhood Development Corporation | Boston, MA
April 1993 – Oct. 2007
Associate Director of Real Estate (2002-2007)
• Planned and developed affordable housing and mixed-use projects totaling over $80M
• Built and maintained relationships with community stakeholders, lenders and development partners

•
•

Acquired, planned, permitted and funded 3.5 acre Blessed Sacrament property resulting in $50M
project with 118 mixed-income housing units, 7,500 square feet of retail space, redevelopment of
historic church building, two school buildings and a one acre public plaza and green space.
Supervised staff of 3 that developed a prominent $20M TOD parcel resulting in 30 affordable housing
units and 6,000 square feet of retail and non-profit office space, refinanced and converted a 60 unit
building into mixed-income condominiums, and sold 23 homes for first-time homebuyers.

Senior Project Manager (1995-2002)
• Acquired and financed Pondview Apartments, a 60-unit HUD expiring-use project
• Acquired and financed public and private vacant land, resulting in 20 first-time homebuyer homes
• Directed year-long strategic planning initiative for organization’s housing development strategy
• Coordinated and taught first-time homebuyer training program
Project Manager (1993-1995)
• Constructed 41 unit limited equity cooperative and oversaw training of co-op organization
• Coordinated community planning process for 45-unit abandoned property resulting in redevelopment
under HUD’s 202 program
Castle Square Tenants Organization | Boston, MA
Oct. 1992 – March 1993
Interim Executive Director
• Provided technical assistance for fiscal management and organizational and board development.
• Managed relationship with Winn Management, development partner for 500-unit HUD expiring-use
project.
Massachusetts Tenants Organization, Boston, MA
Tenant Organizer and Legislative Director
• Directed city, state and federal HUD expiring-use preservation campaigns.
• Organized tenant groups in over 30 subsidized buildings across Massachusetts
• Coordinated successful grassroots fundraising projects.

Oct. 1986 – Aug. 1990

AWARDS AND RELATED EXPERIENCE
Ricanne A. Hadrian Community Development Award, Massachusetts Association of Community
Development Corporations, 1998
Federal Home Loan Bank Affordable Housing Competition, 2007
Provided support and mentoring to graduate student team for development of 13-acre MBTA parcel
Jamaica Plain Neighborhood Council Community Development Committee, 1998-2005
Minton Stable Gardens Steering Committee, Volunteer Member, 1999-2004
Participated in community effort to preserve, fund and renovate 40 plot community garden.
Massachusetts Association of Community Development Corporations
Housing and Investment Committee, 1993-2000
EDUCATION
Massachusetts Institute of Technology | Cambridge, MA
M.A. in City Planning, 1992
University of New Hampshire | Durham, NH
B.A. in Anthropology/Psychology, 1986

Karen Edlund
Chief Financial Officer

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2Life Communities | Boston, MA
2012 – Present
Chief Financial and Administrative Officer
• Responsible for finance and accounting, human resources, information technology and the administrative
functions of 2Life.
• Responsible for budgeting, planning and financial reporting of existing 1,200 unit portfolio of affordable
housing, as well as financing of new developments, refinancing of existing projects and compliance with
regulatory requirements of HUD, Mass Housing, the Department of Housing and Community Development
and the Section 42 LIHTC program.
• In November 2013, successfully refinanced a 242-unit 100% affordable senior project with $42 million HUDinsured 221(d)(4) loan.
TCAM Real Estate, LLC | Boston, MA
2011
Financial Consultant
• Wholly-owned subsidiary of R.J. Finlay & Co providing asset management, workout and advisory services to
institutional owners of real estate debt and equity investments
• Provide high level financial analysis of tax credit portfolios, including analysis of cash flow and financial
strength of underlying projects and funds.
International Housing Solutions, S.à r.l. | Boston, MA
2007 – 2010
Chief Financial Officer and Managing Director
• Luxembourg-based global private equity real estate investment firm specializing in affordable housing
investment opportunities in emerging markets.
• Reporting to the CEO, established finance, administration and risk management function for newly formed
joint venture with operations in Johannesburg, London, Dublin and the U.S.
• Created financial reporting function including budgeting, planning and cash flow forecasting for start up
operations.
• Spearheaded structuring, legal formation, financing and regulatory approval for $240 million private equity
South African real estate fund.
• Implemented tax-efficient cross-border cash management for fund and operating entities in five countries.
Leggat McCall Properties | Boston, MA
2006 – 2007
Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
• Reporting to the CEO, managed finance, accounting and human resource functions, including budget &
planning, risk management and investor relations.
• Negotiated and administered debt and joint venture agreements for acquisitions, including non-recourse
financing, interest rate hedging and tax strategy.
• Created cash flow, project costing systems and other metrics for analyzing profitability of company’s
project and development management business.
MMA Financial | Boston, MA
1996 – 2006
Senior Vice President of Finance, Housing and Community Investing (1998-2006)
• Reporting to business unit EVP, responsible for budgeting, capital planning, investment fund financing and
structuring, and performance metrics for MMA Financial’s largest business unit, which grew from $25
million to over $80 million in revenues in seven years.

•
•
•
•

Established and managed financing and treasury operations center to support business funding and
financing requirements.
Co-chair of developer loan committee and member of capital transactions committee overseeing workouts,
sales and refinancings.
Structured and closed joint venture agreement to finance affordable housing outside of the U.S.
Developed procedures and responsible for oversight of internal control initiatives for Sarbanes Oxley and
GAAP requirements.

Vice President & Treasurer, Boston Financial Group (1996-1998)
• Negotiated company’s corporate credit facilities and directed company’s treasury operations, including
treasury automation project to facilitate cash sweep and controlled disbursements of 200+ property
management operations.
• Elected partner in 1998.
M/A-COM, Inc. | Lowell, MA
1991 – 1996
Vice President & Treasurer
Domestic and international treasury responsibilities, including cash and risk management, portfolio investment,
foreign exchange hedging, leasing, letters of credit, and real estate financing and divestitures.
Dennison Manufacturing Company | Framingham, MA
1986-1991
Corporate Finance Manager
Various domestic and international finance roles including corporate mergers & acquisitions, benefit and
executive compensation plan management including $200 million defined benefit plan and $85 million leveraged
Employee Stock Ownership Plan, and internal audit for U.S. and overseas operations
Howard Development Company | Wilmington, MA
Assistant Controller

1985 – 1986

Stewart Systems Corporation, | Boston, MA
Accounting Manager

1983 – 1985

AFFILIATIONS/ACCREDITATIONS
President, Financial Executives International, Boston
Board Member, Women’s Institute for Housing and Economic Development
Finance Committee Member and Former Board Member, Respond, Inc.
Committee Chair and former Board Member, Real Estate Finance Association (REFA)
Former Member, Student Outreach Committee, New England Women in Real Estate (NEWIRE)
Board member, Rollins Square Association
Former Board member, Rutland Square Association
Past Treasurer, Friends of Hiscock Park
Member, Treasurer’s Club of Boston
Private Equity CFO Association
EDUCATION
Boston College
Master of Science, Finance, 1990
Middlebury College
Bachelor of Arts, magna cum laude, Economics and French, 1983

Zoe Weinrobe
Director of Real Estate Innovation
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2Life Communities | Boston, MA
2016 – Present
Director of Real Estate Innovation
• Manage all aspects of 2Life’s senior affordable rental development projects throughout greater
Boston, both new construction and preservation/renovations.
• Tasks include strategic analysis and review for new real estate development opportunities, program
development, innovative financing strategies, building complex financial models, hiring and
overseeing project team members, procuring contractors and consultants, negotiating contracts,
managing the zoning and permitting processes, manage financial closings, and oversee construction.
• Current projects include:
 $71 million preservation and renovation of a 199-unit existing HUD 202 property with both
Section 8 and PRAC rental assistance utilizing 4% LIHTC equity, tax-exempt bonds, utility rebates,
and seller financing.
 $30 million 40B Comprehensive Permit new construction project including 62-units of mixedincome affordable rental housing, ground floor retail and common space utilizing 9% and MA
LIHTC equity, city and state soft debt, and other public and private financing.
 $31 million 40B Comprehensive Permit new construction addition to an existing LIHTC property
including 69-units of mixed-income affordable rental housing utilizing 9% and MA LIHTC equity,
city and state soft debt, and other public and private financing.
Recap Real Estate Advisors | Boston, MA
2013-2016
Vice President, 2015- 2016 and Principal Consultant, 2013- 2015
• Managed complex affordable housing transactions on behalf of client owners including advising
clients on financial feasibility, transaction timing, due diligence documentation; building of complex
financial models; preparation of funding applications; and overseeing closings
• Led the Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) practice group, both public housing conversions and
conversions of Moderate Rehab, Rent Supp, and RAP HAP contracts to project-based Section 8,
including advising public housing authorities and private owners on RAD conversion feasibility;
preparation and submission of RAD applications; managed all interaction and processing
requirements with HUD; prepared project proformas and funding applications; and oversaw closings.
• Projects included:
 One of the first RAD conversions in the country, a $26.3 million preservation and renovation of a
142-unit elderly/disabled public housing property in Ventura, CA utilizing 9% LIHTC equity, seller
financing, utility rebates, and other public and private financing.
 Two RAD conversions of expiring Rent Supp contracts to 15-year project-based Section 8 HAP
contracts, including maximizing utilization of project-based vouchers through the payoff of stateinsured 236 loans and interest reduction payment (IRP) de-couplings.
Urban Edge Housing Corporation | Boston, MA
2007-2013
Senior Project Manager, 2011-2013 and Project Manager, 2007- 2010
• Managed all aspects of real estate development projects, primarily affordable housing and mixed-use.
• Supervised Project Manager and Project Associate on project-related tasks.
• Projects included:





Two scattered site preservation and renovation projects ($22.4 million, 82-units; $24.2 million,
101-units) utilizing 4% LIHTC equity, tax-exempt bonds, MA historic tax credits, utility rebates,
and other public and private financing.
$18 million green historic preservation and renovation of a 103-unit, scattered site property,
utilizing ARRA-funded tax credit exchange funds, MA historic tax credits, Enterprise Green
Communities funding, Federal Home Loan Bank of Boston Affordable Housing Program funding,
and other public and private financing.

City of Cambridge Community Development Department | Cambridge, MA
2004 – 2007
Housing Planner
• Assessed feasibility of new affordable housing and preservation opportunities and need for City
subsidy including site identification, zoning analyses, financial feasibility, underwrote proposed loans,
identified financing strategies, and weighed public benefit
• Managed permanent and construction loans for 12 projects totaling more than $22 million, including
closings, disbursements, repayments, and draft loan commitments and contracts
• Oversaw two CDBG-funded programs with local nonprofits: a rehab program for low- and moderateincome homeowners and a rehab program for affordable multifamily rental property owners
• Administered the City’s Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance with the private development community
Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development | Boston, MA
2003
Rappaport Fellow
• Developed a database of DHCD-funded projects to create threshold criteria including debt service,
cash flow, developer fees, construction and operating costs, to be used to analyze future projects
• Investigated affordable housing developments at-risk of losing affordable units due to expiring
affordability restrictions and researched options for preserving or extending their affordability
• Competitive Public Policy Summer Fellowship program funded by the Rappaport Institute at the
Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University
Telesis Corporation | Washington, DC
2000 – 2002
Assistant Project Manager
• Assisted in the development of mixed-income, affordable housing, and small-scale commercial
developments across the country including working with residents, community and government
stakeholders; project budgeting; grant applications; scheduling; and GIS mapping
• Prepared RFP/RFQ responses for new affordable housing and commercial development
• Collaborated on three $35 million HOPE VI applications to revitalize severely distressed public housing
AFFILIATIONS/ACCREDITATIONS
Just-A-Start Corporation, Board of Directors (2010 – Present)
Jackson Square Partners, Board of Directors (2015 – 2018)
LEED Accredited Professional
EDUCATION
Massachusetts Institute of Technology | Cambridge, MA
Master in City Planning, 2004
Concentration in Housing Finance, Economics, and Policy
Cornell University | Ithaca, NY
Department of Urban and Regional Studies, Bachelor of Science with Honors, 1999

Elizabeth (Elise) Selinger
Real Estate Innovation Manager

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2Life Communities | Boston, MA
Sept. 2016 – Present
Real Estate Innovation Manager
• Project Manager for $30M, 62-unit new construction mixed-use, affordable senior housing in
Brookline, MA
• Project team member for proposed 150+ unit independent living property for moderate income
seniors
• Assisting Chief of Real Estate in research on innovative home care and health insurance payment and
service models in senior housing
Placeful Technologies, Inc. | Boston, MA
Jan. 2017 – Oct. 2018
Co-Founder and COO
• Developed an online educational tool for the City of Boston Housing Innovation Lab that enables
residents to discover various scenarios for housing development. Through a series of lessons and
interactive exercises, residents can visualize different planning options and their effects on
affordability, building massing, parking ratios and financial feasibility.
MIT AgeLab | Cambridge, MA
Jan. 2016 – May 2016
Research Assistant for Director Dr. Joseph Coughlin
• Conducted thesis research forecasting demand and supply in the senior housing real estate market in
Metro Boston through 2030 using original research for supply data and American Community Survey
Census data for demand forecasting
• AgeLab “Lifestyle Leaders” 85+ Focus Group: created and administered a qualitative survey as well as
led an afternoon program for the focus group on the senior housing market and LTSS services in
Metro Boston
Jewish Community Housing for the Elderly | Boston, MA
July 2015 – May 2016
Real Estate Intern
• Created, analyzed and presented the results of an original market database of 100+ age-restricted
housing properties in the Greater Boston to the JCHE Board of Directors Real Estate committee
• Conducted research on existing senior housing and Long Term Support Service (LTSS) models
including analyzing residency agreements and the alignment of housing and LTSS public program
eligibility in Massachusetts in “Options Charts”
• Created an entry-fee financial model to test the feasibility of developing JCHE’s innovative “Apartments
for Life” concept at a potential site in Greater Boston, including modeling the long-term affordability of
the project for future moderate-income residents
Massachusetts Institute of Technology | Cambridge, MA
Aug. 2014 – May 2015
Research Assistant for Prof. Karl Seidman, Dept. of Urban Studies and Planning
• Co-authored a white paper on the political history and housing production of Community
Development Corporations in Boston (http://tinyurl.com/hxvrzfn)

Urban Homesteading Assistance Board | New York
Aug. 2012 – July 2014
Co-op Preservation Associate
• Completed four NYS-Article 8A major capital improvement loans from conception to closing (including
J-51 tax abatement applications) totaling $2.5M for four limited-equity residential co-ops representing
98 housing units in New York City.
• Secured an assessed value property tax cap (NYS-Article XI) for a 19 unit sweat-equity co-op in the
Lower East Side resulting in $775,000 property tax forgiveness and a 50% reduction on future property
tax bills, the highest single building tax savings achieved by UHAB.
• Oversaw credit and lending review and closing for five limited equity co-op unit transfers to new
owners totaling ($300,000) in FY2013-2014.
Bilingual (Spanish/English) Project Associate
Aug. 2010 – Aug. 2012
• Provided technical assistance to 40+ limited-equity co-ops (i.e. preparation of annual operating
budgets, maintenance and repair plans, resale policies, settling estates and certifying annual elections)
in coordination with their property managers and attorneys.
EDUCATION
Massachusetts Institute of Technology | Cambridge, MA
Master of City Planning, 2016
Concentration in Housing and Community Development
Thesis: “Forecasting Service-Enriched Senior Housing in Metropolitan Boston: Housing + Services Innovation”
Bowdoin College | Brunswick, ME
Bachelor of Arts in Sociology and a minor in Economics, 2010
Miss Porter’s School| Farmington, CT
Class of 2006

John Lutz
Chief of Operations

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2Life Communities | Boston, MA
July 2018 – Present
Chief of Operations
• Responsible for all operations at 2Life’s four nonsectarian senior independent living campuses
• Direct supervision of Executive Directors of each site, Director of Facilities, Director of Programs,
Director of the 2Life Training Institute, Director of Dining Services, and Director of Compliance
Elder Services of Berkshire County | Pittsfield, MA
Jan. 2013 – June 2018
Executive Director
• Community-based, multi-faceted nonprofit state and federally designated elder services agency
serving the 32 cities and towns of Berkshire County
• Guided agency through leadership transition under adverse circumstances and (re) developed internal
and external relationships, partnerships and collaborations that contribute to the sustainability of the
agency
Highland Valley Elder Services | Northampton, MA
Oct. 2005 – Jan. 2013
Executive Director
• Community-based, multi-faceted nonprofit state and federally designated elder services agency
serving 24 cities and towns in Western Massachusetts
• Guided agency through first leadership transition in 32 years
Associate Director for Community Development
• Member of four person management team
• Managed daily operations of: Elder Nutrition, Money Management, Supportive Housing, Protective
Services, Caring Community Build and Long Term Care Ombudsman program(s)
Tapestry Health | Northampton, MA
Regional Health Services Director
Managed operation of seven women’s health clinics in Western Massachusetts

Feb. 2004 – Sept. 2005

Director of Interns and Volunteers
Oversaw agency sponsored “Exploring Public Health” summer internship program
Union Mission | Savannah, GA
Aug. 2000 – Nov. 2003
Chief Operating Officer
• Managed daily operations of comprehensive homeless agency
• Direct supervision of Healthcare, Behavioral Health, Housing, HIV/AIDS Services, Children’s Services,
Employment/Training, Community Education, Food Service Operations and Maintenance programs
Telfair Museum of Art | Savannah, GA
Deputy Director
• Managed administrative aspects of multi-site art and historic house museum
• Community liaison for approval of museum expansion in historic district

April 1999 – July 2000

Parent & Child Development Services | Savannah, GA
June 1995 – April 1999
President & CEO
• Managed a multi-disciplinary nonprofit human service agency
• Guided agency through reassessment and restructuring of programs and priorities after departure of
long time chief executive
City of Savannah | Savannah, GA
Sept. 1990 – June 1995
Director, Vehicle Maintenance
• Accepted responsibility for managing department experiencing organizational duress due to ongoing
internal review and management level personnel actions
Director, Savannah Civic Center
• Promoted into position in aftermath of management termination and criminal investigation
• Directed efforts to re-establish multi-use facility as viable entertainment venue and community
resource
Assistant Director, Revenue Department
• Supervised Treasury Division which included property tax, business license, customer service and
regulatory functions
City of San Antonio | San Antonio, Texas
May 1989 – Aug. 1990
Budget and Management Analyst
• Multi-faceted position serving as financial liaison between city departments (Police, Fire, Municipal
Courts) and city administration
Proctor and Gamble | Cincinnati, OH
Group Manager
Directed nationwide order and shipment control of health care products
Supervisor
Managed accounts receivable and company sponsored promotions
EDUCATION
Carnegie Mellon University – Heinz College
Master of Science, Public Policy and Management
University of Auckland
Graduate Diploma, Business and Industrial Administration
Wittenberg University
Bachelor of Arts, Economics, Business Administration

Jan. 1984 – Aug. 1987

Joseph J. O'Toole III, CFM
Director of Facilities
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2Life Communities | Boston, MA
2017 – Present
Director of Facilities
• Develop standards of operation for facility operation and maintenance across locations.
• Oversee regular property inspections, both internally and with outside agencies
• Responsible for the management of the Capital Improvement plan with the Director of Capital
Projects as a direct report
• Establish facility service contracts through competitive bidding processes for cross facility wide
benefit.
• Meet regularly with Maintenance Supervisors to ensure consistent and successful approach to
repairs and preventative maintenance.
• Work in conjunction with the Real Estate Department to develop plans for new construction as well
as major renovation of existing assets, to ensure the efficient maintainability of the final product.
• Work alongside the Project Manager during construction and renovation projects to ensure
construction work is done according to contract, schedule and quality level.
• Review and provide comment on changes in work to ensure maintainability and level of quality.
Royal Sonesta Hotel | Cambridge, MA
Director of Engineering
2006-2017
Responsibilities included but were not limited to:
• Responsible for assigning work and supervising all of the maintenance and
• repair work of all of the employees in the Engineering Department with and including
• the Assistant Director of Engineering
• Developing and maintaining operational and capital budgets.
• Coordination and oversight of multi-million dollar capital improvement projects.
• Contracting and purchasing electricity and natural gas for the hotel on the open
• market for the best price available.
• Working closely with design team and hotel rooms division staff to plan and schedule capital
improvement projects.
• Confer with vendors to obtain product and service information such as price, availability and
delivery schedule
• Approve all purchase requests for items needed by the Engineering Department
• Supervise work of outside contractors and ensure work was properly performed on time and within
budget.
• Supervise Mechanical, Public Area, and Guest Room preventative maintenance per standards and
schedules
• Attend scheduled operational meetings and executive committee meetings
• Department staffing and personnel management
Engineering Manager
2004-2006
Responsibilities included but were not limited to:
• Assigning work and supervising all of the maintenance and repair work of the following employees
in the Engineering Department: General Maintenance, Carpenter, Painter, and Mechanic

•
•
•
•
•

Confer with vendors to obtain product and service information such as price, availability and
delivery schedule
Process purchase requests for items needed by the Engineering Department
Supervise work of outside contractors as needed and make sure work was properly performed and
the job site left clean
Supervise Mechanical, Public Area, and Guest Room preventative maintenance per standards and
schedule
Attend scheduled meetings as required.

Engineering Supervisor
Responsibilities included but were not limited to:
• Operating, programming and maintaining DDC building control systems
• Installation and repair of HVAC equipment and controls
• Preventative maintenance Plumbing, carpentry and electrical
• Pool sanitation system maintenance
• Scheduling tasks and supervising the completion of those tasks
• Communicating with other departments on maintenance issues.

2003-2004

Engineering Systems Specialist
Responsibilities included but were not limited to:
• Operating, programming and maintaining DDC building control systems
• Installation and repair of HVAC equipment and controls
• Preventative maintenance
• Plumbing, carpentry and electrical
• Pool sanitation system maintenance.

1999-2003

AFFILIATIONS/ACCREDITATIONS
Certified Facility Manager, International Facility Management Association

EDUCATION
Wentworth Institute of Technology | Boston, MA
Facilities Management Certificate Program
Peterson School
High Pressure Boiler Technician Course

Jill Ouellette, CPM®
Director of Compliance and Operations Support

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2Life Communities | Boston, MA
August 2017 – Present
Director of Compliance and Operations Support
 Providing managerial oversight to ensure timely and accurate compliance with all regulations for IRS
Section 42 LIHTC and HUD programs for entire portfolio of nine properties
 Provide on-going guidance, support, and industry training while monitoring and assuring adherence
to housing laws for nine staffers directly, and all site staff indirectly
 Responsible for recommending and updating Tenant Selection Plans, Affirmative Fair Housing
Marketing Plans, Leases and Addendums, House Rules, and 504 Policy. Meeting agency inspection
requirements. Portfolio EIV Coordinator and maintainer of the records. Submission of agency
contract renewals, OCAF rent increases.
 Corporate liaison for insurance claims reporting; as well as providing support for tenant legal action
 Responsible for marketing, and timely lease-up of affordable new construction LIHTC properties
FHRC Management Corp | Somerville, MA
2009 – 2017
Property Manager
 Providing managerial oversight of a MassHousing-regulated 501-unit diverse family apartment
community in Somerville, federally subsidized under Section 8 with LIHTC program
 Responsible for all hiring and firing decisions, direct supervision of an office staff of seven, and
maintenance staff of thirteen, with contracted security guard services
 Covering all administrative duties during an LIHTC initial acquisition rehab of $23 million construction
plan including extensive relocation for asbestos abatement
 Final responsibility for leasing and unit turnover, rent collections/lease enforcement and evictions,
accounts receivable and payable, budget preparation and adherence, capital expenditures,
recertifications with EIV, HAP processing, LIHTC Tics, meeting M/WBE goals, and successfully passing
MOR/PMR/Spectrum and REAC inspections
 Final responsibility of meeting daily property maintenance needs including meeting preventive
maintenance schedule, no backlog of work orders, reducing liability risk, maintaining a highly
successful bed bug prevention program, successful coordination with vendors to enforce contract
obligations, all while maintaining an optimum curb appeal
 Successful Resident Services program meeting case management needs while also providing resident
retention activities and events, including oversight of MassHousing’s YouthRAP grant
 Successful interaction with active and organized tenant association
Wingate Management Co. Inc. | Lowell, MA
2006 –2009
Property Manager
 Providing managerial oversight of four properties in Lowell and Lynn, encompassing 3 commercial units
and 242 residential units in Elderly and Family Sections 8 and 236 properties
 Direct supervision over staff of six
 Covering administrative duties and oversight of maintenance responsibilities

Cornerstone Corporation | Holyoke, MA
1993 –2005
Sr. Property Manager
 Managerial supervision of Western Mass region including 4 commercial and 405 residential units of
elderly and family communities under Sections 8, 236 and 13A programs, including Low Income
Housing Tax Credits
 Direct supervision over twelve employees
 Developed 3 annual budgets, 3 annual rent increase packages and MassHousing’s biannual YouthRAP
grants over 6 years
 Successfully passed REACs, MassHousing PMRs and Spectrum’s LIHTC audits
 “504 / ADA Coordinator” responsible for deciding Reasonable Accommodation requests from disabled
residents; and new employee training of the same
Wingate Management Co. Inc. | Lowell, MA
Property Manager
 Overall managerial responsibilities for 3 sites in Lowell, as listed above.

1986 –1993

EDUCATION
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Bachelor of Arts, 1985
TRAININGS AND ACCREDIDATIONS
Fair Housing Compliance designation, NAHMA, Oct 2018 and Mar 2016
HUD/ EIV Updates by Ross Business Development, May 2018
Cybersecurity and Risk Management, CohnReznick, May 2018
Spectrum’s Comprehensive BIT Training, Aug 2017
Working with Residents in Culturally Competent Ways, MassHousing, May 2016
Illegal Drug Awareness, NEAHMA, Dec 2015
Reasonable Accommodations – Screening/Tenant Selection by MassHousing, Oct 2015
ServSafe certified, Jun 2013
Housing Credit Compliance Professional designation by TheoPro, Mar 2011
Asbestos Awareness Training, Oct 2009, Mar 2010
Certified Property Manager®, designation from IREM, Jun 2000
C9P designation: Spectrum’s Continuing Certified Credit Compliance Professional since Jun 1998
Previous: Certified Manager of Housing, Certified Maintenance Manager, Certified Occupancy Specialist from
NCHM

ARCHITECTURAL FIRM QUALIFICATIONS
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ABOUT US

P CA (PR EL LW IT Z C H IL IN SK I A SSOC IAT ES)
Based in Cambridge, we are committed to putting design into practical action
on behalf of our clients. Working collaboratively, we bring an uncommon
combination of business insight and creative problem-solving power to each
project. Our size, along with our collaborative culture and cutting-edge
technology, allows us to commit extensive resources to our projects while
retaining the accessibility and focused personal service of a smaller
organization.
PCA has enjoyed steady growth over its three-decade history and has become
greater Boston’s 13th largest design firm (Source: 2018 Boston Business
Journal Book of Lists) with an annual sales volume in 2017 of $15.1 million.
Since 1982 PCA’s thoughtful, award-winning design has generated one success
after another for our clients - projects which thrive and bring lasting value to
the community.

PCA Office in
Inman Square

FI RM PH IL OSOPH Y
Our mission statement captures a lot about what we believe and how we work.

We believe in creating great places for people by combining
business insight with creative problem-solving for our clients.
Creating places for people is the heart and soul of our practice. As architects
designing poetic and practical places, we aim to make places that shine with
identity and character, and that function and delight in equal measure.
We walk in your shoes—working to understand your goals and bringing our
creativity to the table to find unexpected opportunities, unlock unseen
potential, and transform challenges into celebrated spaces. We think beyond
architecture—from asset management to planning, strategy to schematics,
interior finishes to brand graphics—to find targeted solutions that support
your overall mission, even when the best solution isn’t necessarily architectural.
S USTA IN A B IL IT Y
Sustainable design is embedded into our approach to all of our projects,
resulting in energy efficient, high performance buildings that generate
measurable results for our clients. As architects, we understand that we have
the opportunity, and the responsibility, to mitigate the impact of building on
our environment. PCA continues to stay ahead of the curve, combining
cutting-edge sustainable design experience with a collaborative, businessminded approach, ensuring that our clients realize the benefits of going green
and nurturing the next generation of responsible, progressive design.

Prellwitz Chilinski Associates
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PROJECT TEAM

The team will be guided by PCA’s senior-most multifamily affordable housing
and community facility design experts.
Mark Eclipse AIA, LEED AP - Principal In Charge
Mark brings a wealth of design and management experience to guide all
aspects of the work and the project team. He will attend client meetings
during the design and permitting phases. His role then shifts to maintaining
quality control during the document production phase.
Relevant experience includes the Abbott Buildings in Cambridge’s Harvard
Square, MarketStreet mixed use planning and design in Lynnfield, Cambridge
Crossing in East Cambridge, Arsenal Yards in Watertown with 350,000 SF of
retail and 500 units of housing, and several affordable to market rate
multifamily housing development projects in the New England region.
Stephen Banning AIA, LEED AP BD+C - Project Manager
Also an Associate at PCA, Stephen would work with the team to ensure that
decisions are documented and the project stays on schedule. He would be
responsible for overseeing the consultant team and coordinating to create the
construction documents. Stephen would continue into the CA phase of the
project ensuring the process goes smoothly. He would be the day to day
contact for the project.
DiAnn Mroszcak LEED AP BD+C - Sustainability Director
DiAnn Mroszczak leads our Sustainability group which strives to increase
awareness within our office, community, and our project work. DiAnn is a
leader in sustainability within the state. She is currently a member and leaderi
in serveral sustainbly oriented groups, such as ILFI (Int’l Living Futures
Institute), USGBC, LBC Collaborative, and the Sutainability Design Leaders
Group. At PCA she helps guide our sustainability efforts educating staff on
LEED and other Sustainable programs.
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PROJECT TEAM

Prellwitz Chilinski Associates

MARK ECLIPSE

AIA, LEED AP

PRINCIPAL

PR OF ESSION A L EXPER IEN C E
Prellwitz Chilinski Associates, Inc.
Principal 2013 - Present
Senior Associate 2008 - 2013
Associate 2006 - 2008
Project Architect 2005 - 2006

Sasaki Associates, 1995 - 2005
Blackney Hayes Architects, 1994 - 1995
William Polk Associates, 1990 - 1993
NBBJ Architects, 1989

Mark brings high level design skills to
projects ranging from higher-education
and multi-family residential to retail. He
believes that every client has a message to
convey, and is focused on helping them
communicate their stories through design.
ED UCAT I ON
University of Pennsylvania
Graduate School of Fine Arts
Master of Architecture, 1995
Washington State University
Bachelor of Architecture, 1990
R E G IS T RAT I ON
Massachusetts
LEED Accredited Professional

SEL EC T ED PR OJEC T S
Abbott Buildings, Harvard Square, Cambridge, MA - Regency Centers
60000sf retail, office and restaurant development in historic district
Cambridge Crossing / DivcoWest, Cambridge MA
Public realm and retail design, three buildings
Maud Morgan Arts Center, Cambridge, MA - Agassiz Baldwin Community
A 3,200 sf city-wide art center featuring four studios
Arsenal Yards, Watertown, MA - Boylston Properties / The Wilder Co.
Mixed-use development including 350,000 SF of retail, 500 units of housing
Jackson Commons, Roxbury, MA - Urban Edge
Historic renovation / new construction of mixed use residential/office/retail
Heath Square Affordable Housing, Jamaica Plain, MA - JPNDC
56,290 SF, 4-story affordable mutlifamily building and community space
Hingham Moorings, Hingham, MA - Samuels Associates
Planning of multifamily buildings
100 Federal Street Retail, Boston, MA - Boston Properties
Study of retail positioning in downtown Boston
198 Hanover Street, Boston, MA - Charter Realty
Mixed Use Development in the historic north end
Washington Village, South Boston, MA - Core Investments
1 million sf, 6 block mixed-use retail, residential neighborhood
MarketStreet, Lynnfield, MA - National Development / WS Development
Mixed use lifestyle center
Legacy Place, Dedham, MA - WS Development
500,000 SF Mixed-Use Retail and Office Complex
Jackson Square Master Plan - Jamaica Plain, MA - JPNDC
Mixed-income community with 400-residential units, 80,000 SF of retail
The Street, Chestnut Hill, MA - WS Development
Mixed-Use Retail and Offices

Prellwitz Chilinski Associates
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STEPHEN BANNING

AIA, LEED AP BD+C

ASSOCIATE, ARCHITECT

PR OF ESSION A L EXPER IEN C E
Prellwitz Chilinski Associates, Inc.
Architect 2016 - Present
Designer, 2010 - 2016

CBT Architects
Intern Architect, 2008
SEL EC T ED PR OJEC T S
201 & 221 South Huntington Avenue, Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts: 110
existing building gut renovation and addition of new 55 unit building
Jackson Commons, Roxbury, Massachusetts: 30 unit residential, office &
retail mixed use development; adaptive re-use of historic building
89 Brighton, Allston, MA, 167 unit residential, and retail mixed-use
development
Steve has been designing since 2008,
involved in the planning, documentation
and construction administration of a range
of projects from multifamily housing to
retail and higher education. He leverages
his passion for computer technology to
create photo realistic renderings that
translate early conceptual napkin sketches
into a snapshot of what the end user will
experience.
ED UCAT I ON
Wentworth Institute of Technology
Masters of Architecture, 2010
Bachelor of Science in Architecture, 2009
R E G IS T RAT I ON
Massachusetts
LEED Accredited Professional, Building
Design & Construction
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PROJECT TEAM

900 Beacon Street, Boston, MA Mixed use building with 32 apartment units
and two units of ground floor retail
MarketStreet, Lynnfield, Massachusetts; Phase 2, 4 buildings of a 16 building
retail shopping center
Ames Shovel Work Restoration, Easton, Massachusetts; 113-unit residential
historic re-use
University of Connecticut, McMahon Dining Hall, Storrs, Connecticut;
15,000 SF, 450-seat addition and renovation
Brickyard Square Retail Shopping Center, Waterstone Development Epping, New Hampshire
Wayland Housing, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Market Basket Grocery, Haverhill, Massachusetts
Market Basket Grocery, Hookset, Massachusetts
Market Basket Grocery - Bedford, New Hampshire
Market Basket Grocery - West Bridgewater, Massachusetts

Prellwitz Chilinski Associates

DIANN MROSZCZAK

LEED AP BD+C

DESIGNER - SUSTAINABILITY DIRECTOR
PR OF ESSION A L EXPER IEN C E
Prellwitz Chilinski Associates, Inc., 2015 – Present

Next Phase Studios, Boston, MA, 2007-2015
Placetailor, Inc., Boston, MA, 2008
Dominique Perrault Architecture, Paris, France, 2005
AWA R D S/ PU B L IC AT ION S
Future of Design, Semi-Finalist & Exhibitor, BSA, 2008
Monsters of Design Award for Excellence in Architecture, AIA Young
Architects Forum, 2006 		

DiAnn has a passion for sustainable, wellintegrated, place-based design. She has worked
on assignments from prototype retail to mixeduse housing to private residences, striving to
create high-performing structures with an
emphasis on habitable, scale-appropriate spaces
that contribute to the character of their
community.

SEL EC T ED PR OJEC T S
Abbott Buildings, Harvard Square, Cambridge, MA - Regency Centers
60000sf retail, office and restaurant development in historic district

Massachusetts Maritime Academy, Buzzards Bay, MA
Gym Study / Cpmpany 3-5 Building Envelope
Tuscan Kitchen & Market, Portsmouth, NH - Tuscan Brands
Design of Specialty market with co-located 16,000 SF Tuscan Kitchen
Tuscan Kitchen, Boston, MA - Tuscan Brands
Design of a 14,000 sf restaurant in Boston’s Seaport neighborhood

ED UCAT IO N
University of Kansas,
Bachelor of Architecture, 2006

Garden City Retail Renovation/Addition, Cranston, RI - The Wilder Co.
40,000 SF multi-phased expansion of existing retail center

R E GIS T RAT I ON
Living Building Challenge (LBC)
Collaborative Co-Facilitator

Old Oak Dojo, Jamaica Plain, MA
Living Building Certification by Int’l Living Future Institute (Next Phase
Studios)

United States Green Building Council
(USGBC)

Mount Pleasant Home, Jamaica Plain, MA
LEED Gold Certified Residential Care Facility(Next Phase Studios)

Emerging Professionals of Massachusetts
Chapter Member

West Roxbury Parkway Residence, Brookline, MA
3,000 sf Private Residence (Next Phase Studios)

LEED Accredited Professional BD+C

Chesnut Place Studio, Jamaica Plain, MA
Living Building Challenge Certified 925 sf Yoga & Community Space
(Next Phase Studios)

Settler’s Green, North Conway, NH - OVP Management
100,000sf expansion of outlet retail center

Hannaford Brothers Grocery Store, Augusta, ME
LEED Platinum Certified 49,000 sf prototype grocery store (Next Phase
Studios)
Gui River Creative Zone, Beijing, China
Invitation-only urban planning Int’l design competition (Next Phase
Studios)
Prellwitz Chilinski Associates
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PHOTO CREDIT

GUSTAV HOILAND

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

Left & Above:
Parkside on Adams
in Roslindale, MA

CREAT IN G GR EAT PL A C ES TO L IVE
Our goal is to create the next great place to live – combining site planning,
architecture and interior design to make residents feel at home and get the
community excited and on board to welcome a good new neighbor. PCA’s
design approach can be contemporary or contextual, suburban or urban,
attracting a different demographic or fulfilling community wish lists as
needed, without compromising budget or program. Our success is
demonstrated in the high level of repeat clients - developers and owners who
return to PCA again and again to find solutions for their most complex
challenges.
E X PER IEN C E IN H OU SIN G D EVEL OPM EN T S
In our experience designing market rate and affordable housing, it is clear that
even a tight budget can be enhanced with good design. Bringing a creative,
open mind, one can find ways to use more standard materials in interesting
and thoughtful ways. PCA’s value added approach has been used on a number
of our projects to keep budgets in line, while also giving our developer clients
and ultimately, the residents, a sense of a unique, well designed space they can
call home.
Time spent on planning, bringing in community input early in the process,
helps to optimize land use and streamline programming phases. In terms of
design, building orientation, harmonious placement of windows and entries,
strategic use of more expensive materials in areas where they will have the
most impact – all are examples of strategies that lead to balanced and attractive
buildings and interior spaces.

Prellwitz Chilinski Associates
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PHOTO CREDIT - WARREN JAGGER

ECO APARTMENTS
LOC ATION

Allston, Massachusetts
PR OGR A M

93,280 SF, 104 unit building
including 8 two-bedrooms, 36
one-bedrooms, 60 studios, a fitness
studio, and parking.
LEED Platinum for Homes Certified
Completed 2014.
C LIEN T

The Mount Vernon Company
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CLIEN T C H A L L EN GE
In order to differentiate ECO from its predecessors, MVC challenged PCA to
create a design which would invoke a European (specifically Dutch) feel.

Fitness Center

P CA SOL U T ION
In keeping with amenities valued by hip, urban professionals, units are
relatively compact, balanced by a variety of common spaces available for use
by tenants and their visitors including a spacious lobby, tech bar, club room, a
community roof deck and a sky-view fitness center. The design locates primary
amenity spaces or living rooms at the corner entry to the building, concealing
rows of ground-level parking beyond. Large windows on both sides allow light
to play in the space, creating a fresh, welcoming environment. The 24/7
activity within activates the ground floor, letting neighbors know that the
lights are on and “someone is home”.
The fitness center was intentionally placed within the most visible top floor
corner of the building, offering dramatic views of the neighborhood. Skylight
shafts demarcated in bright red draw the eye up from the street to engage with
the activity and energy within. A roofdeck and shared second floor roof patio
provide additional space for socializing. In the units, large windows draw in
maximum natural light. The open concept allows for flexible use of the space.
Sleek linear kitchens, with minimalist hardware and silestone counters are
integrated into the room layouts. budget.
RE SU LT
The Mount Vernon Company has created an entirely new neighborhood in
Allston. In The Green District, each building has its own individual character
and feel within the context of Eco-friendly living, established as a core design
principal for this new, sustainable community.

Eco at Dusk

SUSTAINABILITY
LEED Platinum Certified
U.S. Green Building Council

“We hired PCA because they’re
outside the box thinkers. And for
us, in a neighborhood that needed
some interesting buildings, we
thought they’d be the best fit.”
Jay Bisognano
Vice President
The Mount Vernon Company
Prellwitz Chilinski Associates

CO M M U N IT Y EN GA GEM EN T
Beginning with the EDGE and then ECO, PCA worked closely with the
BRA, Allston’s IAG (Impact Advisory Group) and the community directly to
mitigate the impact of development in this older, predominantly one-family
neighborhood. The team earned the trust of residents by listening and
responding to comments and requests. The new Allston Green District, which
ECO and EDGE anchor, ultimately re-connects the neighborhood fabric,
replacing derelict industrial buildings with new high-quality workforce
apartments that add life and energy to the streetscape. The community saw
that the team delivered what they promised and continues to be highly
supportive of PCA projects subsequently and currently under development in
the Allston area.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE 9
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HAROLD AND RONALD
BROWN FAMILY HOUSE
LOC ATION

Brookline, Massachusetts
PR OGR A M

6-story building adjacent to historic
synagogue with 62 apartments for
seniors, of which 57 are income
restricted 1,085 SF ground floor retail /
café and parking for 14 cars, totalling
65,000 SF. Estimated construction
costs $19 M.
Estimated completion: 2020.
C LIEN T

2Life Communities
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CHA L L EN GE
Congregation Kehillath Israel (KI) undertook a community planning and
visioning of their existing campus - a goal that came from this vision was the
redevelopment of the existing site of an obsolete social hall that abutted the
100 year old synagogue. In a competitive RFP, KI selected 2Life Communities’
proposal with PCA to create a welcoming affordable community for seniors
that would establish a multi-generational village center, addressing the issues
of social isolation and housing affordability. This new building would create an
accessible connection to the KI campus and a more active ground floor
presence that knits together the retail area along Harvard Street between
Coolidge Corner and JFK Crossing.
S O L U T ION
The quiet, elegant design replaces the social hall with a new building that
complements the rich architectural heritage of Brookline. The commercial
edges of the retail level align with existing frontage, while the 4-story, sawtooth
volumes of the residential building give proper prominence to the historic
synagogue and an appropriate scale for the side street elevation.
The project creates 62 new affordable units for seniors, integrated with the
existing synagogue through shared amenity spaces and access points between
the buildings. A private rear courtyard can be enjoyed by both residents and
the congregation alike.

Above: Entry and
seating area

The glass façade of the retail space, featuring wooden seating areas along the
storefront edge and space programmed for a café, helps to create a sense of a
village center. Outside, a small public pocket park and plaza are integrated
into the sidewalk design, providing a new amenity for the public.
CO M M U N IT Y EN GA GEM EN T
Thee neighbors and the Town of Brookline’s staff and elected officials were
terrific partners, providing helpful insight that enhanced the design and
program. Their input resulted in enhancements to the diversity of affordable
housing options, an increase in green open space and reorientation of
pedestrian and car entrances to limit traffic and parking impact in the
neighborhood. 2Life and PCA participated in a 15-month community
engagement process, over 13 separate listening sessions and public
presentations prior to submitting an application for the 40B Comprehensive
Permit.
P ROJEC T T EA M
Mark Eclipse is the Principal-in-Charge for the Harold and Ronald Brown
Family House at 370 Harvard Street.

Prellwitz Chilinski Associates
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JOHN HORNER

JACKSON COMMONS
LOC ATION

Roxbury, Massachusetts
PR OGR A M

Adaptive re-use and gut renovation of
existing 100-year old building and 4-story
addition to include 37 mixed-income rental
apartments, community learning center, and
retail/office space, totalling 58,742 SF.
Construction Cost: $12 Million
Completed 2015.
C LIEN T

Urban Edge
SU STA IN A B ILITY

LEED Gold for Homes certified
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JOHN HORNER

CLIEN T C H A L L EN GE
In conjunction with Stull&Lee/Tise Architects; PCA played a key role in the
development of the Jackson Square Master Plan serving as the liaison to the
BRA during the Article 80 review and approval. A key component was the
coordination of the efforts of 3 different architectural firms in the development
of a coordinated neighborhood vision.

Historic Webb Building.

S O LU T ION
Jackson Commons is the second building to be completed under the Jackson
Square Redevelopment Master Plan which includes 360 units of housing,
80,000 square feet of retail, office space, and community recreation facilities.
At Jackson Commons, 8 units are dedicated for homeless households, who will
benefit from an on-site resource coordinator who will provide case
management services to all of the residents living in the building, with a focus
on those who were formerly homeless. 21 units are dedicated for households
below 60% of Area Median Income (AMI), 3 below 80% AMI, and 5 below
110% AMI.
The design highlights the historic F.W. Webb Building including the recreation of the door and window patterns from its original façade and the
conservation of a historic painted sign and cornice. The 4-story brick, metal
and glass addition extends the new street wall established in the Jackson Square
master plan and frames the entry to the new Jackson Square from the north.

Above: Office and conference spaces.
Below: rental unit open floor layout

The first floor of the building houses Urban Edge’s headquarter offices as well
as community uses and educational programming that operate during the day
and into the early evening hours, activating the street. A south-facing open
space/play area for the residents is sheltered from Columbus Avenue noise and
traffic. The project received a LEED Gold rating.
CO MM U N IT Y EN GA GEM EN T
Initially brought into the project by the Jackson Square Partnership, a quasipublic / private entity, PCA was recruited to oversee the overall masterplan.
With multiple developers on the project team, each bringing to the table their
own architect, PCA’s role was to make it all fit together. PCA acted as the lead
architect for the masterplanning and site development of all parcels, and the
architect for Jackson Commons.

AWARDS
Best in American Living Award
National Association of Home Builders, 2017

Throughout the planning process, PCA served as the intermediary between the
BRA, the neighborhood, affordable housing advocates and other project
architects and subsequently helped to successfully navigate the project through
Article 80 Large Project Review.
P R OJEC T T EA M
Mark Eclipse was the Principal-in-Charge for Jackson Commons, and Stephen
Banning was Project Architect.

Prellwitz Chilinski Associates
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E C O A PA R TM EN TS

Bruce Percelay, President,
Mount Vernon Company
bruce@mvernon.com, (617)-267-0006
H A R OLD A N D R ON A LD B R OWN FA M ILY H OU SE

Zoe Weinbrobe, 2Life Director of Real Estate
Former PM for Urban Edge (Jackson Commons)
zwienrobe@2lifecommunities.org
(617)-912-8406
JA CK SON C OM M ON S

Chrystal Kornegay, Executive Director MassHousing
CEO Urban Edge (Former)
ckornegay@masshousing.com
(617)-854-1000
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Site Planning | Permitting | Environmental
Landscape Architecture | Civil Engineering

Firm profile
Stantec Planning and Landscape Architecture, P.C.
At Stantec, we design the places and the infrastructure that a
community depends on. Simplicity, clarity, and empathy lie at the
heart of our senior care design. With a sharp focus on the special
needs of seniors, our landscape architects, planners, and engineers
design senior care facilities that cater to memory care needs, from
recognizable and comforting environments to easy-to navigate
circulation.
We care about the communities we serve—because they’re our
communities too. We’re designers, engineers, scientists, and project
managers, innovating together at the intersection of community,
creativity, and client relationships. Balancing these priorities results
in projects that advance the quality of life in communities across the
globe.

Team experience
Our Boston-based team consisting of landscape architects, planners,
civil engineers, and graphic artists work collaboratively to provide
comprehensive site design services to our clients. We have extensive
experience providing design and permitting services for a wide range of
development clients throughout New England and the Northeast.
From a local building site to neighborhood, community, or regional
project, our relevant services include senior and multi-family housing;
brownfield development; design visualization; recreation and
greenspace planning and design; bicycle, pedestrian, and multi-use
trails and pathways.

We’re active members of the
communities we serve. That’s why
at Stantec, we always design with
community in mind.

Stantec's similar projects
Collectively, Stantec's local design services have touched many similar built projects over the last 35+ years in the greater Boston
area—from due diligence and site design assignments to comprehensive landscape architecture and site/civil engineering services,
and beyond, our portfolio speaks volumes. Below is sample of the projects our team has worked on whether directly with the City or
by way of approvals on behalf of local developers, university and institutional giants.

Allerton House, Weymouth, MA
Redevelopment of an existing elementary school site into 70
units of senior housing.

Edgehill at Stamford, Stamford, CT
Development of a Continuing Care Retirement Community
for Marriott Living Services Inc.

Benchmark at Concord, Concord, NH
Landscape and site design for a 45-unit community for
seniors with impaired memories.

Edgewood Life Care Facility, North Andover, MA
Site and planting design for a three phase continuing care
retirement facility on a sloping site with a spectacular vista.

Boulders at Riverwoods, Exeter, NH
Site design for a new continuing-care community, including
stand-alone cottages, independent and assisted living, as
well as a skilled nursing care component.

The Elms at Mystic, Mystic, CT
Addition and renovation of a historic school building into 90
units of assisted living with spectacular views of the Mystic
River.

Bridges by Epoch (multiple projects), CT & MA
With a sharp focus on the special needs of the user group
at each location, Stantec worked with National Development
and Epoch Senior Housing on a number of their senior
housing facilities. Our team provided site design, permitting,
civil engineering, and landscape architectural services.

Genesis House, Brighton, MA
Design and construction of a courtyard and memorial
garden.

Cabot Park Village, Newton, MA
Site design for 100 unit independent living facility.
The Cedars, North Dartmouth, MA
Planting and courtyard design for 78-unit mixed-income
assisted living community.
The Circle, Brookline/Boston, MA
Located in the vibrant and urban Cleveland Circle
neighborhood, this pedestrian-friendly mixed-use
development is in close vicinity to public transportation and
retail amenities. Landscape architecture, site design, civil
engineering, and permitting services provided.
East Longmeadow Nursing Home, East Longmeadow, MA
Landscape architecture, civil engineering and permitting
services, including a 3D perspective rendering, for an
addition to the existing nursing home and associated
proposed site work.

Golda Meir House, Newton, MA
Site improvements for a 75 unit addition to an existing HUD
development.
Greystone Farm, Salem, NH
Landscape and site design for an assisted living facility with
a specialty care community.
Hampshire College Senior Housing Cottages, Amherst,
MA
Master planning and landscape architectural services for
127 units of 55-and-over senior housing units in cottages
and flats.
Heritage at Danvers, Danvers, MA
Site design and permitting for a 70 unit assisted living
facility adjacent to the Hunt Health Center.
Heritage at Dartmouth, Dartmouth, MA
Site design and permitting for a 60 unit assisted living
facility.

Heritage at the Falls, Newton Lower Falls, MA
Site planning for a multi-use office and senior housing
development located on the bank of the Charles River.
Heritage at Framingham, Framingham, MA
Site design and permitting for a 90 unit housing/assisted
living facility for residents with memory impairments, on a
wooded site in the Nobscot section of Framingham.
Heritage at Hingham, Hingham, MA
Site design and permitting for a 70 unit assisted living
facility on 17 acres adjacent to an existing skilled nursing
facility.

Northampton State Hospital, Northampton, MA
Provided site planning solutions for incorporating Senior
Housing as a component to the overall development of the
hospital.
Orchard Hill, Sudbury, MA
Landscape and site design for an assisted living facility
set on a significantly sloped site, with the focal point of the
design being the development of an orchard of apple and
pear trees.

Heritage at North Andover, North Andover, MA
Site planning for a 100 unit senior housing development.

Scandinavian Living Facility,
West Newton, MA
Landscape and civil design services for expansion of 19th
century mansion by adding a new wing composed of 36
apartments, a fitness room, and a community center.

Heritage at Vernon Court, Newton, MA
Site design for a 100 unit assisted living elderly care facility
which consists of renovations and additions to an existing
historic structure.

Sherrill House, Brookline, MA
Developed a landscape master plan for a proposed addition
to the existing building for this elderly and Alzheimer’s care
facility.

Heritage at Worcester, Worcester, MA
Site design and permitting for a 70 unit assisted living
facility.

Shillman House, Framingham, MA
Conceptual design and due diligence for a 150-unit
assisted living development on an 8.8 acre parcel for 2Life
Communities.

The Meadows at Fuller Village,
Milton, MA
Provided site planning and design services for this 156-unit
one and two bedroom senior resident development.
NewBridge on the Charles, Dedham, MA
Master planning, site design, environmental permitting
and civil engineering services for a new intergenerational
campus including 256 units of senior housing, and a
280-person longterm care facility.

Silver Lake Commons, Kingston, MA
Site analysis, schematic design and permitting for a 120unit senior living campus set on 38 acres overlooking an
existing lake and river.
Waterstone at Wellesley, MA
Redevelopment of a former hardware store and site
into a prominent mixed-use development that includes
150 independent and 50 assisted living apartments and
33,000SF of office and retail space.

Client
2Life Communities
Rose White, Housing Finance Specialist
30 Wallingford Road
Brighton, MA 02135
(617) 912-8493
rwhite@2lifecommunities.org
Status
Substantial completion Apr. 2019
Key Services / Personnel*
Environmental / Permitting
Site Planning / Landscape Architecture
»» Theo Kindermans
»» Dylan Stevens
Civil Engineering
Geotechnical Engineering
*Only Stantec personnel proposed for this
assignment have been named herein.

The Harry and Jeanette
Weinberg House
132 Chestnut Hill Avenue, Brighton, MA
This non-sectarian senior independent living community is the result of the infill
development of a small lot adjacent to another 2Life Communities campus. This
project creates 61 affordable senior housing units.
The new development contains ground floor retail to help activate Chestnut Hill Avenue
as well a pedestrian bridge to link to the existing campus increasing the connections to
the community.
The Stantec team provided environmental and permitting services at the project’s
onset, and supported site planning through the conceptual design phase. Through the
services of our landscape architecture, civil, and geotechnical team, we were able to
provide site amenities that include streetscape enhancements, seating, and plantings.

Brown Family House

Client
2Life Communities
Zoe Weinrobe
Director of Real Estate Innovation
30 Wallingford Road
Brighton, MA 02135
(617) 912-8406
zweinrobe@2lifecommunities.org
Status
(Under construction currently)
Estimated completion 2020
Key Services / Personnel*
Permitting (40B)
»» Joe Geller
Site Planning / Landscape Architecture
»» Dylan Stevens
Civil Engineering
Traffic Engineering
*Only Stantec personnel proposed for this
assignment have been named herein.

Harold and Ronald
Brown Family House
370 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA
In a unique alliance with Congregation Kehillath Israel, 2Life Communities is creating
a multi-generational village that supports 62 units of senior housing in a vibrant urban
center.
This infill project builds out a small parcel adjacent to Congregation Kehillath Israel
(KI) on Harvard Street on the site of the former Epstein Auditorium. In addition to
housing, ground floor retail was knitted into the existing KI campus using unifying
streetscape elements such as pavers and seat walls which mimicked the historic
KI monumental steps. A small courtyard between the existing temple and the new
building provides flexible outdoor space for seating and small gatherings. A raingarden
and small seating area along Williams Street enhanced an existing vegetated buffer
that was important to the neighboring residents.
The Stantec team provided comprehensive 40B permitting services, site planning,
landscape architecture, civil and traffic engineering services.

The Circle
Client
National Development
Epoch Senior Living
Doug Straus, Sr. Vice President
2310 Washington Street
Newton Lower Falls, MA 02462
617-527-9800
dstraus@natdev.vom
Status
Completed 2018
Key Services / Personnel*
Entitlements
Site Planning / Landscape Architecture
»» Joe Geller
»» Theo Kindermans
Civil Engineering
*Only Stantec personnel proposed for this
assignment have been named herein.

Boston/Brookline, MA
Six years following the closure of Cleveland Circle’s historic Circle Cinema, the time
came to bring new life to the site and the surrounding urban center. Straddling
the city-limits of both Boston and Brookline, redevelopment was approved by
both municipalities and the community to create a pedestrian-friendly mixed-use
development. Located in close vicinity to public transportation and neighboring retail
amenities, the developer and stakeholders were committed to creating an active
streetscape that matches and further activates the bustling hub around the site.
The final project revitalizes 2.5 acres of land, adding a 162-key hotel, retail space, and
92 units of much needed senior housing into the community. Urban design techniques
employed by our landscape architects and civil team connects the site and its 105car underground parking garage with the surrounding central plaza, integrating both
pedestrian and vehicular circulation. Streetscape improvements provide the public with
amenity spaces and access to the existing park, retail stores, restaurants, and the train
system, all located within ¼ mile of the project site. Paying homage to the theater’s 70+
year history in Cleveland Circle, the Circle Cinema sign (circa 1940) now adorns the
new building—fully restored and illuminated with energy efficient lighting—as an iconic
beacon of the site’s history.

Theo Kindermans
RLA, AICP, LEED AP ND
Principal; Landscape Architecture

Education
Master of Landscape Architecture,
Agricultural University of
Wageningen
Semester, Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology, Melbourne
Executive Education Course on
Wetland Design, Harvard University
Graduate School of Design
Real Estate Development and
Investment Fundamentals,
Harvard University Extension School
Registrations
Registered Landscape Architect
#1194, Massachusetts
American Institute of Certified
Planners, #24901

With well over 25 years of site planning and landscape architecture experience, Theo
is especially skilled at making the best use of tight spaces. Primarily focused on
large residential and commercial projects, he has particular aptitude in managing
the permitting, planning, and design of new developments amidst increasingly strict
regulatory constraints.
Theo’s work includes site planning and design of office buildings, manufacturing
facilities, and colleges and universities, as well as urban spaces and transit-oriented
development. His specific areas of expertise include senior living residences,
multi-family housing, and commercial projects. As a LEED accredited professional
in Neighborhood Development, Theo continually seeks out opportunities for
implementing green design, and is also experienced in using computer modeling
software to create shadow flicker studies to understand the visual effects of potential
wind turbine locations.
Theo has also brought this expertise to the public, serving as an active member of
Concord’s Zoning Board of Appeals. Theo has also taught site planning at MIT’s School
of Architecture, Department of Urban Studies and Planning.
Select experience
Waterstone at Wellesley, Wellesley, MA
Land planning and design for a mixed-use project located on the Charles River,
consisting of 141 residential units and 33,000 square feet of, retail/office space.

LEED AP Neighborhood
Development, USGBC

Bridges at University Station, Westwood, MA
Principal-in-Charge of the site design and permitting for a 64-unit dedicated memory
care community.

Memberships
Member, Concord Zoning Board of
Appeals

Bridges at Trumbull, Trumbull, CT
Principal-in-Charge of site design and permitting for a 64-unit facility dedicated
memory care community.

Member, American Planning
Association

Bridges at Mashpee, Mashpee, MA
Principal-in-Charge of the site design and permitting for a 54-unit dedicated memory
care community.

Member, Urban Land Institute
Member, Dutch Association of
Garden and Landscape Architecture
* Denotes projects completed prior
to working at Stantec

Bridges at Hingham, Hingham, MA
Principal-in-Charge of the site design and permitting for a 48-unit dedicated memory
care community.

Bridges at Westford, Westford, MA
Principal-in-Charge of the site design and permitting for a 48unit dedicated memory care community.
Bridges at Nashua, Nashua, NH
Principal-in-Charge of the site design and permitting for a 48unit dedicated memory care community.
Bridges at Pembroke, Pembroke, MA
Principal-in-Charge of the site design and permitting for a 48unit dedicated memory care community.
Bridges at Norwalk, Norwalk, CT
Principal-in-Charge of the site design and permitting for a 64unit dedicated memory care community.
Bridges at Sudbury, Sudbury, MA
Principal-in-Charge of the site design for a 48-unit dedicated
memory care community.
Bridges at Andover, Andover, MA
Principal-in-Charge of the site design and permitting for a 64unit dedicated memory care community.
The Commons at Lincoln, Lincoln, MA
Principal-in-Charge of the site design and permitting for a 90unit senior housing development consisting of skilled nursing,
assisted living, and memory care units on the campus of a
large independent living community.
Benchmark at Newton Centre, Newton, MA
Principal-in-Charge of the design and permitting of 50-units
of memory and hospice care on an existing college campus.
The project saw the renovation of a building at the Andover
Newton Theological School.

Arborpoint & The Village at Seven Springs
// Burlington, MA
Principal-in-Charge of master planning of a residential
community consisting of 425 apartment and condominium
units. Design and permitting phases included Planning Board
Approval, Conservation Commission Notice of Intent, Sewer
Extension Permit and full MEPA review.
Arborpoint at Woodland Station, Newton, MA
Principal-in-Charge of site planning and landscape
architectural services for a 180-unit multi-family residential
development on approximately 4 acres of land, including a
parking structure for 548 commuter vehicles.
Station Landing, Medford, MA
Urban design services for a 15-acre property that included the
integration of an existing office building and parking garage
into an urban village that combines a health club, shops, and
restaurants with apartments and residential condominiums.
Design included streetscape, landscape, street furniture,
lighting, and pavement patterns.
MarketStreet at Lynnfield Lifestyle Center, Lynnfield, MA
Principal-in-Charge of master planning and permitting
services for a 200 acre mixed-use lifestyle center
development located on a former golf course.
Heritage at Worcester*, Worcester, MA
Project Manager responsible for site design and permitting of
a 70 unit assisted living facility.
Heritage at the Falls*, Newton Lower Falls, MA
Project Manager responsible for site planning of a multi-use
office and senior housing development located on the bank of
the Charles River.

Benchmark Senior Living at Clapboardtree, Norwood, MA
Principal-in-charge of the design and permitting of a 20-unit
assisted living facility with memory care.

Heritage at Dartmouth*, Dartmouth, MA
Project Manager responsible for site design and permitting for
a 60 unit dedicated memory care community.

Winslow Woods, Marshfield, MA
Principal-in-Charge of site design and permitting for a 90-unit
independent and assisted living facility.

Fort Hill*, Groton, CT
Principal-in-Charge of master planning and landscape
architectural services for a 220 unit Active Adult Community.

Wingate at Silver Lake, Kingston, MA
Principal-in-Charge of site design and permitting for a senior
housing campus including a nursing home, and independent
living building and cottages.

Tamarisk Assisted Living Facility* , Warwick, RI
Principal-in-Charge of full site services including permitting,
site planning, landscape architecture, and civil engineering for
a 66-unit assisted living project.

Joe Geller,

rla , fasla

Vice President; Landscape Architecture

Education
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture,
University of Toronto
Associate of Science, Landscape
Construction, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst
Registrations

Registered Landscape Architect
#771, Massachusetts
Registered Landscape Architect,
States of CT, ME, NY, RI, VT
Registered Landscape Architect
#467, Council of Landscape
Architectural Registration Boards
Memberships
Former Affiliate Member of the
Board, Boston Society of Architects
Trustee, Brookline Conservation
Commission
Member and Fellow, American
Society of Landscape Architects
Member, NAIOP Commercial Real
Estate Development Association
Member, Urban Land Institute

For nearly 40 years, Joe’s been engaged with urban projects and is most passionate
about the intersection of urban design, planning, and landscape architecture and the
continued exploration of the design of the public realm. His work with communities,
architects, developers, and institutions has provided him with immense knowledge of
the design process, as well as urban market opportunities. He also enjoys the strategic
aspect of the planning, permitting, and entitlement process and has led successful
efforts for many complex projects. Currently, as Stantec’s Director for Urban Places,
Joe’s charged with uniting our urban-focused talent to provide clients with an
interdisciplinary approach to building livable, equitable, sustainable communities.
Joe is a current Fellow of the American Society of Landscape Architects and has
served on the faculty of the Boston Architectural College as well as served on the
college’s Board of Overseers. He was the first affiliate member elected to the Board of
the Boston Society of Architects and is the former Chairman of the Emerald Necklace
Conservancy. Joe was elected as a member of the Brookline Board of Selectman
where he served as both a member and Chairman of the Board. Most recently, Joe was
appointed to the Advisory Committee at Northeastern University’s School of Public
Policy and Urban Affairs. Through his community and civic experience, Joe has honed
his public engagement skills and uses them to lead public meetings, workshops, and
charrettes for projects across North America.
Select experience
NewBridge on the Charles Intergenerational Campus, Dedham, MA
Master planning through construction for 160-acre senior housing campus with a
K-8 elementary school. Responsible for an extensive public participation process,
development of new zoning and entitlements, design oversight, client contact,
and construction. The project was a paradigm changing development that created
apartments for life for seniors, a new approach to long-term care, and the integration
of inter-generational programming and sustainable development practices.
Shirley Commons, Shirley, MA
Principal-in-Charge responsible for landscape architectural design services as part of
a new 60-bed senior housing facility for women. This project is part of the Women’s
Institute for Housing and Economic Development housing portfolio.

Past President, Boston Society of
Landscape Architects

Heritage at the Falls* Newton Lower Falls, MA
Principal in Charge responsible for site planning of a multi-use office and senior
housing development located on the bank of the Charles River.

* Denotes projects completed prior
to working at Stantec

Heritage at Worcester*, Worcester, MA
Principal in Charge responsible for site design and permitting of a 70 unit assisted
living facility.

Dylan Stevens,

rla

Lead Landscape Architecture

Education
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture,
State University of New York College
of Environmental Science and
Forestry - Department of Landscape
Architecture
Registrations
Registered Landscape Architect
#4199, Massachusetts

Dylan has eight years of experience as a Landscape Architect and is currently
involved in schematic design, design development, construction documentation, and
construction administration for municipal, non-profit, university, healthcare and private
clients. He is proficient in AutoCAD Civil3D 2014, Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign
used for presenting design ideas and concepts through construction documentation.
Select experience
Harold and Ronald Brown Family House, Brookline, MA
Project manager responsible for leading Stantec’s subconsultant team of civil
engineers and landscape architects through the schematic design and permitting
process. The development is a multi-generational village center that houses 62-units
of senior housing among its mixed-use program. Our technical scope included
streetscape improvements, bioswales, and design and permitting of public plaza
spaces.
Bridges at Westford, Westford, MA
Landscape architect responsible for site design services for a 48-unit dedicated
memory care community. Permitting and site/civil were also included as part of our
scope of services for this assignment.
Jefferson Park, Cambridge MA
Landscape designer for a development consisting of 104 units in 6 new townhome
and mid-rise buildings. Site design scope includes streetscape design and the design
of four courtyard spaces, including custom seat walls and semi-private patios. Dylan
provided services from initial concept through construction documentation.
Worcester State University Wellness Center, Worcester MA
Landscape architect responsible for the construction administration for the site
design for a new a wellness center. The project includes a new large quad, pedestrian
walkways, and a large amount of planting. Sustainable in design, rainwater harvesting
from the roof of the wellness center for irrigation was also implemented.
Charlesview Mixed-use Development , Brighton, Massachusetts
Landscape designer responsible for assisting with construction administration.
Our team provided landscape architectural and permitting services incorporating
sustainable site design features for this 340-unit multifamily housing development
along the Charles River. The design incorporates sustainable site design features to
promote groundwater recharge, reduce the rate and volume of storm water discharged
from the site, and dramatically improve the quality of storm water runoff. A quarter of
the site will include green roofs and utilize native and adapted plant materials.

Introductory Package
Kent Station Street Development
PRIMARY CONTACT

Ed Sople
Chief Operating Officer
859 Willard Street
Quincy, MA 02066
781.380.1636
esople@dellbrookjks.com
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Company
Profile

Company Profile
& History
Contacts
Michael Fish
President & CEO
781.380.1675
mfish@dellbrookjks.com
Ed Sople
Chief Operating Officer
781.380.1636
esople@dellbrookjks.com

Dellbrook | JKS provides a full range of
construction services throughout the
New England region. Our firm has over 3
decades of experience and a team of over
200 exceptionally talented professionals
with expertise to provide services across
a variety of market sectors, building types
and construction methods including
affordable housing, occupied renovations,
ground up construction, adaptive reuse
and expansions.

quality project on time and on budget
without disruption to ongoing operations.
Our projects maintain a very cooperative
and team driven spirit fueled by our firm’s
philosophy and management style.
With offices in Quincy and Falmouth, our
expertise and collaborative style provide
high-quality, responsive service backed
by a significant bonding capacity. Our
clients have embraced our Team Concept,
recognizing the efficiency and predictable
results it delivers.

A factor that helps to set our team apart is
our dedication to providing unparalleled
customer service. Our singular focus
on meeting the goals of our clients is
done through our “best in the business”
project managers and site supervisors. We
structure our services to assist our clients
in all aspects of the decision making
process in order to deliver “ﬁrst in class”
facilities that promote their mission and
enhance their business. Regardless of the
project, at Dellbrook | JKS, we believe
that the best formula for success is for all
members to be active participants in the
process. This philosophy is exemplified in
our transparency and openness with the
owner and design team.

100% Client Centered
Embodying the spirit of our core values
and having a true commitment toward
excellence is key, however it isn’t just
quality construction and exceptional
service that helps to set us apart. Our
mission is to always strive to be 100%
client centered in all that we do. Our
business model is firmly grounded in tried
and tested construction methods and
organizational processes, yet we continue
to seek new and innovative ways to deliver
quality, savings and scheduling efficiencies
to our clients. It is our Best Practice
approach that makes our firm stand out.
The fact that we understand the priceless
value of relationships has resulted in long
term repeat clients.

Dellbrook | JKS has collaborative, long
standing relationships with many of the
region’s most qualified subcontractors
which enables us to effectively deliver a

YEAR

VOLUME

STAFF

2018

$ 402,000,000

215

2017

$ 352,477,333

189

2016

$ 273, 987, 961

160

2015

$ 259,086,025

126
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Leadership

Michael W. Fish
PRESIDENT & CHIEF

EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Mike is responsible for defining the
company’s mission, providing strategic
direction, leading initiatives to identify
new opportunities, and continuing to
emphasize the key to Dellbrook | JKS’s
success – teamwork.
Under his leadership, Dellbrook
| JKS has grown into one of the
largest building contractors in New
England with expertise in healthcare,
hospitality, multi-family housing,
private education, historic renovation,
and senior & assisted living
construction.
Mike is a member of the Board of
trustees for Habitat for Humanity of
Greater Boston, and was previously
a director of the Massachusetts
Chapter of Associated Builders and
Contractors (ABC). Mike is a member
of the YPO Organization, which is
a global community of top leaders
committed to the shared mission
of becoming better leaders through
learning and idea exchanges.

Ed Sople

Andrew Baker

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

SENIOR VP OF MARKETING

LEED AP

& DEVELOPMENT

Ed is responsible for overseeing
day-to-day operations to ensure the
company delivers the highest quality
product for our clients. Ed provides
executive leadership for all projects
from concept through occupancy. He
has been instrumental in developing
superior preconstruction services
along with an in-depth safety program
that has resulted in predictable
outcomes for owners, architects and
subcontractors.

Andrew has over 20 years experience
in the construction industry and is a
successful team leader with proven
success on a variety of multi-million
dollar projects. Andrew first joined our
firm in 1997 and was promoted to the
position of Project Executive in 2008.
In 2016 Andrew was promoted to the
position of Senior VP of Marketing &
Development.

Ed joined Dellbrook | JKS in 2005 with
over ten years of hands-on experience
as a project manager. For over ten
years, he has developed systems that
have enabled the company to grow
revenue more than five-fold to over
$300M in markets such as healthcare,
education, historic renovations, and
luxury and affordable housing. He
was named a Vice President of project
management in 2009, and two years
later, was promoted to chief
operating officer.

Andrew understands the client’s
needs and takes a hands-on approach
to solve problems. Andrew’s daily
responsibilities range from oversight
of operations, office and project
management staff to business
development efforts for the company.
Andrew utilizes personal relationships
forged with clients, architects,
engineers, and other partners
to provide new and exciting
opportunities
for the company.

Additional
Resources

Andrew
McDonnell

Krysta
Van Ranst

Andrew joined Dellbrook|JKS in 2012
with over twenty years of experience
in finance within the construction
industry. Andrew’s construction
experience is well diversified from
small firms to a rapidly growing
national construction management
company.

As the Director of Learning &
Development Krysta is involved
with the growth and professional
development of each and every
employee on topics ranging from MEP
to Leadership.

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Andrew is responsible for daily
financial operations. His role as CFO
includes cash management, insurance
renewals, banking and bonding
relationships, financial reporting,
project and financial controls and
strategic planning. Andrew is heavily
involved in technology enhancement,
he is always looking for ways to
improve our systems and processes
for a better end product to our clients.
Andrew oversees the Controller and
accounting staff for
the firm.
Andrew is a 1992 graduate of the
University of Maine with a Bachelor
of Science in Finance and is a
member of the Construction Financial
Management Association.

DIRECTOR OF LEARNING
& DEVELOPMENT

With a multitude of formal and
informal programs we are able to
equip our staff with the knowledge,
practical skills and motivation to excel
in the organization and the industry
as a whole.
Krysta studied Business
Administration at SUNY Albany
and has worked in and out of the
construction industry for the
past 8 years.

Carolyn
Hickey

Rob
Carson

Ian
Briggs

Carolyn is responsible for developing
opportunities to drive growth and
identifying promising new markets for
diversification.

Rob Carson is an integral part of our
team as Director of Safety and Risk
Management. As Safety Director,
Rob is involved in preconstruction
of all projects to ensure all design
suggestions and construction
management plans keep safety as a
main priority. During construction,
Rob will be making frequent visits to
the site to instruct and encourage
strict adherence to our safety plan.

Ian has over 30 years of experience
in the construction industry. He is
responsible for the oversight and
management of all job site field staff
and activities. Ian has established a
wide range of expertise across the
Residential Multifamily, Commercial,
Hospitality, Educational, and
Healthcare sectors.

DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING

Prior to joining Dellbrook|JKS, Carolyn
served as Director of Business
Development for STV|DPM (formerly
Diversified Project Management), an
owner’s representative consulting
firm, for 10 years. She holds a BA
in Communications from Fairfield
University, with a concentration in
organizational communications
and marketing.
Carolyn is an active member of several
industry organizations including the
New England Healthcare Engineers’
Society (NEHES) and the International
Facility Management Association
(IFMA), for which she serves as on the
Board of Trustees. Additionally, she
serves on the Board of Trustees for
Sustainable Healthcare for Haiti.

DIRECTOR OF SAFETY
& RISK MANAGEMENT

Rob is a certified safety professional
(CSP), a member of the OSHA
Construction Roundtable of Eastern
Massachusetts, an American Society of
Safety Engineers Active Member and
a National Safety Council Member.
Robert is a key team member in each
and every project. Rob graduated
Cum Laude from Keene State College,
Keene, NH with a Bachelor of Science
and an Associate of Science,
Computer Science.

DIRECTOR OF FIELD OPERATIONS

Ian’s understanding and knowledge
of permitting, staging, logistics
and constructability enable him to
accurately plan projects, and make
critical and timely decisions to ensure
quality and well-timed completion of
projects.
Ian provides guidance and support
to all superintendents and project
sites. He is a valuable resource for
the Dellbrook | JKS teams, whether
it’s brainstorming ideas, spotting
potential problems, reviewing project
schedules or other areas where
support is needed. Ian will use
his knowledge to bring additional
oversight and supplement field
resources as required.

Ed Sople

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, LEED AP

EDUCATION

Northeastern University
B.S Civil Engineering 1997
PROFESSIONAL LICENSES

LEED Accredited Professional
YEARS WITH DELLBROOK | JKS

13
YEARS EXPERIENCE

20

Ed is responsible for overseeing day-today operations to ensure the company
delivers the highest quality product
for our clients. Ed provides executive
leadership for all projects from concept
through occupancy. He has been
instrumental in developing superior
preconstruction services along with
an in-depth safety program that has
resulted in predictable outcomes for
owners, architects and subcontractors.

Ed joined Dellbrook | JKS in 2005 with
over ten years of hands-on experience
as a project manager. For over ten years,
he has developed systems that have
enabled the company to grow revenue
more than five-fold to over $300M in
markets such as healthcare, education,
historic renovations, and luxury and
affordable housing. He was named a
Vice President of project management in
2009, and two years later, was promoted
to chief operating officer.

HAROLD AND RONALD BROWN

MELNEA CASS APARTMENTS

FAMILY HOUSE

$28M - ROXBURY, MA
Two multi-family buildings on adjacent
sites, Demo of a 1-story building and the
new construction of 76 residential (ﬂats
and duplexes) units. Building 2A is a 4
story wood framed building and sits on
just over 18,000 sf and will include 16
stacked town houses. Building 2B is a
five story wood framed building and sits
on just under 71,000 square feet and will
include 60 units comprised of one, two
and three bedroom units as well as two,
three and four unit town houses

$19M - BROOKLINE, MA
A state-of-the-art sustainable building
that will include 62 affordable rental
apartments for seniors 62 years of age
and older with a range of incomes (a
mix of one and two bedrooms)Inviting,
vibrant resident common spaces1,000
sf of ground-ﬂoor commercial space for
community-oriented retail.
UNION TOWERS

$27M - WEYMOUTH, MA
11-Story, 134,640 SF, 199 units, multiphased interior renovation, occupied
living facility, bathroom upgrades, HVAC,
MEPs, compliance conversions, exterior
facade, window replacement, full roof
replacement at 11th story and 3rd
story wings, new entrance structures,
hardscapes and landscape, multiple
mobilizations. Fit out of 1st ﬂoor retail
space.

2LIFE - WEINBERG HOUSE

$16.2M - BRIGHTON, MA
LEED silver new construction for midrise 6-story building and 61 units of
affordable, elderly, rental housing with
common areas and amenity space.
WORCESTER LOOMWORKS

$7.4M - WORCESTER, MA
Mill rehab, 94 residential multifamily.

ULIN HOUSE RENOVATIONS

$21M - BRIGHTON, MA
Occupied Rehab of 242 units, 141,000
SF, 10-story building. Renovations
included construction of a new entrance
lobby, new windows and doors, limited
demolition for new masonry openings
and drainage work. The scope also
involved the renovation of all kitchens,
bathrooms, offices , corridors and
common areas. Additionally, Electrical,
Mechanical and Fire Suppression
systems were upgraded.

COUNTING HOUSE LOFTS

$13M - LOWELL, MA
Historic adaptive reuse, mill renovation,
109,466 SF, 52 units.
ADDEN MILLS

LOWELL, MA
Adaptive Reuse / Historical Preservation
Project to 75 residential apartment units
in 94,700 sf, on a 28,966 sf site.
MASS MILLS

$19.5M - LOWELL, MA
Historic adaptive reuse, mill renovation,
104,595. SF,70 units.

Ian Briggs

DIRECTOR OF FIELD OPERATIONS
For over 30 years, Ian has gained a wide
range of expertise in the construction
industry, allowing him to adequately plan
and execute projects across the Residential
Multifamily, Commercial, Hospitality,
Educational, and Healthcare sectors.
As Director of Field Operations, Ian
is responsible for the oversight and
management of field staff and provides
guidance and support to Superintendents
across all project sites. With his strong
understanding of permitting, staging,

EDUCATION

MADISON PARK SMTIH HOUSE

Wentworth Institute of
Technology
B.S. , A.S. Building Construction
Certificate Architectural Design

$12.4M - BOSTON, MA
Renovation of a 12-story, 92,500 squarefoot, 132 one-bedroom units including new
helical piles and foundation, composite
metal panel siding, emergency generator,
replacement of fin-tube radiation and
supplemental through-wall AC units with
new vertical heat pumps, a new cooling
tower, as well as elevator upgrades.
Exterior will receive a roof replacement,
new windows, masonry & concrete
restoration. Within the units themselves,
there will be the replacement of existing
lighting, installment of additional lighting,
kitchen cabinet repairs or replacements in
each unit, as well as new closet doors, new
paint, replacement of ﬂoors.

PROFESSIONAL LICENSES

AS Building Construction
Certificate Architectural Design
City of Boston ABC License
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

30+

logistics, and constructability, Ian is able to
complete projects in an efficient manner.
Dellbrook | JKS considers Ian to be a
valuable resource. Due to his extensive
experience, he is able to brainstorm ideas,
spot potential problems quickly, provide
crucial feedback to project schedules, and
is always willing to offer insight and support
when it is needed. Ian applies this grit to
every project, ensuring that the process is
smooth from start to finish.

JCHE 132 CHESTNUT HILL AVENUE

$16.6M - Brighton, MA
New Construction, 6-Story Bldg, 61-Units,
affordable, elderly, rental housing with
common areas and amenity spaces. The
new structure consists of 1 level of steel
podium and 5 stories of wood above.
LEED Silver Certified
ARTIS SENIOR LIVING - LEXINGTON, MA

$12.3M - Lexington, MA
The Artis Senior Living project in
Lexington MA is a 72 unit – (1 bedroom
each) assisted living facility specializing in
patients with memory loss. The one-story
wood framed 33,814 sq. ft. structure is
located on Concord Ave in Lexington.
99 TREMONT STREET

GENESIS HOUSE

$37.3M - BRIGHTON, MA
170,000 SF occupied rehab of 209 senior
housing units in two mid rise buildings.
The project was designed and constructed
to achieve Enterprise Green Communities
certification.

$16.5M - QUINCY, MA
New construction of 102,871 GSF
multifamily|mixed use construction
with 62 apartment units, over 5 ﬂoors in
Brighton, MA .
CATHOLIC MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL
RENOVATIONS

WOODS AT MERRIMACK - METHUEN SR.
HOUSING

$25M - METHUEN, MA
New 218,248 SF wood framed
construction, two multi unit residential
buildings. 1st structure is a 3 story
building includes 100 units, full service
dining room, laundry rooms, library,
activity rooms and fitness center. Exterior
landscaping and outdoor activity areas.
The second building has 40 units and
amenity areas.

$1.5M - WEST ROXBURY, MA
Renovations to existing cafeteria, training
& locker rooms, seminar/classrooms, new
interior storefront, new windows, DFH,
new finishing including ﬂooring & ceiling,
specialties package, fire protection, new
mechanical system, hot water split AC
units, electrical and new lighting.
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Experience

The Aberdeen
BRIGHTON, MA

The Aberdeen is a five-story mixed-use
building construction that contains 40
residential condominium units and 1,400
square feet of ground ﬂoor retail. The high
end residential units are configured into–
12 one-bedroom units, 25 two-bedroom
units & 3 three-bedroom units. Resident
amenities in the 49,848 SF building
includes a fitness center and 40 on site
parking spaces, cafés and shared a
roof terrace.

Special consideration was taken to
minimize disruption to adjacent properties,
which included an apartment building, a
hotel and a school. One major concern
for the neighbors was parking. By renting
spots from the neighboring hotel, we
created a revenue stream for them, while
leaving all street parking available for
the residents of the adjacent apartment
building and visitors to the school.

ARCHITECT

Tise Design Associates
Kevin Wong
617.581.6601
OWNER

Westbook Properties
Marc Watson
781.424.9448
COST

$15.5M
START / END

Nov. 2016 / April 2018
TYPE

New Construction
Podium

2Life Weinberg House
BRIGHTON, MA

The 2Life Communities project consists of
new construction of a six story multifamily
building with 61 affordable rental
apartments, including studios and onebedrooms, that feature apartment layouts
with universal design & construction
features for comfortable living.
The units include fully equipped kitchens,
central air conditioning and individually
controlled heating, cable and internet
access as well as 24-hour emergency call
system. The project scope included building

take-down, sitework and landscaping along
with new construction typical for residential
buildings.
In an effort to ensure the structural
integrity of surrounding buildings,
Dellbrook|JKS provide vibration monitoring
during ledge remove and excavation, and
conducted existing conditions surveys of
adjacent properties. Abutters were notified
of ongoing construction activities through
periodic notices.

ARCHITECT

Abacus Architects + Planners
Max Moore
617.562.4446
OWNER

2Life Communities
Rose White
617.912.8400
COST

$16.5M
START / END

June 2017 / April 2019
TYPE

New Construction | Podium
LEED SILVER | Podium

2Life - Harold and Ronald Brown Family House
UNDER CONSTRUCTION | BROOKLINE, MA

Congregation Kehillath Israel (KI) will share
space on its Harvard Street campus for 62
affordable rental apartments for seniors
62 years of age and older with a range of
incomes. Rooms will be a mix of one and
two bedrooms. Inviting, vibrant resident
common spaces with 1,816 SF ground
ﬂoor retail / café and parking for 14 cars.
This building will meet Enterprise Green
Communities criteria, with solar hot
water system, VRF heating and cooling.

Throughout this project, Dellbrook|JKS
has been in close contact with the
condominium association of the abutting
building. Two neighborhood meetings
were held prior to project kick off to answer
any questions neighbors may have had.
As the project continues, Dellbrook|JKS
provides bi-weekly project updates, which
are posted on the project specific website
created by 2Life. Because of the buildings
location adjacent to a synagogue, all Jewish
holidays are built into the project schedule
as non-working days.

ARCHITECT

Prellwitz Chilinski Associates, Inc.
OWNER

2Life Communities
Parke Sickler
617.803.5492
COST

$19M
START / END

June 2019 / August 2020
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Logistics

Kent/Station Street Development
PRELIMINARY TRAFFIC PLAN

KEY / NOTES

ENTERING SITE

DEPARTING SITE

Kent/Station Street Development
PRELIMINARY LOGISTICS

KEY / NOTES

Dumpster
and debris
chute

Storage
Container

Gate

Storage Container

Fence on
jersey barriers

Dumpster and Debris Chute
Tower Crane Location

Temporary
crosswalk

Crosswalks
Departing Traffic
Entering Traffic
Gate

Existing
crosswalk
TYPICAL FENCE WITH BARRIERS

TYPICAL FENCE

Kent/Station Street Development
PRELIMINARY LOGISTICS

KEY / NOTES

Overhead
power lines

Gate

Storage
Container

Dumpster and
debris chute

Fence on
jersey barriers

Entering Traffic
Departing Traffic

TYPICAL FENCE WITH BARRIERS

TYPICAL FENCE

Kent/Station Street Development
PRELIMINARY LOGISTICS

KEY / NOTES

Gate

Fence on
jersey barriers

Temporary
crosswalk

Crosswalks
Entering Traffic

Existing
crosswalk

Departing Traffic

TYPICAL FENCE WITH BARRIERS

TYPICAL FENCE ELEVATION
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Bonding
& Insurance

Bonding Letter

RE:

Dellbrook | JKS Bonding

Andrew McDonnell
Chief Financial Officer
Dellbrook | JKS
859 Willard Street
Quincy, MA 02169
Mr. McDonnell:

Please be advised that Dellbrook | JKS is a highly regarded and valued client of Western
Surety Company and Alliant Insurance Services. Alliant Insurance Services, Inc. is their
broker of record.
Western Surety Company is willing to support Dellbrook | JKS for single projects up to
$250,000,000, with a corresponding aggregate backlog of $500,000,000.
Western Surety Company has an A.M. Best Rating of A and holds a Certificate of
Authority as an acceptable surety company with the U.S. Department of the Treasury and
is licensed to do business all 50 states.
Naturally, the execution of any bonds is subject to our normal underwriting requirements,
including but not limited to, review of the bond forms, contract terms, conditions and
evidence on the adequacy of financing.
It is our understanding that this information will not be disclosed to other persons. Should
you require further information or assurance, please do not hesitate to contact our office
at (860) 269-2179.

Very truly yours,

Kathleen M Flanagan
Surety Account Manager
Construction Services Group

Alliant Insurance Services, Inc.  40 Stanford Drive  2nd Floor  Farmington, CT 06032
PHONE (860) 269-2183  www.alliantinsurance.com  License No. 0C36861

Insurance

DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

6/28/2019

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
CONTACT
Stephen Turner
NAME:
PHONE
(A/C, No, Ext): 617-535-7200
E-MAIL
ADDRESS: sturner@alliant.com

PRODUCER

Alliant Insurance Services, Inc.,
131 Oliver Street, 4th Floor
Boston MA 02110

Dellbrook JK Scanlan
One Adams Place
859 Willard Street
Quincy MA 02169

617-535-7205

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

NAIC #

INSURER B :

Starr Indemnity & Liability Company
Federal Insurance Company

38318
20281

INSURER C :

Executive Risk Indemnity Inc

35181

INSURER D :

Navigators Insurance Company

42307

INSURER A :
INSURED

FAX
(A/C, No):

INSURER E :
INSURER F :

CERTIFICATE NUMBER: 485424025

COVERAGES

REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
INSR
LTR

C

ADDL SUBR
INSD WVD
Y
Y

TYPE OF INSURANCE

X

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

X

POLICY EFF
POLICY EXP
(MM/DD/YYYY) (MM/DD/YYYY)

7/1/2019

7/1/2020

XCU

MED EXP (Any one person)

$ 10,000

Contractual

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

$ 1,000,000

GENERAL AGGREGATE

$ 2,000,000

OCCUR

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG
Y

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

Y

54309738

7/1/2019

7/1/2020

ANY AUTO
OWNED
AUTOS ONLY
HIRED
AUTOS ONLY

$ 2,000,000
$

OTHER:

X

$ 1,000,000
$ 300,000

X

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
PROPOLICY X JECT
LOC
B

LIMITS

EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED
PREMISES (Ea occurrence)

CLAIMS-MADE

X

POLICY NUMBER

54309739

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NON-OWNED
AUTOS ONLY

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
(Ea accident)
BODILY INJURY (Per person)

$ 1,000,000
$

BODILY INJURY (Per accident) $
PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Per accident)

$
$

A

UMBRELLA LIAB

X
B

D

EXCESS LIAB

X

Y

OCCUR

Y

1000584533191

7/1/2019

7/1/2020

CLAIMS-MADE

DED
RETENTION $
WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
ANYPROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory in NH)
If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

$ 10,000,000

AGGREGATE
Y

Y/N
N

$ 10,000,000

EACH OCCURRENCE

54309740

7/1/2019

7/1/2020

OTHER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

N/A

Excess Liability

X

PER
STATUTE

$
$ 1,000,000

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE $ 1,000,000
E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

IS19EXC711456IV

7/1/2019

7/1/2020

Each Occurrence
Aggregate

$ 1,000,000

15,000,000
15,000,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

Project Name. Dellbrook Construction LLC, the Owner, and all other parties as required by the written contract with Dellbrook Construction, are included as
Additional Insureds on a primary and noncontributory basis where required by written contract, with respect to the Automobile, General Liability and
Umbrella/Excess Liability policies. A Waiver of Subrogation applies in favor of the additional insureds where required by written contract with respect to the
Workers Compensation, Automobile, General Liability and Umbrella/Excess Liability policies. Additional Insured endorsements are issued on the ISO
Endorsement CG2010 11/85 OR CG2010 10/01 AND CG2037 10/01. 30 days notice of cancellation or material modification will be provided to Dellbrook
Construction LLC.

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

Dellbrook Construction LLC
One Adams Place
859 Willard Street
Quincy MA 02169

ACORD 25 (2016/03)

CANCELLATION
SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD

Credit & Financial
Upon request, Dellbrook | JKS most recent financial statement will be provided under seperate cover. if you have any
questions please contact our Chief Financial Officer, Andrew McDonnell (amcdonnell@dellbrookjks.com),
Our credit references are as follows.

REFERENCE

ADDRESS

CONTACT

BANKING

Eastern Bank

73 Hancock Street
B-366
Quincy, MA 02170

Mr. Tom King
617.689.8829

BONDING

Alliant Insurance

40 Stanford Drive
2nd Floor
Farmington, CT 06032

Mr. Rich Leveroni
860.269.2150
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Safety

Safety & Quality Control

We pride ourselves in ensuring
our projects provide safe working
environments for everyone who steps
foot on the job, and every employee has
a responsibility to ensure this happens.
All Dellbrook | JKS projects implement
our standard safety requirements in
addition to any site-specific requirements

there may be. Our program is based on
the foundation that proper pre-planning
and open communication will result in a
successful project. Planning must occur
in a timely fashion so that the team can
adequately address any challenges
there may be.

We also must communicate with all
parties effectively so that we can ensure
any exposure is addressed. Safety on
our projects starts when the estimating
department receives an RFP and
continues through turning the project
over to our clients.

Estimating

Preconstruction

Site Mobilization

•

•

Internal Turnover

•

•

Identification of hazards

Hold individual subcontractor
safety preconstruction
meetings

•

Preconstruction
safety meetings

•

•

Development of Site
Specific Safety Plan

In-depth scope of work
reviews and means and
methods to complete
the project

Assessing the project
for major activities and
challenges

•

Ensure these are addressed
during budgeting and
buyout

•

Assess the design for
safety concerns.

>

>

PROCESS FOR PRE-QUALIFYING SUBCONTRACTORS
Dellbrook | JKS has a deep subcontractor base of trade partners
who consistently perform to our expectations and who are
as committed as we are to creating long-term relationships,
providing accurate and realistic budget estimates from design
development phases through construction drawings, and whose
quality not only meets our requirements, their performance
enhances the overall project. We have many repeat clients that
have chosen Dellbrook | JKS and our trade partners because of
our abilities to estimate and deliver these projects.
Our approach to recruiting and qualifying our new
subcontractors is a multi- step process that’s jointly
managed by our operations, estimating and risk management
departments.

1

Quality Control
Dellbrook | JKS has implemented a QAQC Standard
Operating Procedure that is implemented throughout the
life cycle of the project. Starting at Estimating, we will define
scopes of work that are critical components of the project
which require more attention once we get into construction.
This information is passed on to Operations at the internal
turnover meeting. From that point, the Project Specific QAQC
Program begins to take shape. The project team is tasked
with defining the site-specific program that identifies what
construction phase activities are required to be included in
the Program. For example:

Step one requires they provide information not only
on their company size, years in business and location,
but on their experience and certifications for LEED,
Green and Energy Star projects, their capabilities in MEP
Coordination and current project references.

2

Step two requires that they provide their OSHA 300 logs,
current certificate of insurance outlining GL, Workers
Comp, Umbrella and Auto for verification by our risk
management department.

3

Step three requires that they forward their most recent
year end financial statement for review by our CFO and
accounting team and disclose any litigation, arbitration or
liens they have or have been a party to in the past.

Only after all of these requirements have been met will the
subcontractor be prequalified with Dellbrook | JKS.
We also re-certify a subcontractor safety, financial and insurance
annually with qualifications sent by our risk management team
to confirm that no material change in standing has occurred
without our knowledge.

•
•
•
•
•

Benchmarking

•

QAQC Reviews

First Inspections
Mock-up Construction
MEP Coordination
Subcontractor
Preconstruction
Planning

In order for the project team to ensure that we are following
our plan, all benchmarks are placed in the baseline schedule
and further defined in the three week look-ahead schedules.
This way, the field team can be sure to perform the proper
inspection at the right time. All checklists used for the
benchmark inspections will be made site specific at the
project level to ensure they are accurate for the work taking
place. For work installed or materials that do not meet the
project specifications, formal notices of non-conformance
will be issued and tracked until they are closed.
On a periodic basis the site specific QAQC program will be
reviewed by a group that is not involved with the project.
This way we are looking objectively without any bias.

Construction
>

Turnover

•

Superintendents are required to
assess the project on a daily basis
and address any safety concerns

•

New activities, subcontractors
are required to submit an
Activity Hazard Analysis

•

Safety Department performs
periodic unannounced inspections
of each project.

•

Ongoing training on the
Site Specific Safety Plan

•

The Superintendent will hold a
weekly Foreman’s meeting

>

•

Equipment or systems training
for maintenance personnel

•

How to maintain the
equipment safely

1. Contact information
Teresa Santalucia, Partner
101 Arch Street, Suite 1101
Boston, MA 02110
617-224-0621 (direct)
tsantalucia@kleinhornig.com
2. Description of firm and status of organization
Klein Hornig has a single mission – to provide uncompromising service and unparalleled legal expertise
to the affordable housing community. Founded in 2002, Klein Hornig maintains offices in Washington,
DC and Boston, Massachusetts. The firm’s 39 lawyers focus exclusively on structuring, managing and
closing affordable housing and community development projects. The attorneys at Klein Hornig have
worked extensively with a wide variety of affordable housing programs and activities, including the lowincome housing tax credit program, numerous HUD funding sources and additional public and private
resources. In addition to affordable housing, we are active in other community development activities,
including commercial and mixed-use development using creative financing vehicles such as the New
Markets Tax Credit program, historic tax credits, and renewable energy credits. We supplement our
housing and community development practice with expertise in partnership and business associations,
condominiums and cooperatives, nonprofit organizations and real estate law. More information about
Klein Hornig is available on our website, www. kleinhornig.com.
Klein Hornig works with nonprofit, for-profit and public developers to build and rehabilitate both
affordable, market-rate and mixed-income housing across the country. Our clients range from nationallyrecognized developers building entire neighborhoods to community-based organizations building a dozen
scattered-site homes at a time. We structure and close transactions using a full range of funding sources,
creating financing strategies that match programs, minimize conflicts between sources, and close
expeditiously.
Our lawyers assist with the entire development process – from site control to closing – as well as postclosing asset management, compliance and refinancing activities. We combine our intricate knowledge of
funding programs with a strong foundation in real estate "dirt" law, assisting clients with construction
contracts, title policies, purchase and sale agreements, and condominium documents.
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3. Key people and Resumes
Our professional team will be led by Boston partner, Teresa Santalucia. Teresa frequently advises clients
on development issues, tax exemption, nonprofit and for-profit governance issues and corporate
structuring.
Teresa will be directly assisted by fellow Boston partner, Dan Rosen. Dan has over 20 years’ experience
with the development and preservation of affordable housing and community development. He is a leader
in Massachusetts public and subsidize housing regulations and programs.
While a Klein Hornig partner will at all times be actively involved in providing strategic advice and team
oversight, we anticipate that associate Ross Pini will be the team member responsible for drafting,
document control, research assistance and legal research, if required, document management and closing
preparation.
Full resumes for each attorney listed above have been included at the end of this response.
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4. Project List and Past Experience
In Massachusetts, we have worked with every state and local affordable housing resource, including all of
the DHCD funding programs, bond financing from MassHousing and MassDevelopment, state housing
and historic tax credits, Community Preservation Act and local HOME funds, and beyond. In addition to
our financing expertise, our practice focuses on the real estate matters that are essential to affordable
housing development – title and conveyancing, zoning and permitting, construction contracts and
disputes, affordable cooperatives and condominiums, and purchase and sale transactions of all types. We
have further experience and expertise with the specific set of rules and standards applicable to the
activities of local housing authorities, their affiliates and their development partners – from the statutory
requirements of Chapters 121B, 30B and 149 to the programmatic and policy activities of HUD, DHCD
and other government bodies and stakeholders.
Because of our extensive work throughout Massachusetts, we are able to offer the benefits of both a
national and a local practice in affordable housing and real estate. At any given moment we are at work
on dozens of Massachusetts development projects involving numerous sources of financing and complex
real estate development, permitting and construction matters.
Below are a few recent examples of our work in Massachusetts:
225 Centre Street, Boston MA: We represented the joint venture of Mitchell Properties LLC and The
Community Builders, Inc. in the development of a project at 225 Centre Street in Boston’s Jackson
Square with approximately 16,000 square feet of retail financed by NMTC, beneath a 103-unit rental
project financed by Low-Income Housing Tax Credits and other sources. This project, involved the
“leveraging” through the NMTC financing structure of City of Boston Section 108 funds, and also
leveraged certain sponsor funds and the proceeds of a Transit Oriented Development program grant (a
Massworks grant). This project received NMTC allocation from both MHIC and the AFL-CIO’s Housing
Investment Trust, and US Bancorp was the investor. Klein Hornig attorneys delivered tax opinions for
both the NMTC and LIHTC components of the financings.
Jackson Commons, Boston MA: We represented Urban Edge in the development of Jackson
Commons, the first Urban Edge project in the multi-phased multi-developer Jackson Square
redevelopment effort. This project houses Urban Edge’s headquarters on the ground floor and includes 37
rental apartments on the upper stories. The project, which was funded by LIHTC, NMTC and State HTC,
incorporates the historic F.W. Webb Building, and utilized a complex condominium structure to facilitate
the use of the different kinds of credits. MHIC is the NMTC allocate, and Citizens Bank is both the
LIHTC investor and the NMTC investor. Funds leveraged through the NMTC structure include State
housing subsidy (to fund the 8 rental units included within the NMTC project) and MassDevelopment
Brownfields funds. Massworks grant funds were also used for site work outside the NMTC structure.
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132 Chestnut Hill Avenue, Boston MA: Klein Hornig represented 2Life Communities on 132 Chestnut
Hill Avenue, a 9% LIHTC project in the Brighton neighborhood of Boston. The transaction involved the
BPDA conveying a long-neglected parcel with an abandoned house to the syndication entity, of which a
2Life affiliate was the sponsor. After demolishing the existing building, 2Life constructed a 61-unit
project for elderly residents and adults with developmental challenges that will offer residents both on-site
supportive services and access to services on 2Life’s adjacent Brighton campus via a pedestrian bridge to
a neighboring 2Life property. In addition to federal LIHTC (Wells was the investor), financing for the
project also included state LIHTC, a construction loan from Wells Fargo, permanent financing from
Massachusetts Housing Partnership, various subordinate loans from the state (HIF, FCF, AHT, HOME
and HSF funds) and the City (Housing 2030 and NHT funds) and grant proceeds.
Westminster Court Apartments, Roxbury MA: Klein Hornig recently closed on the refinancing and
syndication of Westminster Wilshire Apartments, consisting of two LIHTC projects—the 70-unit
Westminster Court Apartments project and the 29-unit Wilshire Apartments project. In addition to
federal LIHTC (Enterprise was the syndicator of both projects), both projects involved construction
bridge financing and tax-exempt bond-sourced financing from Boston Private Bank, state LIHTC and
state historic tax credits and the assumption and modification of various existing HUD, state and city
debt. The Wilshire Apartments project is also subject to a Project Based Rental Assistance contract, and
Klein Hornig also helped the client secure a low vacancy area Project-Based Voucher Section 8 subsidy
contract for Westminster Court Apartments.
Haynes House, Roxbury MA: Haynes House Apartments, a 131-unit apartment complex for seniors for
client Madison Park Development Corporation in the Roxbury neighborhood of Boston. This bondfinanced LIHTC transaction involved the use of the new income-averaging set-aside, refinancing the
project with MassHousing tax-exempt bond financing and various subordinate public debt.
Twigg Estates, Springfield MA: Klein Hornig represented Better Homes, Inc. on two phases of
redevelopment at E Henry Twiggs in the McKnight neighborhood of Springfield. These transactions each
involved complex restructuring of existing developments and multiple rental assistance programs in
combination with low-income housing tax credit equity and tax-exempt bond financing.
Coppersmith Village, East Boston MA: Klein Hornig helped Neighborhood of Affordable Housing
(NOAH), close on the first phase (new construction of 56-units of mixed-income, mixed-use
development) and second phase (15 mixed-income, for-sale townhomes) of the Coppersmith Village
development in East Boston. Phase 1 financing includes a MassWorks Infrastructure Grant from the
Commonwealth’s Office of Housing and Economic Development, tax-exempt bond financing from
MassDevelopment and East Boston Savings Bank, “MassDocs” Loans (consisting of IDP funds from the
City of Boston, HSF Funds, AHTF Funds, CATNHP Funds, FCF Funds and HOME Funds), proceeds
from state low-income housing tax credit and brownfields tax credits, and LIHTC equity investment.
Whittier Street Redevelopment, Boston, MA: Klein Hornig assisted Preservation of Affordable
Housing (POAH) on the acquisition and construction financing of Phase One of the Whittier Street
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Redevelopment, located in Boston, Massachusetts. Boston Housing Authority first issued this RFP in
2013, with POAH and another KH client, Madison Park Development Corporation (MPDC) being named
co-developers in 2013. Klein Hornig represented POAH as primary developer counsel, helping to
structure the transaction, including the CNI evidentiary process/submissions, permitting, title related
matters, structuring a leasehold condominium structure with a 9% unit and 4% unit, and negotiating
transaction terms with lenders, investors and other transaction participants. Financing for the project
includes, Citizens Bank is providing construction financing ($21.5mm on 4% phase; $7mm on 9%
phase); MassHousing is providing permanent risk-share financing ($9.3mm on 4% phase; $5.3mm on 9%
phase), “50% test” bridge financing ($10.5mm on 4% only), subordinate Workforce Housing financing
($800,000 on 4% phase; $700,000 on 9% phase); BHA is providing CNI financing ($4.1mm on 4%
phase; $6mm construction period only on 9%); subordinate MassDocs financing ($3.6mm in aggregate on
4% phase; $200,000 in aggregate on 9% phase); and NAHT is providing LIHTC equity investment
($18mm on 4% phase; $14.5mm on 9% phase); and POAH secured PBV assistance (28-units assisted in
4% phase; 15-assisted units in 9% phase).
Gerson Building, Haverhill MA: Klein Hornig assisted client Coalition for a Better Acre on this new
construction project consisting of 44 residential LIHTC units and 2,654sqft of commercial space. The
project utilized a 40B comprehensive permit and a joint venture of Veterans Northeast Outreach Center,
Inc. and included a tenant selection preference for low-income veterans and their families.
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TERESA M. SANTALUCIA
tsantalucia@kleinhornig.com
617.224.0621
PRACTICE AREAS


Nonprofit Organizations



Mixed-Use Development



Affordable Housing Development

EDUCATION
Georgetown University Law Center, JD, 2002, Member of the Georgetown
Journal of Legal Ethics
University of Rochester, BA, 1996, Take Five Scholar

EXPERIENCE
Teresa Santalucia's practice focuses on a wide range of affordable housing and community development
activities. She regularly assists both public and private clients with a variety of HOPE VI, mixed-finance,
public housing, and community development projects throughout the country.
Teresa also counsels community organizations and addresses the concerns of both newly formed and
well-established nonprofit entities, including nonprofit mergers and collaborations, the taxation of
unrelated business income, and governing board structure and responsibilities. She also negotiates and
implements joint-venture and conflict-of-interest policies and advises on nonprofit compliance issues at
both the state and Federal level.
Prior to joining Klein Hornig in 2004, Teresa was an associate at Goodwin & Procter, LLP, where she
focused on mergers, electronic commerce, and consumer protection law. Before beginning her legal
career, she served as the Director of the DC Emergency Assistance Fund, a public-private emergency
housing assistance program, where she worked collaboratively with District agencies, the Mayor's office,
and social service agencies throughout the greater Washington, DC area. Teresa has held other
nonprofit management positions involving international economic development, education, and social
services, both in Washington, DC, and in Cochabamba, Bolivia.

BAR ADMISSIONS


Massachusetts



District of Columbia
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TRANSACTIONS


Provided counsel to the ARC of Blackstone Valley in Rhode Island regarding the establishment of a
nonprofit 501(c)(3) housing development entity, transfer of physical assets, and refinancing of
Section 202 and Section 811 projects



Provided counsel to a tri-county government council in Arizona regarding the corporate structure,
nonprofit incorporation, and recognition of Federal tax exemption for an entity involved in an
innovative affordable-housing, green-building initiative



Represented a local YWCA agency in the incorporation and federal exemption of an affiliate
development entity



Provided counsel to Habitat for Humanity of Greater Plymouth regarding the submission of a
response to a Request for Proposals and subsequent real estate closing for a parcel of land in
Carver, MA



Represented a Massachusetts public housing authority in the mixed-finance redevelopment of a
state-aided public housing development



Prepared incorporation documents and 501(c)(3) application for a Section 202 senior housing
development in Franklin, MA



Provided closing and transactional assistance to development corporations developing affordable
housing permitted under the Massachusetts comprehensive zoning statute, Chapter 40B



Provides counsel and project management to an Illinois housing authority in the six-phase HOPE
VI/mixed-finance revitalization, which includes rental and homeownership components as well as a
community center



Provided supporting HUD counsel and transactional representation to a private developer for a
HOPE VI/mixed-finance transaction in Washington, DC



Provided counsel to a large housing authority in Maryland in the development of a 400-unit mixedrental and homeownership development

ACTIVITIES


Massachusetts Bar Association, Member



Boston Bar Association, Member



Lawyers Clearinghouse, Chair, Board Member



Boston Bar Association Tax-Exempt Organization Steering Committee, Committee Member



Hanson Housing Authority Board of Commissioners, Hanson, MA, Elected Member and Vice-Chair



Green Hanson, Hanson, MA, Executive Board Member



Hanson Agricultural Commission, Hanson, MA, Appointed Member
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Hanson Historical Commission, Hanson, MA, Appointed Member

EVENTS


Facilitated workshop entitled “Legal Responsibilities and Cultural Inclusion,” Community InRoads,
Lawrence MA – March 2018



Facilitated workshop entitled “Lobbying, Advocacy & Political Activities for 501(c)(3) Entities,”
MetroWest/Lawyers Clearinghouse – March 2018



Facilitated workshop entitled “Nonprofit Incorporation and Compliance Workshop: Forming a Notfor-Profit Organization with 501(c)(3) Status and How to Keep it Compliant with State and Federal
Filing Requirements,” Quincy Chamber of Commerce/Lawyers Clearinghouse – January 2017



Facilitated workshop entitled “Fundamentals of Board Governance: 101,” Community
InRoads/YWCA of Greater Lawrence – January 2017



Panelist “Tax-Exempt Issues for Nonprofit Entities,” American Bar Association Forum on Affordable
Housing and Community Development – May 2016



Co-Chaired the BBA Continuing Legal Charitable Board Service Program – April 2016, 2014 &
2013



Facilitated workshop entitled “Lobbying, Advocacy & Political Activities for 501(c)(3) Entities,”
Boston Private/Lawyers Clearinghouse – February 2016



Facilitated workshop entitled “Corporate Governance and Compliance,” Urban Edge Housing
Corporation Partners Training – December 2015



Facilitated workshop entitled “Where is the Line between the Board Duties and the Management
Responsibilities of a Not-for-profit?” Nonprofit Legal Seminars Lawyers Clearinghouse – October
2015



Facilitated workshop entitled “Legal Responsibilities of Nonprofit Boards: 101,” Jericho Road
Lawrence/YWCA Board Training – May 2015



Facilitated workshop entitled “Federal HOME and CHDO’s: Understanding the New Regulations,”
ABA Forum “Boot Camp” on Affordable Housing and Community Development, Philadelphia, PA –
September 2014



Moderated and presented panel entitled “Religious Organizations: Overview of Organization.
Governance and Tax Issues” Boston Bar Association Continuing Legal Education – May 2014



Moderated panel entitled “How to Help Your Nonprofit Clients More Effectively” – March 2014



Facilitated corporate governance and compliance seminar for Metropolitan Boston Housing
Partnership Board of Directors – February 2014



Conducted a series of workshops for City of Boston grantees regarding nonprofit compliance issues
– 2013 and 2014
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Conducted workshop for City of Lawrence CDBG grantees entitled "How to Reinstate and Maintain
Your 501(c)(3) Status," Lawrence, MA – July 2012
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DANIEL M. ROSEN
drosen@kleinhornig.com
617.224.0607
PRACTICE AREAS


Mixed-Finance Public Housing / CNI / RAD



Tax Credits



HUD Programs



Real Estate

EDUCATION
Harvard Law School, JD, 1995
Yale University, BA, 1990

EXPERIENCE
Dan Rosen focuses his practice on real estate, housing, and community development transactions. He
has helped public, private, nonprofit and for-profit clients build, buy, preserve and finance thousands of
housing units across the country. Dan specializes in mixed-finance public housing development, LowIncome Housing Tax Credits, and HUD assistance programs. He has worked with these and numerous
other Federal, state, local and private funding sources to finance innovative, high-impact projects.
Dan was a founding partner of Klein Hornig in 2002. He previously served as Associate General Counsel
at The Community Builders, Inc., a national nonprofit developer and began his career specializing in
affordable housing at firms in Washington, DC. and as an associate at the firms of Hawkins, Delafield &
Wood and Powell, Goldstein, Frazer & Murphy LLP (now Bryan Cave LLP).

BAR ADMISSIONS


Massachusetts



District of Columbia

TRANSACTIONS


Represents developers of seven of the first Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grant
redevelopment projects in the country – involving large-scale redevelopment of both public housing
and privately-owned multifamily sites combining multiple sources of funds including housing tax
credits, historic rehabilitation tax credits, public housing funds, the Rental Assistance
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Demonstration (RAD) program and the “porting” of Section 8 Housing Assistance Payment (HAP)
Contracts


Represented a national developer in an eight-phase mixed-finance public housing revitalization that
produced almost 800 housing units



Represented the developer of a 200-unit project in Massachusetts involving acquisition, selective
demolition, redevelopment and creation of new infrastructure financed with a combination of HUD
Section 236 "decoupling" Interest Reduction Payments, Federal and state Low-Income Housing
Tax Credits, public and private debt



Represents a national syndicator in numerous low-income housing tax credit transactions



Represented multiple Massachusetts public housing authorities in the mixed-finance
redevelopment of their state-aided public housing developments



Represented a limited-equity cooperative in the buy-out of former limited partners and refinance of
their property with new debt



Represented the developer of one of the first mixed-finance Section 202 new construction closings
in the country, creating a project for elderly residents by combining HUD Section 202 assistance
with Low-Income Housing Tax Credits



Represented a community development corporation in the acquisition of a 250,000 square foot
former mill building complex, subdivision and sale of one building to a third party, and financing of
60 units of affordable rental housing and commercial space using Federal and state housing,
historic and New Markets Tax Credits

ACTIVITIES


American Bar Association Forum on Affordable Housing and Community Development Law, Vice
Chair (2018-2019)



National Housing & Rehabilitation Association, Board Member



Urban land Institute Affordable/Workforce Housing Council, Member

EVENTS
Dan is a frequent speaker at local and national conferences. Representative presentations include:


“Tax Credit and Tax-Exempt Bond Boot Camp,” AHF Live – November 2018



“New Opportunities with HUD’s Rental Assistance Demonstration Program,” National Housing &
Rehabilitation Association – October 2018



“Twinning 9% Credits and 4% Credits,” Urban Land Institute Affordable & Workforce Housing
Council – May 2018
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“Finding the Middle Ground: State Agencies & Developers Explore How to Balance Policy to
Maximize Production and Efficient Use of Resources,” National Housing & Rehabilitation
Association – February 2018



“Combining 9% and 4% LIHTCs & Tax-Exempt Bonds,” National Housing & Rehabilitation
Association – May 2017



“LIHTC Terms You Negotiate Now Will Bind You for 15 Years,” NeighborWorks Webinar – March
2017



“Local Preservation Tools to Create Development Opportunities and Save At-Risk Properties,”
National Housing & Rehabilitation Association – October 2017



“A Tale of Two Cities: Multi-phase Acquisition/Resyndication Case Studies,” National Housing &
Rehabilitation Association Portfolio Recapitalization Symposium – February 2017



“Tax Credit and Tax-Exempt Bond Boot Camp,” AHF Live – November 2016



“Tax-Exempt Bond Update: New Structures & Navigating Volume Cap Shortages,” National
Housing & Rehabilitation Association – November 2016



“Preservation: Outside the Box,” American Bar Association Forum on Affordable Housing and
Community Development – May 2016
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A. ROSS PINI
rpini@kleinhornig.com
617.224.0623
PRACTICE AREAS


Low Income Housing Tax Credits



Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits



New Markets Tax Credits



Housing Development



Housing Preservation

EDUCATION
Boston College Law School, JD, 2015
The College of William and Mary, BA, 2012, summa cum laude

EXPERIENCE
Ross Pini focuses his practice on a wide range of affordable housing and community development
matters, and regularly represents nonprofit and for-profit developers in complex transactions involving
federal and state Low Income Housing Tax Credits, federal and state Historic Tax Credits, New Markets
Tax Credits and tax exempt bond financing. Ross also frequently advises nonprofit organizations on a
variety of corporate governance matters.
Ross became involved in affordable housing and community development while at Boston College Law
School, where he was a member of the Community Enterprise Clinic, Community Economic Development
Law Group, and Boston College’s chapter of Project No One Leaves, a foreclosure prevention task force
in Greater Boston. He also interned with the Harvard Legal Aid Bureau’s Foreclosure Defense Task
Force and Judge Alexander Sands of the Massachusetts Land Court.

BAR ADMISSIONS


Massachusetts



Rhode Island

TRANSACTIONS


Represents multiple nonprofit and for-profit developers in transactions involving federal and state
Low Income Housing Tax Credits, project-based vouchers and various public and private debt
sources.
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Represented nonprofit health center QALICB in connection with the financing and development of a
community health center involving New Markets Tax Credit and state Historic Tax Credits.



Represented joint venture of two nonprofit developers in the syndication of a single room
occupancy project involving federal and state Low Income Housing Tax Credits and Historic Tax
Credits.



Represented nonprofit developer in connection with a scattered-site project utilizing tax-exempt
bond financing.



Represented nonprofit and for-profit developers in connection with the financing and development
of affordable homeownership projects utilizing public and private debt sources.



Represented individual investors in multiple transactions involving federal and state Historic Tax
Credits.



Represents state tax credit lender in various loans of state tax credit proceeds.

ACTIVITIES


Boston Bar Association, Member
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GINA M. DONAHUE
Senior Paralegal Manager
gdonahue@kleinhornig.com
617.224.0604
PRACTICE AREAS


Real Estate and Affordable Housing Development



Nonprofit Organizations



Corporate Governance



Title and Survey Review

EXPERIENCE
Gina Donahue is a senior paralegal at Klein Hornig LLP and has been with the firm for over thirteen
years. Gina assists associates and partners on mixed-finance transactions including matters dealing with
affordable housing, generally. She has extensive experience with nonprofit organizations including entity
formation, corporate governance, contract and due diligence review, tax-exemption, and tax compliance.
Prior to joining Klein Hornig, Gina was a paralegal at Bilzin Sumberg in Miami, Florida for over thirteen
years specializing in commercial real estate and commercial litigation.
TRANSACTIONS


Assist with corporate formation and governance for nonprofit entities including the application of
501(c)(3) status and charitable registration in multiple jurisdictions.



Assist with complex joint commercial and residential transactions involving Low-Income Housing
Tax Credits, New Markets Tax Credits as well as over a dozen additional funding sources.



Assist with the new construction and rehabilitation transactions of affordable housing utilizing
various public and private funding sources including federal and state tax credits, tax-exempt
bonds, HUD-insured loans, rental assistance and other loan and grant funding.



Review of title and survey for developers and lenders in acquisitions involving senor, multifamily,
mixed-use and mixed-income properties.

Technical Proposal for Kent/Station Street Town-Owned Parking Lot Redevelopment Project
Request for Proposals Bid Number P-20-05
2Life Communities

Part C. Conceptual Design

Part C. Conceptual Design
C.i Initial Design Principles
Based on our understanding of the site and existing building, the following principals guided our
initial approach to the project described above:







Replace existing parking on site while minimizing traffic and parking impacts during
operations
Place active uses along Station Street, including a comfortable and inviting lobby and
common area decks
Enhance connectivity between Station Street and Kent Street with an accessible pedestrian
route and a public park
Minimize building footprint to maintain open space and light and views
Provide for “village center” resident and community gathering spaces
Provide universal design and adaptable features in every apartment, building off of 2Life’s
own “Design Guidelines for Aging in Community”

C.ii Proposed Program Overview
The vision for the development of Kent/Station Street is informed by 2Life’s more than 50 years of
experience as developers, owners, property managers and service providers of senior housing; it
incorporates a commitment to building on our foundation of affordability, sustainability and,
adaptability, and always innovating with new programs and services in our “village centers”.
Affordability
2Life Communities is committed to providing superior housing that is broadly affordable.
Local, state, and federal government funding provides subsidized housing for seniors,
including project-based vouchers for some apartments so that residents only need to pay up
to 30% of their income. 2Life increases housing opportunities that are affordable to seniors
that are just over the income limits for subsidized housing by providing some apartments
without income limits that are priced at below market rents. Our commitment to our motto
“Age Affordably, Live Well” extends beyond housing prices. With funding from individuals,
foundations, and corporations, we are able to provide programs and services that support
our residents’ bodies, minds, and spirits. We consider everything from health care to
transportation to nutritious meals, helping them to maintain their quality of life. At
Kent/Station Street, we propose 54 new one-bedroom apartments affordable to seniors at a range
of incomes with 85% of the apartments income-restricted for households with incomes below 60%
AMI as well as a few unrestricted, below market rate apartments so that 2Life is never forced to
turn away any seniors who want to age in community. An on-site resident services coordinator
connects residents with 2Life’s programs and services as well as provides coordination with care
providers and benefits counseling.

Technical Proposal for Kent/Station Street Town-Owned Parking Lot Redevelopment Project
Request for Proposals Bid Number P-20-05
2Life Communities

Part C. Conceptual Design
Village Centers
One of 2Life’s primary objectives is building connections and community within our walls
and in our surrounding neighborhoods. Our campuses are hubs of activity and opportunity.
We think of our walls as permeable, and invite people from the surrounding communities to
learn and socialize side by side with our residents. We want all buildings to be hubs of
activity that enrich, and are enriched by, our residents and our neighbors. We design
public/private spaces to create a welcoming atmosphere while also ensuring resident
security. At Kent/Station Street, we propose a vibrant and welcoming residential lobby as well as a
multi-purpose room and public deck that is the hub of activity for residents and the
neighborhood. The building will be staffed with an Executive Director, Resident Services
Coordinator, Maintenance Mechanic, Custodian and floating 2Life programs staff who will
program the space with 2Life’s award-winning programs and services including lifelong learning,
social and cultural events, fitness and wellness offerings, intergenerational programs and more.

Sustainability and Grey-Green Technology
Our residents care deeply about their legacy and want to leave future generations with a
good environment. As developers of senior housing, we consider both economic and
environmental sustainability in the design and implementation of systems in our buildings.
One example where we strive to push the green envelope is resident comfort. Seniors are
particularly sensitive to small fluctuations in temperature. 2Life pays for all resident utilities
to minimize bill pay interruptions, to prevent residents from choosing between heat and
food or medicine as well as to use utility savings to reinvest into resident programs. We seek
certification in green benchmarking programs such as LEED, Enterprise Green Communities
and others, where appropriate.
2Life Communities has been recognized by the U.S. Department of Energy for becoming the
first affordable housing multifamily Better Buildings Challenge goal achiever for its energysaving practices which reduced source energy consumption by 24%. We have recommitted
to an additional 10% reduction over the next five years.
At Kent/Station Street, we propose a building that will pursue Enterprise Green Communities
certification, a green building framework for the affordable housing sector with a number of
sustainability features. As a transit-oriented development (TOD) site, the building will be “car-free”
for residents, have a very thermally efficient and tight building envelope, low site impact and
highly efficient heating and cooling. Fresh air that is preheated through energy recovery units
maximizes indoor air quality. We will explore minimizing or eliminating the use of on-site
combustion sources for heating, hot water and cooking. In the parking area, we will provide
covered bike parking, car share spaces and electric vehicle charging stations.
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Adaptability in Apartment Design and Layout
2Life Communities believes that as residents age and their needs increase, they should not
have to leave their apartment because of the physical constraints of the design of the space.
Adaptability is our approach to universal design, which holds that environments should be
usable by all people regardless of age or ability. Our goal is that our apartments be equipped
to accommodate changing needs, including options to make incremental changes. One
resident may need space changes to accommodate their use of a walk while another
resident may need visual cues or safety modifications to address the onset of dementia. For
more information, please read 2Life’s Design Guidelines for Aging in Community here:
https://www.2lifecommunities.org/resources-guides/design-guidelines
At Kent/Station Street, we propose spacious approximately 670 square feet one-bedroom
apartments that consider resident needs for every detail, from the non-slip flooring selection, to
high-lumen light fixtures, two-way speaker emergency call system and low threshold shower.

This proposed conceptual design proposal addresses the Town’s stated goals in the RFP to replace
existing parking, maximize affordable, service-enriched housing options for Brookline seniors and
proposes a building design that is both contextual to the neighborhood fabric and enhances
connectivity in this transit-rich, vibrant and walkable village center location.
The 2Life team will work closely with the neighborhood residents, local businesses and Town of
Brookline to further refine the proposed development with shared goals for high-quality senior
housing and community spaces that will integrate the Kent/Station Street site into Brookline Village
while maintaining on-site public parking.
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C.iii Development Plan By the Numbers:
Proposed Building Dimensions
Reference “Building Section Looking North”
Square Feet
Residential Component

51,500

Stories
(Station St)
5

Stories
(Kent St)
5

Parking Component

20,500

2

1

Total

72,000

7 stories/ 81 ft*

6 stories/ 64 ft

*Note, the height on Station Street above grade plan is 70’, keeping the building under high rise
requirements.

Floor

1BR- Apts

Residential SF

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
TOTAL

11
11
11
11
10
0
0
54

9,500
9,500
9,500
9,500
9,500
700
2,800
51,500

Parking Area SF
Public/Resident

Parking Spaces
Public/Resident

Bike Parking
Public/Resident

11,300 / 0
6,700 / 2,500
20,500

31 / 0
8/9
48

16
8
24

Proposed Program Details
 54 new one-bedroom apartments affordable to seniors at a range of incomes:
o 8 apartments for project-based Section 8 vouchers (to be requested from DHCD) to
support extremely low-income seniors (<30% AMI)
o 12 project-based MRVP units (to be requested from DHCD) to support very lowincome seniors (<50% AMI)
o 25 LIHTC tax credit apartments (<60% AMI)
o 8 apartments that are unrestricted but priced at below market rate rents
o 1 apartment set aside for live-in staff member to provide 24-hour emergency
response support
 48 parking spaces for the following uses:
o 39 spaces to replace existing public parking (Inclusive of two spaces to replace
existing car share)
o 3 spaces for 2Life staff parking
o 6 spaces for 2Life support staff and visitor parking
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Common spaces (indoor and outdoor):
(Reference: Station Street Garage Level, Kent Street Garage Level and Residential Level 1)
o Multi-purpose room with kitchenette and public restroom for 2Life’s award winning
programs and services
o One apartment dedicated to a live-in staff member who is available to respond to
resident emergencies after hours and on weekends.
o Common area decks/balconies on residential floors 3-7
o Publicly accessible, safe and well-lit pedestrian path connecting Kent and Station
Street
o Public Park with green open space along the west side of the building
o A lobby with mailboxes, a package room and seating for vehicular pick-up/drop-off
o Resident services coordinator office.
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C.iv Building Image and Design Approach with Design Packages
Reference: Station Street View #1 & 2,
The façade on Station Street is composed of two stories of brick with a landscaped deck above. A
high-ceilinged, well-lit warm and inviting lobby activates Station Street as well as the public path to
Kent Street and the Station Street level parking entrance. The trellis at the third floor common area
deck helps to connect the scale to the adjacent buildings while emphasizing the outdoor use of the
deck. There is also a publicly accessible community room and deck on the third floor facing Station
Street. There are common area decks for residents at residential floors 4-7 facing Station Street to
activate the upper façade of the building.
Reference: Kent Street View #1 & 2
The building is 6 stories of brick along Kent Street in relation to the adjacent brick building to the
East. The mass of the building is kept slender and each corner is chamfered to allow more light and
views to our neighbors. The building also steps in to the West to create an outdoor room and public
park. The upper portions of the building will be made of a lighter feeling material in the same color
palette as the brick: fiber cement panels on the West and clapboard siding on the East.

Site Plan
Reference: Landscape Plan
The proposed design minimizes the building footprint as much as possible. The mass of the building
is kept slender and each corner is chamfered to maintain open space and to allow more light and
views to our neighbors. Minimizing the building footprint creates space for an accessible pedestrian
access and a public park along the west property line with a tree-planted berm that serves as a
buffer to the adjacent home. The berm is rounded to create intimate seating areas along the public
path. The pedestrian path can be accessed by an outdoor public stair and pathway between Station
and Kent Street or via an accessible path using a public elevator between the parking levels. A
widened sidewalk on Station Street allows us to plant a row of street trees. On Kent Street, the
parking deck is screed by plantings and the east side of the building will have green groundcover.
The residential lobby and main entrance to the building is along Station Street and there will be a
designated loading area for pick-up and drop-off for 2Life residents.
The two historic retaining walls will be partially maintained. The existing retailing wall along the East
property line will be maintained and repaired as necessary. A portion of the existing stone retaining
wall along Station Street will be reused beside the public stair.
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C.v Site Development Approach and Regulatory Approvals
This site is located in a G-2.0 zoning district and the proposed building dimensions would require a
rezoning. If the site was rezoned then the project could either proceed “as of right”, or in all
likelihood would go through a design review and special permit process with a Design Advisory
Team, Planning Board review and ultimately a special permit from the Board of Appeals. In lieu of a
rezoning, with a proposed program that is 85% income-restricted, 2Life will apply for a Project
Eligibility letter to the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD)
and pursue a “friendly” 40B Comprehensive Permit from the Board of Appeals in order to streamline
the zoning and permitting approvals process. 2Life will first apply for a demolition permit though we
believe that the parking lot site to be demolished does not meet the criteria for “significance”. We
will also look into whether any permits may be required from the MBTA to proceed.
Stantec, the project engineer and landscape architect has reviewed the historic and environmental
status of the site and does not believe that the project will require a MEPA review process or trigger
Section 106 of the National Historical Preservation Act with a review by the Massachusetts Historical
Commission. 2Life will have Stantec conduct a new Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment, possibly
a Phase 2 and engage a geotechnical consultant to do borings on site.
Since 2Life intends to act as the developer for the entire site but the owner of only the residential
component of the site, 2Life will work in close collaboration with the Town of Brookline and Town
Counsel to assist with any regulatory approvals that the parking component of the site may require.
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C.vi Preliminary construction management plan and logistics plan
2Life’s proposed construction manager for Kent/Station Street is Dellbrook|JKS, the same contractor
for 2Life’s two most recent projects, the Brown Family House and Weinberg House. Dellbrook’s
primary goal is to ensure the safety of the public and local residents of the neighborhood while
exceeding expectations to manage the construction project to a successful completion. Dellbrook is
committed to working in close communication with the Town and neighbors to minimize and
mitigate the construction impacts. Dellbrook assessed the site in person in August 2019 and
prepared a Construction Management Plan and a Site Logistics Plan to explain their proposed
approach. The construction management plan and logistics plan are summarized in the Executive
Summary and the complete documents are enclosed here. In addition, 2Life is also considering an
alternative approach to the construction of the residential component of the building.

Pre-construction and construction neighborhood communications
As with 2Life’s two previous projects, 2Life is committed to meeting with the direct abutters and
neighbors to be responsive their concerns and share a draft construction management plan prior to
commencing construction. Dellbrook and 2Life will work closely to provide regular construction
updates to the neighbors. 2Life has set-up a communications system so that neighbors can receive
these updates on a 2Life project website or call a dedicated phone number for questions or
concerns.

Two Options for Construction of Residential Component of Building
2Life has a proven track record with the proposed Kent/Station Street design and construction team
for wood frame over podium construction with Weinberg House completed and the Brown Family
House underway. The design approach proposed above as well as the enclosed construction
management plan and logistics plan prepared by Dellbrook describes this type of construction
method.
Due to the nature of this tight urban infill site, 2Life is proposing modular construction as an
alternative option for the construction of the residential component of the building. 2Life has
consulted with Oaktree Development/GreenStaxx, a design/build firm based in Cambridge,
Massachusetts specializing in factory-produced, urban, modular, multi-family housing. GreenStaxx
offers a system of standardized residential unit-stacks with options for customization. GreenStaxx
has examined the proposed dimensions and unit layout for the residential component of the
Kent/Station Street site and has determined that using their residential unit-stacks they can fit 54
one bedrooms apartments with customizations for 2Life’s senior-specific adaptability features within
the same approximate footprint as the proposed conceptual design.
The primary benefit of a modular design and construction approach is the opportunity to shorten
the overall construction period and lessen the impact of the loss of public parking as well as general
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construction impacts on the neighborhood. Cost savings is another significant factor where project
overhead and financing costs can be reduced through an accelerated time frame.
There is local precedent for mixed use development using modular residential construction. 28
Austin Street in Newtonville is currently under construction. This development was also spurred by
the redevelopment of a City of Newton-owned public parking lot. The development includes 68 one
and two bedroom apartments (102 GreenStaxx boxes) of which 33% are affordable, structured
parking, 5,000 sf of commercial/retail space and is highly-sustainable with solar powered utilities,
energy-efficiency features and more. For renderings and more information,
https://www.greenstaxx.com/portfolio/austin-street/
Examples of a typical one-bedroom layout prepared by Greenstaxx as well as photos of an actual
apartment at 28 Austin Street are enclosed. 2Life would work with Greenstaxx to further customize
the design, layout, fixtures and more for senior=specific adaptability features.
As part of the community engagement process, 2Life intends to present both options to the Town
and community stakeholders for thoughtful consideration.
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Photos of Actual Apartment at 28 Austin Street, Newtonville
provided by GreenStaxx

Construction Management Plan
Station Street/Kent Street, Brookline MA
Owner
2 Life Communities
Project Location
The new building is to be located on Station Street and Kent Street, Brookline
Massachusetts.
Project Description
Currently, the site currently functions as a municipal parking lot for the Town of
Brookline. Access to the site is from Kent Street and the property borders Station Street,
with a significant grade change and no vehicular access. There are no existing structures
on the site.
This is a tight urban site with the proposed building taking up the vast majority of
the site. There are buildings on adjacent lots that are situated directly on the property line.
Due to the proximity of these buildings to the proposed building, special consideration will
need to be taken to ensure that these buildings’ structures remain undisturbed, and that
there is limited disruption to the residents.
The proposed 54-unit apartment building is to be constructed utilizing a type 1A
protected structural steel and concrete superstructure for the Ground and 2nd floor podium
element of the building. Construction type 3B Structural wood framing will make up the
remaining 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th , and 7th floors.
We are assuming that the building envelope will consist of a combination of
composite materials such as, masonry veneer, curtain wall systems, insulated metal
paneling, cementitious siding, thermal-insulated glass windows and door assemblies and
TPO Roofing System with metal flashings.
We assume that the building utilities are to be natural gas, domestic water and fire
protection services, electrical and telecommunication services and sanitary and storm water
discharge services.
The building will utilize an Aquatherm system including AHUs in each unit with gas
fired tankless hot water heaters for heating and rooftop condensers for cooling. Units will
include individual ERVs to provide outside air vs vertical risers. The common areas will
be served through a roof top unit.

As an alternate, the use of an electric heating/cooling VRF systems is an option. This
would include electric on-demand water heaters or a central electric water heater.
There is handicap access to all floors via two elevators.
There will be two levels of parking under the building. One will be accessed from
Kent Street and one will be accessed from Station Street. There will be no vehicular
connection between the two levels. Both levels will be ventilated.
Pre-construction survey
A preconstruction survey will be performed by a third party on all adjacent properties
(interior and exterior), streets and sidewalks to document the existing conditions prior to
the start of any construction activities. This will establish a base line that can be monitored
throughout the construction process. Once the construction has been completed, the
adjacent areas can be re-surveyed to see if any of the existing conditions have changed or
been affected by the construction process. If changes have been found and are deemed to
have been caused by construction activities, a remediation plan will be proposed and agreed
to by all parties involved before implementation will take place.
Primary Goals
Dellbrook|JKS primary goal is to ensure the safety of the public and local residents
of the neighborhood while exceeding expectations to manage the construction project to a
successful completion. We understand that working together with not only the construction
team but with the local agencies will be the key to the success of this project. Putting
together a mitigation plan and schedule and then following through to execute the plan will
minimize the disruption to the daily lives of residents and employees of neighboring
businesses. Dellbrook|JKS’s construction management experience, years of working
together with 2Life, and understanding their needs and the needs of their clients will help
us to provide a building that meets the needs of the community.
We are conscious of the need to maintain as much parking in the area as possible and the
requirement for maintaining access for the fire department to reach all of the buildings at
all times. Access for emergency egress for pedestrians will be maintained at all times by
use of signage and barriers showing the safe route out of neighboring buildings while
construction is ongoing.
Dellbrook|JKS will coordinate trucking routes with the suppliers and Town of
Brookline and maintain safe access for deliveries to the Station Street staging area
throughout the construction process.

Dellbrook|JKS has worked on several projects in Brookline in the past and maintains
an excellent working relationship with the Town’s building department and other
municipal agencies.
Project Schedule Narrative
Conventional cast-in-place steel reinforce concrete foundation will be utilized.
Installation of the underground utilities and preparation for the C.I.P. slab on grade will
follow the foundation scope of work. Structural steel erection and composite decking will
be erected in conjunction with the underground utility work. After the slab on deck has
been placed the structural wood framing will start. To maximize the production of the wood
framing, a tower crane will be used for deliveries and other logistical uses. The buildings
weather integrity will be achieved with permanent and temporary means to enable the start
of the electrical scope of work at the earliest possible date. After the building is
substantially weather tight, the interior roughing activities will commence including, but
not limited to, interior framing, electrical, plumbing, mechanical and fire protection
systems installation from the Ground floor up following the wood framing. Once the roof
is constructed and the windows and AVB are substantially complete, rough MEP/FP and
finishes will continue from the top down. In close coordination with the Brookline Building
Department inspectors and the Engineers of Record, all necessary inspections and
authorizations to proceed will be identified. The building envelope will be installed
simultaneously with the roughing activities allowing for a seamless transition into the
finish activities. Using quality control means and methods the finishes will be installed in
order to insure the correctness of the work. Transitioning into the start-up of the M.E.P.
systems and commissioning of all equipment will insure environmental controls are in
place for the finishes. With the creation and execution of Work Completion Lists the
project close-out process will be stream line and efficient.

Project Logistics and Pollution Prevention Plans
Rodent and Pest Controls
An environmental pest control company will be acquired 20 days prior to the
commencement of the project. The use of rodent and pest control devices and pesticides
prior to the demolition will reduce the potential displacement of these pests into the
abutter’s property. Throughout the construction process the traps and pesticides will be
placed at the site fencing perimeter and will be maintained and monitored by the
environmental pest control company.

Erosion Control
In the event that a storm water pollution prevention plan is required,
Dellbrook|JKS will coordinate the requirements and means/methods with the appropriate
parties.
Dust and Debris Mitigation
Conventional dust control methods, water and/or calcium will be applied on an as
needed basis. The construction of 6 ft. site fence will be chain link with scrim screening
attached to reduce potential dust contamination from leaving the project site.
Noise and Vibration Mitigation
Seismometers may be placed by a third party in strategic locations at the adjacent
apartment building and businesses to record seismic activity created by selective site
demolition, excavation and installation of underpinning of adjacent buildings, as well as
foundations for the new building. Schedule start and finish times will be established prior
to the commencement of the foundation demolition to insure minimal disruption to the
abutting residential building occupants.
Public Traffic and Pedestrian Control
 See attached site logistics plan
We will be installing a temporary chain link fence and jersey barriers as required with scrim
around the entire work area as shown on the CMP site plan.
Our intent is to primarily access the site from Station Street and use Kent Street as
secondary access. Temporary sidewalk closures will be necessary, and crosswalks will be
provided to ensure safe pedestrian access around the construction area. Pedestrians will be
redirected with temporary signage. We will be utilizing the new and existing curb cuts and
entrances. Signage will be used to make all pedestrians and construction employees aware
of trucks, equipment and personnel that are entering and leaving the site at these locations.
We have proposed this approach of accessing the site via Station Street and exiting
via Kent Street due to the existence of overhead power lines on Kent Street, which would
make it impossible to receive deliveries from that entrance. Additionally, we feel that
directing all construction traffic to Station Street will help lessen the impact on neighbors,
as those on Kent Street will not be subject to the noise of trucks unloading.

In the event that the overhear power lines on Kent Street are relocated, we will
reassess our proposed approach.
Project Deliveries
There will be no deliveries and/or standing vehicles allowed before 7:00 AM or after
5:00 PM Monday through Friday. Any potential weekend deliveries will be scheduled
through the Brookline Transportation Division and Building Department. There will be no
curb side and/or street deliveries allowed without proper notification. The primary access
will be from Station Street.
Project Hoisting
We are proposing the use of a tower crane for the erection of structural steel through
wood frame. We anticipate that the façade will be constructed using swing staging and/or
mast climbers, as access is extremely limited on all sides. Dellbrook|JKS will coordinate
with 2Life and BFD for any deliveries that may hinder traffic flow or access to neighboring
buildings.
Project Storage
All storage and temporary construction facilities will be within the limits of
construction areas.
Onsite Parking
No on-site parking will be allowed. Off-site parking, car-pooling, and public
transportation will be utilized to minimize impact to the neighborhood and to ensure that
the construction activities are not impeded by personal vehicles. We have contacted local
businesses and have identified multiple viable options for personnel parking. No parking
signs will be posted as required on the temporary construction fencing on Station Street
where it is limited to 1 lane width as shown on the logistics plan.
Strategies and Constructability
 Dellbrook|JKS will be utilizing the Pro core system of project management
for the tracking, exchanging of information, and documentation. We will
provide instruction as needed to the team to ensure the system is understood
by all.
 Onsite pre-construction meetings are required for every subcontractor, tiered
subcontractors and/or venders a minimum of two weeks prior to the scheduled
mobilization and start of construction date. These meeting consist of, but not








limited to, scope of work review, schedule review, safety requirements,
logistics for proposed deliveries and hoisting, special conditions and planning.
The project management approach is to be one of a single team between the
Owner, Architect, Engineers, and contractors. Consistency of communication
methods and documentation will be an unmeasurable advantage. For example,
all Requests for Information submissions will be accompanied by proposed
solutions and/or suggestions to minimize potential costs and to maximize
efficiency for the purpose of maintaining the project schedule.
Performing the street utility scope of work during the foundation process will
allow the site contractor to maintain equipment and personnel onsite. This
reduces the equipment down time and performs utility work in conjunction
with the foundations.
An expedited weather-tight building envelope gives you the ability to start the
electrical scope of work roughing in advance to conventional means.
Utilizing lean construction scheduling methods we achieve better quality with
less scheduled time to complete the work.

Neighborhood Impact
We understand that a project of this size in such a densely populated area could have a
significant impact on local residents and businesses. We find that communication is key
to making a project run smoothly. Residents and business owners often become anxious
when they are not made aware of upcoming construction activities that may impact their
day-to-day life. By informing them of upcoming milestones, we can greatly reduce anxiety
and, therefore, impact on residents and businesses. We propose holding regular meetings
with residents and business owners to update them on the progress of the project and to
address any concerns they may have.
Additionally, the proposed owner, 2Life Communities, has a practice of maintaining a
project website where the overall construction schedule and regular project updates are
posted.
MBE/WBE Hiring Approach
Dellbrook|JKS has a standard operating procedure for meeting MBE/WBE goals for
projects. Dellbrook|JKS teams integrate their buyout reports, reflecting actual versus
estimated participation goals. The total costs and percentages are calculated against the
Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) budget, and as project buyout proceeds, we update
the schedule of participation so that the client and project team are up to date on the
progress of the MBE and WBE participation.

Our project managers’ continued emphasis in reviewing the MBE and WBE participation
goals throughout the project buyout phase contributes to our ability to meet and often
exceed these goals. On certain projects we submit, each month, a utilization report listing
all DBE, MBE, and WBE subcontractors to track the participation percentages as the
prime contract and subcontract amounts change over the course of the project. This
eliminates any surprises that can come up over the course of the job, and ensures that the
participation amount is maintained throughout the project.
We are proactive in making sure to solicit as many qualified firms as possible. Based
upon the bid packages for the project, Dellbrook|JKS develops a subcontractor list that
includes qualified MBE and WBE subcontractors and suppliers. Our team will solicit
these subcontractors and suppliers and ensure that all firms will get a fair chance at
bidding the project.
Additional outreach efforts will include the following:
 Workforce Job Fair
 ABC subcontractor networking events
 Blue Book networking events
 Community Service Employment Program – posted

Quality Management
Pre-Construction Meetings
Two weeks prior to mobilization of any subcontractor the Project Manager and
Onsite Foreman is required to attend a preconstruction meeting. At this meeting the
subcontractor’s personnel are oriented to the project, their specific scope of work is
reviewed for content and execution, the project schedule is reviewed and accepted
by the subcontractor, safety and housekeeping requirements are reviewed.

Safety and Housekeeping Practices
Dellbrook|JKS develops a site specific safety plan (SSSP) that identifies and
addresses all of the operations to take place on site that have risk associated with
them. This plan meets or exceeds OSHA standards and is made part of each
subcontractor’s contract. We also require each subcontractor to develop and submit

their own SSSP showing that they have reviewed and are aware of any hazards
associated with their work.
Prior to the start of work by any subcontractor a Hazardous Risk Assessment Plan is
reviewed. During this review all potential hazardous work requirements and the
safety plans required to mitigate these risks are confirmed. Housekeeping and project
hygiene are critical to a high quality project and an expeditious completion date.
Weekly Project Foreman Meetings are held and each subcontractor onsite is required
to have a representative attend this meeting. Safety and Housekeeping are just two
of the many subjects discussed on a weekly basis.

First Inspections
A first inspection consists of a copy of the approved as-noted submittal for the
proposed construction material, equipment and/or finishes. Prior to accepting and
allowing the materials to be delivered or used, the material is inspected for
conformation with the approved as noted submittal. If the materials are found to be
deficient and/or incorrect the material is not allowed on the project. This process
eliminates the use of inferior materials and delays to the project due to potential
removal and replacement of materials.
Bench-Mark Construction
At each critical phase of the construction process the work in place is reviewed as
the bench-mark for quality and correct execution of the work. The bench mark
construction is reviewed by the entire project team prior to continuing with the
construction.
Lean Construction Scheduling
This project has multiple similar construction activities and/or units that repeat
throughout the schedule. The activities required to complete a single unit are
identified to the smallest of activities. During the work required to complete this
single unit the activities are verified for time and quality. The construction personnel
work as a team, in the same order repeating their individual work activities as a
group. This process is repeated and insures the project schedule duration and quality
are maintained.
LEED / Green Construction Methods

Though the architect generally drives the LEED / Green requirements and practices
to be followed, Dellbrook|JKS is proud of its sustainable projects track record as evidenced
by our passed projects and will work together with the entire team from beginning to the
end to ensure the project meets or exceeds all expectations and goals.
NFPA 241 Plan
Dellbrook|JKS will work with 2Life to develop and implement a site specific NFPA
241 plan. We will work with the Brookline Fire Chief to ensure all necessary measures are
put in place to ensure a safe project from start to finish.
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Part D. Project Schedule

Part D. Project Timetable
Development Timeline Narrative
Given the desire to make affordable apartments available to low-income seniors in Brookline as
soon as possible, and lessen the construction impact in the neighborhood, we have proposed a wellplanned regulatory approval, pre-development and financing schedule that reflects our recent
successes with Weinberg House and the Brown Family House. 2Life Communities has financial
capacity to self-fund pre-development activities which allows us to quickly advance project readiness
at each milestone. Immediately after we are selected as developer and issued a Letter of Intent in
late October or early November, 2Life will work with the Town to begin earnest and thoughtful
community engagement with area stakeholders to refine the schematic design and build support for
the Land Disposition article to be ready for a vote at Town Meeting. 2Life intends to be very
forthcoming with neighbors and Town officials about the project. However, we cannot carry the
work of generating broad community support alone—this MUST be a partnership with the Town.
We will only go to Town Meeting when we have secured substantial neighborhood support.
If the Town feels it appropriate, the land disposition articles can include a re-zoning to accommodate
the project as of right, which would be the most efficient path. However, if the Town does not opt
for the re-zoning, after receiving affirmative votes for all Land Disposition-related Town Meeting
articles, 2Life staff will pursue a “friendly” 40B Comprehensive Permit permitting path and apply to
the state Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD) for a Project Eligibility Letter
and begin the Town staff and Town board meetings in the fall of 2020. Concurrently, 2Life will apply
to the Housing Advisory Board for a local funding commitment contingent on permitting outcome.
These two milestones, a local funding commitment and a permitted project exhibit a high-degree of
readiness to the State and will make this project competitive for funding in the first pre-application
and One-Stop submissions. We anticipate this funding request to include a combination of state
deferred payment loan sources such as Affordable Housing Trust Fund, HOME, Housing Innovations
Fund (HIF) and Commercial Area Transit Node Housing Program (CATNHP), etc.; allocations of both
Federal 9% and State Low Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTCs); and Massachusetts Rental Voucher
Program (MRVP) and Section 8 vouchers. While awaiting the award announcement, 2Life will
advance the drawing set by completing design development documents for cost estimates and
construction documents. We are confident that DHCD will award federal and state resources to the
project by Summer 2021.
Following the DHCD award announcement, our Construction Manager, Dellbrook, will competitively
bid out the subcontractor trades. With final construction pricing in hand, 2Life will release a request
for proposals (RFP) and select tax credit equity investors and construction/permanent debt lenders
at the end of 2021. After selection, with the project financing and development program established,
DHCD will invite 2Life to begin closing procedures, anticipated to be about two months in duration.
Concurrently, 2Life will submit paperwork to HUD for their subsidy layering review. 2Life will work
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Part D. Project Schedule
with Town staff, including the Building Commissioner and Planning Department to satisfy the
requirements of the building permit and conditions for the Comprehensive Permit.
The construction period is anticipated to be about 15 months due to the extensive excavation,
shoring, steel and concrete work for the structured parking levels. Marketing and leasing will begin
approximately 6 months prior to the end of construction. 2Life will work with the State and Town to
prepare an Affirmative Fair Housing Marketing Plan and conduct significant outreach to Brookline
seniors. Based on this schedule, occupancy is anticipated for year-end 2023.
*Alternative construction of residential-component of building
2Life is exploring the opportunity to bring Greenstaxx, a Cambridge-based modular design-build
firm onto the project team. The major benefit of a modular construction approach to the
development schedule is the opportunity to shorten the overall construction period thereby
lessening the noise and disruption to the neighbors, lessening the impact of the loss of public
parking as well as potentially decreasing the amount of construction loan interest in the project
budget. 2Life intends to propose both options to the Town and neighbors and conduct further due
diligence with Greenstaxx. The project schedule currently reflects the wood-frame over podium
approach, not the modular approach.
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